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INTRODUCTION

The July 1991 edition of reacher Education Policy in the States: A 50-
gulte Survev_o_f_kelalLtive and Administrative_Actions updates information
frot prior surveys in the areas of standards, standards boards, minority
teacher recruitment, clinical/field experiences, and alternative preparation
for licensure.

This edition of the survey further clarifies state requirements for
entry into teacher preparation programs, for exit from these programs, and
for regular and alternative licensuro. In the survey, teacher licensure
options are divided into three categories. Requirements for a regular
license include those state standards that must be met to earn an initial or
advanced teaching credential. Stanaards in this category generally refer to
requirements that must be met by individuals who complete an approved
teacher education program and who fulfill state or district continuing
professional development requirements. The category on emergency or
shortage-driven credentials describes the process by which a person who does

41
not meet requirements for a regular license may be hired to fill a classroom
vacancy when there is a shortage of qualified personnel. This is
distinguished from the third category, non-shortage-driven alternative
preparation for lieensure, which generally refers to a concentrated, often
field-based preparation option for nontraditional students.

The July 1991 survey data indicate that 86 percent of the states allow
persons to apply for and receive a nonstandard credential with which they
may teach if a shortage of qualified educators exists. (For purposes of
this survey, the District of Columbia is counted as a state.) Of the seven
states that do not affer a shortage-driven credential, four indicate such
vacancies are filled by employing persons with a teaching license in another
subject field or for another grade level. Two other states report their
alternative route to teaching is often used to supply teachers when
shortages exist.

In 82 percent of the states that offer a temporary or emergency
teaching license, the teachers are required to take some kind of
professional course work after they are hired. However, only 18 percent of
the states require these people to have teacher preparation before they
enter the classroom. Although the credentials offered in these states are
generally described as temporary, in nearly 60 percent of the cases an
individual may convert his or her temporary license to a permanent
credential by accumulating inservice or collegiate credits.

Thirty states authorize alternative routes to teaching or an
alternative credential for nontraditional students. In general these
programs require that candidates possess a bachelor's degree, pass certain
examinations, and take teacher preparation courses before they enter the
classroom and while they are teaching. Often these programs involve school
district personnel in teacher preparation and have a significant field-based
component. Although the number of states with these alternative routes
remains relatively constant, 10 states (Arkanses, Colorado, Delaware,



Kentucky, Maryland, Mississippi, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Utah, ,And
Washington) report they have either created new alternative programs or
revised existing one. Furthermore, six states (Alaska, the District of
Columbia, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, and Wyoming) report either the
introduction of alternative certification legislation or a proposal under
study by a state legislative or agency body.

The appendix summarizes the 30 state-authorized alternutive routes.

;1
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SURVEY CATEGORIES

STANDARPS: Authorized measures of quality or competency that affect the
teaching profession. Entrance/Exit Requirements describes requirements for

40
entrance into and exit from a school, college, or department of education.
Requirements for Regular Licensure include those standards an individual
must meet to be issued an initial or advanced teaching credential.
Generally these standards govern licenses awarded individuals who complete
an approved teacher education program and who fulfill state or district
continuing professional development requirements. Emergency or Shortage-
Driven Credentials describes the process by which an individual who does not

40 meet requirements for a regular license may be hired to fill a teaching
vacancy when there is a shortage of qualified personnel. Non-Shortage-
Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure includes information on routes
to licensure designed for nontraditional students that provide accelerated
preparation for teaching. These alternative programs may be conducted by
institutions of higher education, local education agencies, state education
agencies, or a combination of the three.

STANDARDS BOARDS: Any official state entity that may recommend or establish
standards for program approval and for the issuance of licenses is
chronicled. Some may also set, monitor, and enforce standards of conduct
for professional educators. This type of agency may have final regulatory
authority or may simply advise other state policymakers. Recent or proposed

40 changes in this area are also documented.

MINORITY TEACHER RECRUITMENT: State-sponsored studies, proposals,
legislation, cr programs that address the problem of a decline in the number
of minorities entering the teaching profession are described in this
section. Activity reported includes state early recruitment efforts,
targeted scholarship/loan programs, and other actions to recruit minorities
into the teaching profession.

cuNicWILL4n_ram Teacher education students gain clinical
experience through activid.es planned by the college or university. These
experiences, which take place prior to student teaching, allow the students
to glean knowledge about the teaching profession and the admlnistration of
schools through observation or other activities culminating in an analysis
af the observed experience. Teacher education students make the transition
from passive obsevver to active participant through field experiences. For
this survey, field experience is defined as student teaching or a similar
classroom activity (such as tutoring), where the teacher education student,
under the tutelage of a licensed teacher, gradually assumes the
responsibility for the education of pupils. Clinical and field experiences
often overlap or are ambiguously discussed in state language; therefore,
when student teaching is specifically required, it rill be noted as student
teaching. In addition, state requirements for the training and experience
of the clinical faculty and the cooperating teacher are described.

ix
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AACTE American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education

ACT American College Test

CAT California Achievement Test

CBEST California Basic Skills Test
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0
ALABAMA

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

To be admitted to an undergraduate teacher education program, individuals
must: 1) have a total of 60 semester or 90 quarter hours of undergraduate
courses, of which 48 or 72 hours, respectively, must De in general studies;
2) have a total score of 745 on the SAT or 17 on the enhanced ACT; 3) have a
GPA of 1.5 on a 3.0 scale or 2.5 on a 4.0 scale (fur persons beginning
collegiate study before fall 1989, a 1.2 GPA on a 3.0 scale or 2.2 on a 4.0
scale was required); 4) score at least 70 on the Alabama English Language
Proficiency Test (ELPT); and 5) have an interview deemed successful
according to criteria developed by the IRE and approved by the SDE. The SDE
continues to research other means of assessing people before they enter a
teacher education program.

Exit requirements for persons who began collegiate study prior to fall 1989
include a GPA of 1.2 on a 3.0 scale, or 2.2 on a 4.0 scale, for the total
program, for general studies, for the professional studies component, and
for the teaching field(s). Persons beginning college in fall 1989 or
thereafter must have a GPA of 1.5 on a 3.0 scale 3r 2.5 on a 4.0 scale for
the same areas, with no grade below a C in proCesional studies. IHEs mustO also develop their own exit tests, one that is comparable to a professional
knowledge test and one that tests the candidates in their teaching fields.
The IHEs must certify that individuals have passed these exams as part of
the IHE's approved program requinements.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

Alabama issues Class B Certificates to caLdidates who have completed an
approved program. To renew this eight-year credential, a teacher must
either: 1) teach four out of the eight years and participate each year in a
planned professional development program or 2) complete 12 semester or :3
quarter hocrs of college courses. Class A Certificates, witich are valid for
10 years, are issued to those who have completed a master's degrca and a
state apprnved program. To get the credential renewed, the teacher must
either teach five out of 10 years or complete 12 semester or 18 quarter
hours of college courses.

Legislation introduced in 1991 would require a statewide teacher assessment
program.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

When no fully credentialed teacher is available, a superintendent may
request that a candidate be issued a one-year Provisional Certificate.
Candidates for a provisional credential must have completed a minimum of 64
semester or 96 quarter hours of college credits earned at a regionally
accredited, four-year institution. The state may reissue the credential

1
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once if an approved plan for how the person will obtain a professional
credential in a reasonable period accompanies the application for renewal.
For each subsequent annual renewal, individuals must complete six semester
hours toward a professional credertial. Officials must present evidence of
courses taken by the candidate to the LEA and SDE before September 1 of the
school year for which the credential is requested.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Liceusure

Nineteen of the 30 IHEs with teacher education programs offer a master's
degree program, the Alternative Non-Traditional Fifth-Year Program. (SCDEs
must award both baccalaureate and graduate degrees to be eligible to offer
this master's degree; all eligible institutions offer the program.) To be
admitted, candidates mubi. meet five ctiteria: 1) they must have a
bachelor's degree with a non-teacher-education major from a regionally
accreaited institution; 2) they must have completed 60 semester or 90
quarter hours in general studies, including humanities, social science,
science, and mathematics; 3) they must have as many hours in the teaching
field as required for a baccalaureate-level license; 4) they must have a
GPA of 1.5 on a 3.0 scale or 2.5 on a 4.0 scale; and 5) they must have a
score of at least 70 on the ELPT. To graduate, students in programs for
elementary education, secondary education, and nursery school through
twelfth grade must complete 39 semester or 60 quarter hours of graduate
courses, of which 12 or 20 hours, respectively, must be in subject area
studies. Students must also have 10 weeks of full-time student teaching
totaling a minimum of 300 clock hours.

STANDARDS BOARDS

Approximately 30 members constitute the Alabama State Advisory Committee on
Teacher Education and Certification. The members represent various groups,
including teachers, administrators, teacher educators, school boards, and
the public. Regulations do not stipulate specific numbers of
representatives that must serve from each group. Constituent groups
nominate candidates for the committee, and the state superintendent appoints
members for three-year terms. Although the committee does not have final
regulatory authority, any proposed change in teacher education or licensure
must have the committee's approval before it is submitted to the
superintendent-and the SBE. The committee has been involved in updating all
state standards. Seventeen subcommittees identified comprehensive changes
to make licensure consistent across disciplines and began a move toward a
competency-based system. Proposed rules were submitted to all LEAs and IHEs
for review and comment. All changes were approved by the SBE in December
1990; the new rules are applicable to programs reviewed February 1, 1991,
and thereafter.

NIt_jatin_TEACBM, CILM_XIMIT

A Task Force on Minority Recruitment appointed by the SEE has developed a
report with recommendations for recruiting minorities into teaching. The
state superintendent is currently considering this report.

2
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CLINICAL/FIELD Exugum

The state has specific requirements for botl. pre-student teaching and
student teaching. Every undergraduate prof.ssional education course must
include a laboratory or practicum component. Students are required to have
at least 10 weeks and 300 clock hours of full-time student teaching and may
not be enrolled in any other courses during the school day while they are40 completing the field experience. If students are preparing for two
different teaching fields Or two different areas), the internship must be
divided equally between the two. If, at the master's level, a student
wishes to change fields in order to change credential areas, he or she must
also do a graduate practicum.

One unit on campus is to coordinate all clinical and field experiences.
SCDEs may have more than one person working with a student, but at least one
must have public school experience. The cooperating teacher must have a
master's degree (with few exceptions, as requested by a local superintendent
and approved by the state superintendent of education); must have three
years of teaching experience; and must hold a license in, and be teaching
in, the area in which the intern is to receive a credential. IHEs are
responsible for training the cooperating teachers, through oral or written
means, or both.

Starting with students who began college in fall 1989, there is a three-way
evaluation process. The cooperating teacher and the faculty member will
evaluate the student, the faculty member and the student will evaluate the
cooperating teacher, and the student and the cooperating teacher will
evaluate the faculty member. The evaluation of the student teacher will be
considered in his or her grade, but the evaluations of the cooperating
teacher and the faculty member will be used only to determine their
effectiveness in these roles.

AACTE
July 1991
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ALASKA

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Emit Requirements

Alaska permits IHEs to set their own entrance and exit requirements.

In January 1991, the Joint Committee on School Performance delivered its

report to the Alaska legislature. This group of legislators studied several
areas affecting school performance. Among the areas they discussed was
professional development of school personnel. The group recommended that
individuals have a bachelor's degree in a discipline before they are
admitted to a professional education program at a University of Alaska

campus. In addition, the group recommended that the University of Alaska
system should routinely offer teacher preparation programs and inservice
training appropriate for teaching in village schools. Thus far, no action

has been taken on these recommendations.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

To receive a Type A Certificate, a candidate must: 1) complete an approved
teacher education program from an accredited institution; 2) have an IHE
recommendation; 3) submit two fingerprint cards; 4) complete six semester
hours or nine quarter hours within the last five years just prior to
application; and 5) submit fees for certification and background clearance.
The Type A Certificate is renewable every five years if the holder submits a
Renewal application and fee, and completes six semester hours, or nine
quarter hours during the life of the expiring certificate. For first
renewal of a certificate issued after April 9, 1987 (certificate due on or
after April 9, 1992) the applicant must have completed three semester hours
each of Alaska Studies and Multicultural Education, three of which must be
upper division or graduate level. The upper division or graduate credit
requirement applies to all renewal applicants. Quarter hours convert on a

2/3 factor.

The Joint Committee on School Performance (see ENTRANCE/EXIT REQUIREMENTS)
recommended that the legislature adopt a resolution to create a tiered
licensure system that distinguishes between skills necessary to teach in
"rural, multicultural communities and traditional, urban teaching
assignments." Thus far, no action has been taken on this recommendation.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

When a district cannot find a qualified, credentialed teacher, it may
request that the commissioner of education issue an Emergency Certificate to
an individual holding a bachelor's degree. This one-year credential cannot

be renewed. It can be reissued through the same process. If the emergency
still exists and the school district complies with requirement for issuance
of the Emergency Certificate, an applicant may be granted another Emergency
Certificate.

4
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4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Liceneure

The Joint Committee on School Performance (see ENTRANCE/EXIT REQUIREMENTS;
recommended in its January 1991 report that the state undertake a
feasibility study for alternative routes for candidates entering teaching
from fields outside of education. It also suggested that legislation be
enacted to allow individuals who demonstrate competence in both a subject
matter and teaching to hold limited teacher credentials and teach in fields
where bachelor's degree tra.;.ning is not sufficiently available (e.g., in
Native Alaskan studies).

The SBE will be considering a proposal to institute a Type U Certificate.
This credential would be valid for five years and would be available to
bachelor's degree holders who wished to teach in grades seven through 12.
This credential is designed both to expand the pool of teachers to include
individuals other than educators and to allow school boards more hiring
flexibility.

At present, Type I Letters of Authorization are issued at the request of a
school board to allow individuals to teach in specialty areas for which no
IHE offers formal preparation. The credentials are valid until the end of
the school year.

STANDARDS BOARDS

The budget of the Professional Teaching Practices Commission, which advised
11 the SBE on licensure, was greatly reduced by the governor in spring 1991.

The commission ceased to exist in July.

MINORITY TEACHER RECRUITMENT

The Alaska NaLive Teacher Scholarship Program permits districts to nominate
Native Alaskans to attend and complete a teacher preparation program at an
IHE. These individuals receive loans nf up to $7,500 that are forgiven if
they teach for five years in the dist. ct that nominated them. A central
clearinghouse at the College of Rural Alaska of the University of Alaska-
Fairbanks helps to place new teachers. Districts may request a list of
IlAnority teachers from the clearinghouse. Racial/ethnic identification in
the clearinghouse is voluntary.

11

Clinical and field experiences are required as part of program approval.

AACTE
July 1991
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ARIZONA

:atINDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

Arizona tequires teacher candidates to pass two tests, one before they enter
a teacher education program and another before they receive a license.
Students entering teacher education programs aro required to pass the P-PST
with scores ol 172 for mathematics, 173 for reading, and 174 for writing.
For a credential, individuals must attain a score of 80 percent on the
Arizona Teacher Proficiency Examination (ATPE) basic skills test and 50
percent on the ATPE professional knowledge test. An advisory committee
appointed by the SDE continues to examine possible new professional
knowledge exams.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

Upon meeting the requirements mentioned above, new teachers receive an
eight-year, nonrenewable Temporary Certificate. To obtain their Standard
Certificate, individuals must earn a master's degree or complete 40 hours of
credit, of which 10 hours may be inservice credit from a state-approved
district program. To get the credential renewed, a person must have
continuous teaching experience or five semester hours of courses. All
candidates for licensure are fingerprinted and answer questions designed to
screen for a possible criminal background.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

When a district superintendent verifies that there is no qualified, licensed
individual to fill a teaching position, the SDE may issue an Emergency
Teaching Certificate. The district may then hire an individual who holds a
bachelor's degree to teach in an elementary, secondary, special education,
or special subject and non-teaching endorsement area for one year. To
reissue the credential, the district must verify the continued existence of
an emergency. To be rehired, the individual must have completed six
semester hours toward a license as well as one course or examination on the
Arizona Constitution and the United States Constitution.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

The state offers the Alternative Secondary Certificate. To be eligible for
this credential, individuals must: 1) have a district employment contract;
2) hold a bachelor's degree from an accredited institution; 3) pass the ATPE
in general knowledge; and 4) have a major (or 30 credit hours) in the
subject they will teach and pass an SBE-approved examination in that
subject. (The subject examination has not yet been implemented.)
Individuals holding the credential will teceive 160 clock hours of initial
training divided between academic instruction and introductory classroom
experience. Candidates will continue to receive academic instruction for
the next 30 weeks. They will spend the first 10 of those weeks in the

6
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classroom, and will assume some teaching responsibilities. They will have
sole responsibility for the class for the remaining 20 weeks. All training
is implemented by the district in conjunction with either the SDE or a SCDE
that offers an approved secondary education program. During the 30-week
period, candidates will receive support from, and be evaluated by, a
professional team. Team members are to include a mentor teacher, a content
area specialist, and a "qualif1 evaluator" (e.g., a principal). The
district recommends whether a candidate, after completing this one-year
program, should receive the Temporary or Standard Secondary Certificate.
Candidates must pass the ATPE in professional knowledge before the district
recommends them for licensure.

An amendment to the rules covering the Alternative Secondary Certificate is
under consideration by the SBE. At present, individuals must find
employment prior to receiving the credential; this amendment would allow
individuals to obtain the credential first and then seek employment within a
school district. The proposal would also require districts to implement a
teacher training program within 30 days of issuing a teaching contract to
individuals holding such credentials.

STANDARDS BOARDS

The Professional Standards Certification Advisory Committee, nominated and
appointed by the SBE, has changed its membership as of February 1990. It
has been pared down from 18 members to seven, to include an elementary
teacher, a high school teacher, a principal, a district superintendent, an
IHE represermative, a county school superintendent, and a layperson. The
committee advises the SBE on credentialing regulations.

NINP-11V-1-101
No state programs were reported in this area.

CLINICAL/FIELD EXPERIENCE

The state requires candidates to have eight semester hours of student
teaching.

AACTE
July 1991
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ARKANSAS

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

To enter a teacher education program, a person must have a 2.5 GPA in prior
undergraduate courses and P-PST scores of at least 170 in reading, 171 in
writing, and 169 in math. Before receiving an initial credential,
prospective teachers must have a 2.5 GPA and must pass the NTE professional
knowledge exam (with a score of 642) and the NTE specialty area exam (with
the appropriate cut score).

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

Individuals may obtain a Standard Certificate by earning a bachelor's degree
and completing a teacher education program. It is a six-year credential,
renewable with teaching experience. Arkansas also offers a Master
Certificate for those who have completed a master's degree. It is a 10-year
credential, renewable with teaching experience.

Because of Act 236 (a 1991 bill entitled "Meeting the National Education
Goals: Schools for Arkansas' Future"), standards for teacher licensure will
be under study in 1991 by a newly created task force (see STANDARDS BOARDS).

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

Probationary Provisional Certificates are issued to individuals when a
district verifies that it cannot find a licensed teacher to fill a position.
Individuals must: 1) hold a bachelor's degree from regionally accredited
IHE with a major or concentration in a teacher licensure area; 2) have a 2.5
GPA (overall or in the major area of concentration); 3) pass the P-PST or
the GRE (see ENTRANCE/EXIT REQUIREMENTS); and 4) obtain a passing score or
the NTE specialty area exam. Once individuals possess this credential, they
must submit a Probationary Preparation Plan for courses to be taken at an
Arkansas IHE. The credential may be renewed after a year if at least one-
third of the deficiencies have been remediated. There may be only two
renewals. Upon.completing the plan with a 2.5 GIWand.passing the NTE
professional knowledge exam, individuals are eligIble for the Standard
Certificate (see REQUIREMENTS FOR REGULAR LICENSURE).

The Provisional Certificate may be issued to individuals under a variety of
circumstances. For example, teachers holding valid out-of-state credentials
may be issued this credential, as may individuals whose standard teaching
credentials have expired, individuals who have completed a teacher
preparation program but who have not submitted the required score for the
NTE exams, :.aidividuals who have been prepared out of state, and individuals
prepared through the Alternative/Non-Traditional Certification Program (see
NON-SHORTAGE-DRIVEN ALTERNATIVE PREPARATION FOR LICENSURE). Requirements
for the different provisional credentials vary; but all must complete 27.5
clock hours of inservice that is not linked to renewal.

8
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41 4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

In July 1991, an alternative pilot project sponsored by the state became the
permanently established Alternative/Non-Traditional Certification Program.
Individuals who wish to become secondary school teachers through this
program must hold a bachelor's degree from a regionally accredited IHE, have
an academic major in a licensure field, attain at least a 2.75 GPA or a 3.0
GPA in the last 60 hours of the degree, have three references, and have an
interview before participating in the program. Candidates are required to
participate in a three-year training program that includes on-the-job
monitoring and summer and weekend workshops offered through the SDE. IHEs
do not provide training but assist the SDE in areas of expertise and advise
candidates. Candidates must pass the P-PST during the first year of the
program. Participants will be issued a Provisional Certificate once they
complete the first summer training session, obtain a teaching contract, and
are assigned a mentor. Participants may teach under the guidance of the
mentor without taking additional education courses during the school year.
In the summer after the first year of teaching, they must enter into another
training program. They then teach a second and third year, complete
appropriate training along the way, and pass the professional knowledge and
specialty area tests of the NTE. They are then eligible to apply for a
Standard Certificate.

Program participants are required to pay an annuel $500 training fee to the
SDE. Act 308, passed in early 1991, authorizes the SDE to provide $500
scholarships to individuals seeking teacher licensuxe through this route.

STANDARDS BOARDa

The Arkansas Teacher Education, Certification, and Evaluation Committee
(ATECE) meets quarterly to study and make polio,' recommendations on teacher
education and the evaluation and credentialing of personnel. The ATECE
functions as an advisory group to the SBE; it does not have final regulatory
authority. Nominated by the director of general education (i.e., the chief
state school officer) and approved by the SBE, the 19 voting committee
members must include eight classroom teachers, five school administrators,
three teacher educators, one teacher education student, and two laypersons.
The committee also has two ex-officio members. Legislation that would have

41
created an autonomous board did not pass in 1991.

As part of Act 236, a task force will be appointed to study teacher
liceisure standards. The 17-member group, which consists of teachers and
admiristrators from schools in the process of restructuring, subject matter
experts, higher education faculty and administrators, and public and
business representatives, will define standards for what beginning teachers
and administrators must know. They will also determine what assessment
systems and tools should be used in evaluating teachers (both traditionally
and nontraditionally prepared) and administrators. The goal is to formulate
a plan for an outcome-based licensure system. At least three task force
members must be from IHEs and vill be nominated by the director of the
Department of Higher Education. The group must submit its recommendations

9



by January 1, 1992. This task force effectively bypasses the ATECE, the
group that would normally serve in an advisory capacity over such matters.

MINORITY TEACHER RECRUIT rNT

Act 858, which passed in early 1991, establishes minority teacher
recruitment programs through cooperation between IHEs and school districts.
(For the purposes of this act, men, as well as member of ethnic cinority
groups, are considered "minorities.") Programs will be limited to areas of
Arkansas where community colleges or SCDEs are within easy access of
minority populations and where the local district is willing to participate.
The act authorizes agreements between the IHE and the districts to permit
field experiences and student teaching assignments during the last two years
of a minority student's program. Programs must provide opportunities for
paid internships during the junior and senior years. In addition, the
programs must provide for specialized recruitment, selection, admission, and
retention measures; these must include measures at the high school level.
The state will provide the district with $250 per student per year ns an
honorarium for the cooperating teacher, who must agree to participate in the
program for at least four years.

In 1989, legislation passed that created a Minority Teacher Education Loan
Program and a Freshman/Sophomore Minority Prospective Teacher Loan Program.
To date, neither effort has been funded by the legislature.

gugaiduratampigulm
IHEs follow NCATE standards for clinical and field experiences. Students
must have at least 12 weeks of student teaching.

Act 981, passed in early 19911 requires full-time faculty members in public
SCDEs to work collaboratively with the public school districts. IHEs must
file reports each year with the SBE, the State Board of Higher Education,
and the Joint Interim Committee on Education of the Arkansas General
Assembly, delineating faculty involvement in the public schools (although no
particular type of involvement is specified). Additionally, the act states
that any licensed teacher with credentials that are acceptable to a public
IHE may serve as adjunct clinical faculty at the IHE as long as that
participation does not jeopardize the IHE's national accreditation.
Furthermore, teachers with experience in restructuring schools and
outstanding math and science teachers are to be given special consideration
for placement as adjunct clinical faculty by the school and college faculty.

AACTE
July 1991
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CALIFORNIA
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STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

California requires teacher education students to meet several criteria.
First, each cohort of candidates admitted to a teacher education program
must have attained the median or higher in a comparison population on one or
more indicators of academic achievement, as determined by the individual
institution. Second, each candidate must also take the California Basic
Educational Skills Test (CBES^1; however, candidates may not be denied
admission to teacher preparation programs solely on the basis of test
scores. Third, to advance to student teaching, candidates must pass the
CBEST and verify their competence in their subject matter either by passing
subject matter exams or by completing approved subject matter programs.
(Most students attain a bachelor's degree before entering a professional
teacher education program, but this is not a state requirement.
Undergraduates take teacher education courses but may not major in
education.) The state has decided to use constructed response questions and
open response items along with multiple choice items in assessment of
academic competence. The CTC will report in 1991 on its CBEST revalidation
studies.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

California offers teaching credentials at two levels, the Preliminary
Credential and the Professional Credential. To obtain a nonrenewable
Preliminary Credential, prospective teachers must: 1) attain a CBEST total
score of 123 (no section score may be below 37); 2) verify mastery of
subject matter (as described above); 3) complete an approved California
teacher education program; 4) pass a course on the U.S. Constitution; and 5)
pass a special course on reading instruction. To obtain a Professional
Credential, prospective teachers must: 1) successfully complete 30 credits
beyond the bachelor's degree in an approved California IHE; 2) pass a course
in health education; 3) pass a course on mainstreaming exceptional children,
and 4) pass a course on the use of computers and other technology in the
classroom. The Professional Credential is renewable every five years if the
teacher does at least one semester of teaching and completes an individual
professional growth plan that is reviewed by a designated advisor. These
plans must contain at least 150 clock hours of activity. Some individuals
who complete fifth-year teacher preparation programs and meet all other
applicable requirements may receive the Professional Credential as their
initial credential.

The California Department of Education (CDE) and the California Commission
on Teacher Credentialing (CTC; see STANDARDS BOARDS) are piloting the New
Teacher Project. Thirty-seven programs involving 20 IHEs and 120 districts
provide different support and absessment systems for about 1,000 first- and
second-year teachers. A policy report on the progress of the project will
be prepared during 1991-1992 and will be presented to the legislature in
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March 1992. Although the program is finishing its third and last funded
year, the CTC and the CDE are trying to obtain additional funding so that it
may continue during 1991-1992.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

The District Intern Program and the Emergency Permit are availsble when
districts experience shortages of licensed teachers.

Under the District Intern Program, district internships are developed to be
consistent with standards established for regular programs. Districts must
apply to the CTC for credentials on behalf of the interns. If districts can
show a shortage of "certified and qualified" personnel, they may hire
candidates who have bachelor's degrees, have passing scores on the CBEST,
have verified competence in their subject, and have completed a three-week
block of preService training. The state issues District Intern Certificates
to candidates with these qualifications. The newly hired person then works
with a mentor teacher, has an annual evaluation, and takes course work
toward a Professional Credential. The state awards a Professional
Credential after the candidate completes the school district's teacher
education program and two years of classroom teaching.

A district may hire a person to teach any subject if it can demonstrate a
shortage of credentialed personnel. Individuals hired on an Emergency
Permit must hold a bachelor's degree and must have completed subject matter
courses in an accredited IHE. To renew the permit, the person must be
enrolled in a teacher preparation program, complete six credit hours of
courses annually, and work with sn experienced educator. The state awards a
Professional Credential after a candidate completes all requirements.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

Prospective teachers apply directly to IHEs for the University Intern
Program. Candidates must have a bachelor's degree, passing scores on the
CBEST, and verified competence in their subject. They must also enroll in
an internship teacher preparation program that is based on CTC standards.
The state issues Internship Credentials to candidates who have met these
qualifications. Under the supervision of an IHE, candidates work toward a
Professional Credential and teach half time. They receive the credentil
after they complete tvo years of successful teaching and the IHE's fifth-
year teaching program.

The Eminence Credential allows a few exceptional individuals from other
professions to teach. Districts and individuals apply for this one-year,
renewable credential, which is valid only in the county in which it is
issued.

Teachers with a credential from another state may teach for two years while
they meet all requirements for state credentialing, including passSng the
CHEST and the new subject matter assessment. The CTC has discretionary
authority to grant Professional Credentials to these teachers once they have
met all requirements.

12
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STANDARDS BOARDS

The California Commission on Teacher Credentialing (CTC) is an autonomous
board with policy-making authority on all aspects of state teacher
preparation policy. It establishes credentialing requirements, conducts
educational research, sets program approval standards, evaluates programs to
ensure that standards are met, and administers required testing programs.
Since 1988, education codes require that the CDE, the state superintendent,
and the CTC keep one another informed of their initiatives.

State law specifies the following composition for the CTC: six classroom
teachers, one school administrator, one school services person other than an
administrator, one university faculty member, one representative of the
state superintendent, and five public representatives (one of whom must be
serving as a local school board member). Those members are appointed by the
governor. Four nonvoting commissioners are appointed by their respective
institutions: the Board of Regents of the University of California, the
trtstees of the California State University, the Association of Independent
California Colleges and Universities, and the California Postsecondary

O Education Commission.

The CTC recently created new subject matter exams to increase the congriAence
between these exams and programs for the various subjects. Assessments in
English, math, science, and history/social science will be implemented
starting in Novembec 1991. Similar examinations in art, music, foreign
language, physical education, and elementary education are being field0 tested.

ENsgarLingimaincRuITMENT

SB 1636, enacted in 1990 but currently unfunded, establishes the
Paraprofessional Teacher Training Program. The program, which will be
administered by the CTC, will begin in 1991-1992 if funded. This career
ladder program is designed to enable paraprofessionals to earn teaching
credentials by providing financial assistance for books, fees, and tuition
while attending a community college or a campus of the California State
University system. In return, they are required to work one year in a
classroom of the sponsoring district for each year of scholarship they
receive. -Districts will apply to participate in the program, and those0 selected will be required to support cohorts of paraprofessionals who will
enroll in, and proceed through, SCDEs. To qualify, a district must have a
population that is at least 40 percent minority and must employ at least 300
paraprofessionals. The legislation anticipated that 12 districts would be
funded to work with 600 paraprofessionals. Although the legislation's
primary purpose is to address teacher shortages in the state, it is also
intended to diversify the profession.

School aides qualify for licensure as Teacher Assistants at community
colleges through a category established by law in 1989. Students will enter
two pilot programs in September 1991 (at Mission College-San Fernando and
Shaft Community College in Reading) to prepare for licensure under this
category. To qualify, the applicant must pass the appropriate exam, which
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is being developed by CTC. The 1989 law provides for individuals to receive
assistance for books, fees, and tuition while they attend a community
college or a campus in the California State University system. They are
required to work one year in a classroom of the sponsoring district for each
year of scholarship they receive. The legislation stipulates that 40
percent of the participants must be members of racial and ethnic minority
groups. The two pilot programs are funded with a $50,000 grant.

The Education Roundtable of the Intersegmental Coordinating Council brings
together the CDE, the CTC, the SBE, school districts, community colleges,
the California State University System, the University of California System,
and other organizations to identify students for careers in teaching.
Minority teacher recruitment is a high priority for this group, particularly
for the California State University System, which uses California Lottery
monies to fund Teacher Diversity Grants. The CDE also has a data base that
describes ethnicity and other characteristics of the teaching pool.

CLINICAL/FIELD EXPERIENCE

California law states that one-half of each teacher preparation program must
consist of early field experience and student teaching. The CTC has created
standards to stipulate the quality or these experiences. The teacher
candidate must pass the CBEST and the pertinent subject exam before student
teaching (see STANDARDS). Student teaching must last at least 12 weeks.
Cooperating teachers must be fully credentialed, oriented, and trained in
the supervisory role. Both the cooperating teacher and the clinical faculty
must comprehensively evaluate the candidate's student teaching experience.

AACTE
July 1991
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COLORADO

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Standards

Applicants to teacher education programs must score at or above the 75th
percentile on the CAT and must meet one of the following criteria: 1) have
graduated in the top 50 percent of their high school class; 2) have achieved
a minimum composite score of 820 on the SAT or 19 on the ACT; or 3) have
maintained a 2.5 GPA in 30 hours of higher education courses. Several IHEs
require a minimum GPA of 3.0.

The Colorado Commission on Higher Education maintains a 42-hour "cap" on
teacher education courses (including student teaching).

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

Colorado offers two types of teaching credentials. Type A (the General
Teachers Certificate) is valid for five years and may be renewed with six
semester hours of credit. One may teach under a Typo A Certificate
indefinitely. Type B (the Professional Certificate) requires a master's
degree and three years of teaching.

HB 91-1005, which passed in 1991, changes the credentials offered by the
state from "certificates" to "licenses.' Furthermore, the bill mandates the
development of two levels of licenses (the Provisional License and the
Professional License) and a voluntary Master Certificate for teachers with
the Professional License. This system of licenses is to be put in place
July 1, 1994. To move from the Provisional credential to the Professional,
a teacher will have to participate in an approved induction program with a
mentor. 37 1994, the CDE will have developed criteria for induction
programs.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

If a district can demonstrate that no qualified teacher is available for a
position, it may request that an Emergency Certificate be issued to the most
qualified candidate available (who need not hold a bachelor's degree). This
credential is renewable annually for up to three years as long as the
individual shows progress toward licensure. Once the new alternative
preparation program goes into effect, emergency credentials will only be
renewed if the employing district can demonstrate that it cannot offer an
alternative preparation program.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Preparation for Licensure

HB 90-1150 charges the SBE with developing criteria for the approval of
altertutive teacher preparation programs provided by school districts or
accredited independent schools. Those rules went into effect in January
1991. The bill establishes the following criteria for admission to these

15
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programs. The candidate must 1) hold a bachelor's degree from a fully
accredited institution of higher education; 2) demonstrate basic competence
in oral and written English and mathematics; 3) be recommended by an
accepted institution of higher education as having met subject matter
requirements for regular licensure and having the subject matter necessary
for teaching in the endorsement areas; and 4) agree to participate fully in
the alternative program.

The applicant meeting these requirements is to be issued an Alternative
Teacher License. With this license, the candidate will engage in 225 clock
hours of planned instruction and activities, to include training in dropout
prevention. Mentor teachers will supervise the candidate. A support team
(composed of the mentor, the principal, and an IHE representative) ,11 1)
plan the content of the person's program; 2) determine Wien the candidate
can have control of a classroom; 3) evaluate the candidate's progress; 4)
make sure that a significant portion of the teaching assignment of the
alternative teacher is in the individual's subject area; and 5) make a
recommendation to the school district concerning the candidate's eligibility
to receive a Provisional License.

School districts may charge candidates in the program fees to cover the cost
of the program.

STANDARDS BOARDS

The SBE appoints members of the Commission on Teacher Education and
Certification (CTEC) to advise it on standards for the profession. The 11-
member board includes five teachers, one principal, one systemwide
administrator, one district program supervisor, one dean or chair of an
SCDE, one SCDE faculty member, and the state education commissioner. The
CTEC approves IHE IL.1grams every five years and periodically reviews state
standards for program approval and licensure.

HB 91-1005 created a Teacher and Special Services Professioual Standards
Board. The board will have nine members appointed by the governor with the
consent of the Senate. They must include four licensed teachers, one
licensed special services provider, one licensed principal, two laypersons
(one of whom must be the parent of a child currently attending public school
in Colorado), and one faculty member of an SCDE with an approved teacher
education program. This board advises the SBE and has the authority to
study, develop, and recommend criteria for, licensure and to evaluate
approved and alternative education programs, induction programs, and
professional practices.

HB 91-1005 also created a Principal and Administrator Professional Standards
Board. It is also advisory to the SBE and handles issues related to school
administrator preparation and licensure.

16
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MINORITY TEACHER RECRUITMENT

HB 90-1150 created a new fellowship program for the most promising minority
candidates who are participating in alternative teacher programs in the
state. Individual fellowships will be $1,500.

Under the Minority Teafler Incentive Program, grants of $1,500 are available
to minority teacher candidates who have been accepted into an alternate
teacher program and are "promising candidat2s," as determined by the
district. The state does not appropriate funding fey' this program, but
rather requices the SDE to solicit funds from outside sources. The
legislation limits the solicitation of funds to a maximum of $200,000 per
year. In 1991, the SDE began the solicitation.

To increase the number of minorities teaching in Colorado, the state permits
teacher education programs to admit 5 percent of their students under
"windows" or alternative admission criteria approved by the SBE. Exit
standards will be maintained.

CLINICAL/PI= EXPERIENCE

The state requires a person to have experience with a particular age group
before entering a teacher education program. Candidates must have 100 clock
hours of planned, documented experience vith pupils throughout their teacher
education program. Students must have at least 400 contact hours of studentteaching at the grade level and in the subject in which they vill be
licensed. The student teacher must be supervised by a licensed teacher andO by college supervisors and may teach in more than one setting. Districts
must develop evaluation procedures and file them vith the SDE. Student
teachers must be given the criteria by which they vill be evaluated before
they student teach. Students must be evaluated at mid-term and at the end
of the semester by the university supervisor. The evaluation must be signedby the university supervisor, the student teacher, and the cooperating
teacher. Colorado does not specify training for the cooperating teacher butdoes require that he or she be paid $75 by the THE.

AACTE
July 1991
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CONNECTICUT

Slimapi
1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

To enter a teacher education program, a person must have at least a B- GPA
in undergraduate courses, have an interview, submit a writing sampJe, and
pass the Connecticut Competency Exam for Prospective Teachers (CONNCEPT).
However, students may be exempted from any of the above except the CONNCEPT,
end they may receive a waiver for the CONNCE71 if they have either an SAT
...omposite score of 1000 (no less than 400 on either section) or an ACT
.omposite score of 24. All graduates must major in the subject they plan to
teach or in a zpecial interdisciplinary major designed for those wishing to
teach in elementary grades.

2. Requirements fo... Regular Licensure

For licensure, the state requires candidates to pass either NTE subject
exams in their respective endorsement areas or the elementary content exam.
(This is referred to as the CONNTENT requirement.) Out-of-state candidat's
must take the CONNCEPT or meet the SAT/ACT waiver requirement beore belng
licensed. Candidates receive an Initial Educator Certificate once they have
graduated and passed the above exams. This credential is valid for one
year.

Candidates for Provisional Educator Certificates are required to take part
in the Beginning Educator Stpport and Training Program (BEST). They must
receive a satisfactory clinical assessment of their professional knowledge
within one year after they begin teaching. They are then eligible for the
Provisional Educator Certificate, which is valid for eight years. This
credential requires a master's degree or at least 30 semester hotxrs of
credit beyond the bachelor's degree in a planned program. It must be
renewed every five years, and nine approved continuing education units are
required for its renewal.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

Superintendents who have advertised a teaching position and have found no
qualified, credentialed candidate may ask the state to issue a Durational
Shortage Area Permit. This one-year credential may be held by individuals
who hold a bachelor's degree and may be renewed twice provided the holder
can show enrollment in a teacher education program and has taken at least
nine credit hours of.courses.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

The Alternate Route to Certification program consists of an eight-week,
full-time summer program at Wesleyan University followed by two years of
supervised teaching in a public school. This program is for those who wish
to teach in grades four through eight or in secondary classes in English,
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411 foreign language, science, math, history, or social studies. Applicants
must meet several criteria; 1) have a bachelor's degree with a major in the
subject they will teach or the minimum number of credits required for a
regular endorsement in their area; 2) write an essay demonstrating command
of English; 3) earn a passing score on the CONNCEPT (see STANDARDS); 4) show
proof of having registered to take the CONNTENT; 5) have experience working
with children; and 6) have an undergraduate GPA of at least a B or have 24

ID semester hours of graduate credit with a GPA of at least a B. The fifth and
sixth requirements may be waived by the commissioner of education. Students
who complete the eight-week program are issued a record of completion and
may look for employment. When they obtain public school employment, they
are issued a 90-day, temporary credential. After they successfully complete
the 90-day probationary period, individuals are issued an Initial Educator
Certificate, under which they will teach for one and one-half years. Like
other new teachers, they must participate in the BEST program, in which they
are supervised and observed. When they successfully complete this progrmq,
they receive the Provisional Educator Certificate and must meet the same
requirements as all other teacher candidates in the state.

STANDARDS BOARDS

The Commisaion on Professional Standards (CPS) has formed and replaced the
Permanent Advisory Council on the Teaching Profession in response to a
legislative mandate from May 1990. The CPS consists of 17 members. Six
teachers are appointed by the unions (four from the Connectut Education
Association and two from the Connecticut Federation of Teachers), and two
members are appointed by the SBE. One me-' must be a state or local
administrator or higher education represen.0.ive, and one member must be
from the business community. The remaining members are appointed by the
state legislature and include at least one parent, one local superintendent,
and from three to five representatives of business and industry. This group
serves in an advisory capacity to the SBE, the legislature, and the governor
on tescher credentialing, preparation programs, and professional
development.

The CPS has met each month since September 1990 to put together a code of
professional responsibilities. This code has been compiled in a draft and
will be subm.tted to the state board of education, the governor's office,
and the legislature. In addition, a futures committee has been formed to-
further define the role and responsibilities of the CPS.

MINORITY TEACMER RECRUITMENT

The state has just begun implementing the TOP (Teaching Opportunities for
Professionals) program for currently employed paraprofessionals who wish to
become teachers. Paraprofessionals in the TOP program work half of the
school year and take courses toward a bachelor's degree the other half of
the year until they c(.mplete the degree. The district pays their salary
during this time. The state pays a substitute paraprofessional to work
dui.ing the six months that the regular employee is in college. Although the
program is not geared specifically toward minorities, approximately 80
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percent of those participating in the program are minorities. For the 1990-
1991 year, the legislature gave the SDE $500,000 for the TOP progrp^. The

legislature has required the commi.sione: of education to seek private

sources for the rest of the necessary funding; the commissioner has received
$61,000 from business and industry.

CLINICAL/FIELD EXPERIENCE

The Connecticut Teaching Competencies must be incorporated into the student

teaching experience. New standards requiring 10 weeks of full-time student
teaching or its equivalent are still pending. The cooperating teacher mist
hold a Professional Educator Certificate, demonstrate successful teaching in

a district, and show the desire to "facilitate the professional growth of
newcomers into the profession." Cooperating teachers (as well as mentors
for the BEST program) are selected from within their district according to

state criteria. When selected, the cooperating teachers take part in a
summer institute, for which they receive stipends and continuing education

units. When a student is placed with them, cooperating teachers continue to
attend workshops (for which they also receive a stipend and CEUs). The

cooperating teacher is also required to assist the IHE in its evaluation of
the student teacher and to attend follow-up seminars. The state pays
cooperating teachers $50 for every week they supervise a student teacher.

Legislative approval has been granted for a measure that would make the
participation of supervising professors in the BEST training program for
mentor teachers and cooperating teachers (see STANDARDS) part of program
approval requirements.

AACTE
July 1991
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DELAWARE

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Emit Requirements

Delaware permits IHEs to develop their own entrance and exit requirements;
however, the state requires that individuals achieve the following P-PST
scores prior to receiving a teaching credential: reading, 175; mathematics,
175; writing, 172. The SBE passed a resolution that would allow minority
teachers to begin teaching under a special credential without passing the P-
PST. /f these individuals do not pass the P-PST with3 wo years, they will
lose the credential.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

The state eliminated the Initial Standard Certificate in July 1991.
Individuals who complete a teacher preparation program and meet the P-PST
scores now receive a Standard Certificate. This five-year credential will
be renewable if the person teaches the same grade for three years or takes
six hours of refresher course work. After teaching three years in the
public schools the individual may hold the Standard Certificate with
Professional Status. The requirements of renewing this credential are the
same as those for renewing the Initial Standard Certificate.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

When a licensed instructor is unavailable, districts may request issuance of
a Limited Standard Certificate to fill a teaching position. To be eligible,
a person must hold a bachelor's degree in a subject designated as a
curricular shortage area, meet the P-PST requirements (see ENTRANCE/EXIT
REQUIREMENTS), and be within nine semester hours of completing an approved
program. With a Limited Standard Certificate, these individuals may
participate in summer institutes, inservice training provided by LEAs or
teacher centers, and formal instruction. To receive a Standard Certificate,
they must complete their state approved program within three years.

Delaware also issues nonrenewable Emergency Certificates for periods less
than one year and pays teachers with this credential BO percent of a fully
licensed teacher's salary. In July 1991, the state issued Temporary
Certificates for the first time. A district will be able to request a one-
year Temporary Certificate to hire someone for a position where no
qualified,.credentialed individual can be found. Eligibility requirements
for an individual teaching under this credential are not specified. The
credential is valid until the end of the school year.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

In July 1991, the state began to issue Internship Certificates. Districts
will be able to hire individuals with backgrounds in academic subjects who
have completed 15 hours of teacher education courses but have not undergone
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student teaching. These individuals will be able to teach with IHE and
district support p.td will be evaluated three times during that year. If the
individuals receive positive evaluations and meet the P-PST requirements at
the school year's end, they will be eligible for the Standard Certificate.

Legislation is pending that would create another alternative preparation
program for licensure.

AIANABRA BOARDS

During spring 1991, the SBE established the Professional Standards Council
in response to autonomous board legislation (HB 99). The council, which
advises the SBE, will consider teacher and administrator licensure. The
board consists of 21 members, including eight teachers or speci&lists; two
school administrators; one superintendent; one district personnal officer;
two teacher educators from IHEs; one school board member; one yarent; one
representative from business and industry; one representative from the
office of the governor; one representative from the DPI; and two
legislators. The director of the DPI's Professional Development and
Certification Division will serve as the nonvoting executive secretary of
the group. The deputy superintendent for instruction and the assistant
superintendent for instruction will serve as nonvoting ex officio members.

MINORITY TEACHER RECRUITNENT

The Desegregation Advisory Committee of the SBE has been studying the merits
of requiring the P-PST. As a result, the SBE passed a resolution in May
1991 to allow minority teachers two years to pass the P-PST (see
ENTRANCE/EXIT REQUIREMENTS).

CLINICAL/FIELD EXPERrENCE

Delaware does not stipulate the length or content of pre-student teaching or
siludent teaching; however, with the revision of standards occurring in 1991,
there may be some new requirements in these areas.

AACTE
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

Individual IHEs determine entrance and exit requirements. The District of
Columbia Public Schools (DCPS) continues to consider requiring a GPA on
the undergraduate courses a student takes before entering a teacher
preparation program. The District of Columbia requires candidate:, to attain
a score of 648 on the NTE communication skills test and a score of 70 on a
test of the candidates' knowledge of the subject they will teach.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

Once individuals complete an approved program and pass the required tests,
they are eligible for an Initial Certificate. With two years of successful
teaching, individuals are eligible for the five-year Professional
Certificate, which may be renewed with six credit hours of grad.aate courses
or approved inservice training.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

The DCPS currently offers a nonrenewable permit whereby individuals may be
hired for one academic year on the recommendation of an assistant
superintendent if no licensed person is available. Such individuals must
hold a bachelor's degree and be working toward licensure.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

A proposal to create an alternative preparation program for licensure is now
under consideration by the DCPS Board of Education. The plan was developed
by a subcommittee of threc SCDE deans and selected school staff. Although
details of the plan are not public, the plan woule dermit individuals with
bachelor's degrees to teach in critical shortage areas. These individuals
would take intensive summer programs in pedagogy prior to teaching and would
take modules of education courses during the school year. Participants

O would teach with the support of a mentor. It would take ur to 18 months to
complete all courses under the alternative plan.

STANDARDS BOARQS

The DCPS Board of Education regulates teacher education policy in the
District.of Columbia. A representative group is selected to look at
licenses in particular areas. Because the DCPS must review teacher licenses
every five years, a steering committee of deans from SCEls and selected
school personnel has been appointed and will meet throughout 1991 to
discuss, coordinate, and recommend changes in teacher and administrator
licensure. The Board of Education gives final approval on all licenses.
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MINORITY TEACHER RECRUITMENT

Although progrLms are not targeted speciff.cally for minorities, the District
of Colunbia sponsors several efforts in teacher recruit ant that result in
the recruitment of minority teacher candidates. For erimple, children in
the city may select to attend a high school with a cturiulum that iucludes
coLvse3 designed for students interested in teaching. in addition, other
children may take part in one of 24 Future Educators of America (FEA) clubs
rdrganized in both elementary and secondary levels. The DCPS funds these
efforts through its teacher recruitment budget.

The District cf Columbia also Tpnnsors an effort to bring paraprofessionals
into the teachor preparation ;Irogram at the University of the District of
Columbia (UDC). The District pays part of the tuition for paraprofessionals
who attend UDC pert-time and wilrk in a District of Columbia classroom. This
work counts as thell labozatory experience.

CLINICAL/FIELD EXPERIENCE

The District of Columbia requires candidates to have clinical experiences
before student teaching. However, SCDEs may determine the ]ength and
content of these experiences. In 1989, deans from the seven District of
Columbia SCDEs decided that all should offer an eight-week, ronsecutive,
full-day student teaching experience. Cooperating teachers must have at
least three years of teaching experience, of which at leas'- two must have
been in the DCPS. The Office of Instructional Support in Ale DCPS selects
prospective cooperating teachers. IHEs run training workshces for
cooperating teachers free of charge. For the 1990-1991 school year only,
all SCDEs agreed to compensate cooperating teachers with either a three-
credit course or $100 per student teacher supervised.

AACTE
July 1991
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FLORIDA

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

To be admitted to a teacher education program, applicants must score in the
national 40th percentile or above on either the SAT (currently a combined
score of 840) or the ACT tests (currently a 19). Up to 10 percent of an
IHE's admissions may be individuals titio fail to meet these minimum
standards.

The College Level Academic Skills Test (CLAST), is required of all incoming
juniors in Florida IHEs. Before receiving a credential, candidates must
pass the Florida Teachers' Certification Examination (FTCE). The FTCE has
sections on professional knowledge and subject knowledge. All candidates
for teaching credentiala are fingerprinted. (The fingerprints are checked
to see if the indi/iduai hds a record of azrests and convictions.)

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

Any individual holding a bachelor's degree who has completed all the
specialization requirements for an endorsement, has passad the FTCE, and has
maintained a 2.5 overall CPA may be issued the two-year, nonrenewable
Temporary Certificate. (See NON-SHORTAGE DRIVEN ALTERNATIVE PREPARATION FOR
LICENSURE for exceptions to these requirements.) To obtain a five-year,
Professional Certif:l.cate, an iniividual must successfu'ly complete the
Florida Beginning Taacher PrograQ. To renew this creetential, one must
complete six credit hours or 120 inservice training credits.

41
3. Emergency or Shortage-Drtven Credentials

No programs were reported in this area.

4. Non-SbtAge-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

Six centers,involving.five statl-supported and two private IHEs.provide.
ID Florida.s alternative preparatica program. Centers receive approximately

$65,000 from the state. To paiticipate, an inlividual must have a
bachPlor's degree with a 2.5 GPA and be emplo/ed by a district. The person
is 'nen issued the two-year, nonrenewable Tenporary Certificate.
Par_icipants are then supervised by a mentor team while teaching. This
supervised teaching counts as their induction year program. After
individuals complete the r2quired courses wad a year of teaching, they must
pass the FTCE. They are then eligible for the Professional Certificate. HB
931 has opened such programs up to those wiJhing to teach in elementary and
special education, as well as those who wish to teach in secondary grades.
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A/AHRARDS BOARDS

The governor appoints and the senate confirms the 24-mumber Florida
Education Standards Commission (ESC). The ESC advises the legislature and
the SEE on teacher recruitment, subject matter competence, clinical
education, governance, accreditation, and program approval. (The SBE
consists of the elected commissioner of education, the governor, the
attorney general, the insurance commissioner, and other members of the
cabinet.) The composition of the ESC is stipulated as follows: 12 teachers
(at least one of whom must be a credentialed individual from a private
institution and one a vocational education inatructor), one superintendent,
one school principal, one school personnel officer, one teacher education
inservice director, four citizens (two of whom must be school board
members), three representatives from IHEs (two of whom must be deans from
SCLEs and the other of whom must be employed by an independent IHE), and one
community college administrator.

The ESC is preparing recommendations for critical state priorities for
preservice and inservice training, as well as for standards of excellence
for teacher preparation that exceed program approval requirements.
(Programs that meet these standards will receive ublic recognition and will
be able to receive "teacher enhancement grants."; These recommendations
will be finalized toward the end of 1991.

MINORITY TEACHER RECRUITMENT

A full-time recruiter from the SDE talks to minority students in all levels
of the educational system, from the elementary to the postsecondary, to
encourage them to stay in school and consider a career in education. The
Committee on Minority Educator Recruitment meets to discuss recruitment
programs around the state and sponsors an annual conference focused on such
efforts. The Office of Teacher Recruitrsnt is compiling a "best practices"
manual on efforts in this area. The state works with Future Educators of
America clubs around the state and sponsors workshops, annual conferences,
and handbooks for the groups.

The Chappie James Most Promising Teacher Scholarship offers college
scholarships/loans of up to $4,000 per year for up to four years to high
.school students intent on entering.teacher education.programs. Law requires
that 35 percent of the scholarships go to minority students. The state
forgives $4,000 of the scholarship/loan for every year the individual
teaches in a Florida school.

HB 931, which passed in 1990, allows IHEs and community colleges to
establish pre-teacher education and teacher education pilot programs
(approved by the SBE) to encourage minority students to prepare for a career
in education. These programs will offer aL!litional academic, counseling,
and clinical support for students whom the institutions deem promising but
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who might not meet program admission standards. Graduates of such programs
must meet all teacher licensure requirements. In addition, HB 931 directs
the SBE to consider any possible negative impact of the CLAST on minority
students.

CLINICAL/FIELD EXPERIENCE

The state requires a student teaching experience as part of the teacher
preparation program; however, no length is specified. According to HB 931,
by 1995 all postsecondary faculty involved in the supervision of field
experience must have either training in clinical supervision, teaching
experience, a Professional Certificate, or a commitment to spend a specified
amount of time teaching in the public schools. All cooperating teachers
must have documented training in clinical education by 1995. HB 931
requires SCDEs to cooperate with districts and approved nonpublic schools to
select school sites for field experiences.

AACTE
July 1991
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GEORGIA

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

The state permits IHEs to determine entrance and exit requirements; however,
public IHEs conform to entrance requirements determined by the Board of
Regents. To enter a teacher education program at a public IHE, individuals
must have an undergraduate GPA of 2.5 (either cumulative in a certain course
of study or overall, depending upon the institution) and must pass the
Regents' Test. The latter is a skills test of reading and writing
comprehension that all Georgia college students must take before they may
attain junior status.

Two separate committees, the Georgia Senate Education Committee and a
committee formed under the Board of Regents, have examined teacher education
and credentialing. The Board of Regents studied the "structure, form, and
substance of teacher preparation programs" in Georgia in response to
concerns voiced by members of the Georgia General Assembly. Generally, the
recommendations made by this group center around strengthening the
relationship between SCDEs and local districts. The Senate Education
Committee studied teacher licensure in the state and made recommendations on
streamlining the process. Thus far, no action has been taken on either
group's recommendations, although changes in both areas are expected with
the advent of the new autonomous standards board (see STANDARDS BOARDS).

2. Requirememts for Regular Licensure

Georgia's Performance Based Certificate iq renewable every five years with
10 quarter hours, six semester hours, or 10 staff development units.
Various forms of this credential are awarded, depending upon a teacher's
field and degree level.

New instructors and all those who are new to teaching in Georgia must take
the Teachers Certification Test (TCT) before or during their first year of
teaching. A written exam, the TCT assesses knowledge in particular
subjects.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

Several types of emergency or shortage-driven credentials exist in Georgia.
Individuals may obtain such a credential if they participate in the
alternate route; if they have an out-of-state credential; if they graduated
from school more than seven years prior to a possible teaching assignment
and have not taken any additional courses; or if credentialed individuals
wish to switch fields. Requirements for maintaining the credentials may
vary.

One shortage-driven route the state offers is a Provisional Certificate for
prospective teachers with a bachelor's degree, a 2.5 GPA, and a major in a
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subject for which there is a shortage of teachdrs. Candidates are required
to take five quarter hours each in human growth and development, curriculum,
methods, and teaching of Pxceptional children. They must also pass the
certification exam and complete a one-year teaching internship similar to
that required of all beginning teachers. The state provides limited funding
for IHEs, in cooperation vita LEAs, to administer pertinent training through
several summer institutes. (The directors of the institutes are in touch
with local districts and seek out positions for the program participants.)
Mentors receive $750 for their service; they are also paid $500 per week as
they undergo training at the summer institute. Interns are paid $2,250
during their six- to eight.week training period. Both receive free room and
board during the summer. Special provisional credentials exist for
individuals who want to teach in the fields of behavior disorders or mental
retardation, learning disabilities, and special education or interrelated
fields.

Probationary credentials are issued to individuals who already hold a
teaching credential but who are completing requirements to add a new field
to their license. These individuals are employed in the field that is being
added to their credential.

Emergency Certificates may be issued to individuals who have completed a
teacher preparation program but who have not been enrolled in such a program
recently or have not taken the TCT.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

No state-sponsored programs were reported in this area.

STANDARDS BOMA

House Bill 589, which was signed by tne governor in April 1991, abolishes
the existing advisory Professional Standards Commission and creates a new
Professional Standards Commission (PSC). The new commission began work in
July 1991. The PSC will have 18 members appointed by the governor. The
breakdown of the membership is as follows: nine classroom teachers
(including at least two representing teachers from grades kindergarten
through five, two from grades six through eight, and two from grades nine
through 12); two school administrators; two faculty members from'state or
regionally approved SCDEs; two members from local boards of education; and
three representatives of business or the private sector. Only one of the
teachers may represent private schools. All members will serve thzie-year
terms except for members appointed to the PSC at its inception in 1992.
These members will serve staggered terms: six will serve one year, c!.A- will
serve two.years, and six will serve three years. The commission's charge is
to create and implement standards and procedures for preparing and
credentialing educational personnel. Its mandate includes, but is not
limited to, alternative preparation for licensure and requirements for
cooperating teachers.
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MINORITY TEACHER RECRUITMENT

In 1990, the SDE prepared a budget package requesting funds for 1)
forgivable loans and stipends to assist paraprofessionals in obtaining
teacher training; 2) minority teacher scholarships; and 3) an additional
staff member in the SDE to work on minority teacher recruitment. done of
these requests were funded in 1991. However, a similar budget request will
submitted during the 1991-1992 legislative session.

The SDE sponsors an annual minority recruitment workshop for public school
personnel on how to recruit minority students into teaching. Five IHEs in
the state share a grant from the Ford Foundation to identify and recruit
minority high school students into teaching.

CLINICAL/FIELD EXPERIENCE

State policy requires teacher candidates to have continuous and regular
clinical experience before student teaching. Student teaching must be a 10-
week, full-time experience or a one-year, on-the-job internship. Many IHEs
assess student teaching with a mock Georgia Teacher Observation Instrument
evaluation (GTOI). (The GTOI is used for teachers' annual evaluations.
Passing it is not a requirement for credentialing.) The cooperating teacher
must have a valid or renewable credential, have two years of teaching
experience in the teaching field of the student teacher, be willing to work
with IHE officials to develop a program for the student teacher, demonstrate
competence as a teacher, and be recommended by school leadership personnel
(e.g., a principal). The state pays cooperating teachers $50 per quarter
per student; however, if the cooperating teacher holds a Teacher Support
Specialist credential, the state will pay the teacher $250 per quarter per
student. (Legislation that would raise that fee to $750 was passed, but
compensation for cooperating teachers continues to be funded for only $250
per teacher).

AACTE
July 1991
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HAWAII

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

The state permits IHEs to set their own entrance and exit requirements.
Candidates for licensure must meet the following cut scores on the NTE:
communications skills, 651; general knowledge, 647; and professional
knowledge, 648. Candidates must also pass the NTE subject area exams.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

The state issues three types of credentials: 1) The Basic Certificate is
issued to applicants who have completed a four-year, state-approved
undergraduate program in teacher education and two years of successful
teaching in the state. 2) The Professional Certificate is issued to
applicants who have completed a state-approved, graduate or advanced program
in teacher education and two years of successful teaching. 3) The Initial

41 Basic or Initial Professional Certificate is issued to applicants who have
met the basic or professional credential requirements but have not completed
two years of successful teaching in state.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

41 When no credentialed teachers are available for a position, Hawaii's single
school system can hire individuals who hold a bachelor's degree under
temporary teaching appointments. These appointments last only for one year.
Individuals teaching under these agreements earn no tenure.

The RISE Program (Respecialization In Special Education) is designed to
alleviate teacher shortages in special education and is open to licensed
teachers who want to add a special education endorsement to their teaching
credentials. Begun as a pilot project in 1990, RISE allows teachers to
teach and earn tenure while completing work in special education. The
program is administered by the SDE in consultation with IHEs.

4. Non=Shortage-Driven Alternative.Preparation for Licensure

No state programs were reported in this area.

STANDARDS BOARDS

The Teacher. Education Coordinating Committee (TECC) advises the SBE on
teacher education and credentialing. The 12-member committee is a sounding
board between the SDE and the SCDEs. It may offer recommendations to the
SBE, but does not have final regulatory authority. Members of this
statutorily based group include the state superintendent, at least one
representative from each IHE's teacher preparation program, and various SDE
officials. Current TECC projects include addressing the teacher shortage
and obtaining more support for identifying cooperating teachers.41
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Legislation to create an autonomous teacher credentialing boaxd did not pass
in 1991.

Universities and the state are actively recruiting minorities (which in
Hawaii include Samoans and Filipinos) through reactivation of Future
Teachers Clubs in high schools and through coordinators who advise minority
students while the students are at the IHE. There is an affirmative action
coordinator in the SDE who works with foreign-trained teachers, helping them
to meet state requirements.

CLINICALLELUJLEMELLERgg

The state requires one semester of filll-time student teaching as a component
of an IHE's accredited teacher education program. The state reviews
candidates' evaluations from their student teaching supervisor when they
apply for licensure. The TECC continues to focus on ways to increase the
number of cooperating teachers and to improve their quality.

The SDE did not receive the $2.5 million requested as a budget for
professional development schools. Nevertheless, the University of Hawaii-
Manoa and the SDE plan to initiate several such schools in fall 1991. These
schools will simultaneously address the education of educators and school
renewal. Student teachers will teach at exemplary school sites while
schools will be able to work with the university system.

AACTE
July 1991
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IDAHO

STICARDS

1. Entrance/Exit RequiremJnts

Idaho does not mandate SCDE entrance requirements but does require
applicants for a credential to take the NTE core battery and to attain
scores of at least 652 in communication skills, 646 in general knowledge,
and 648 in professional knowledge.

old

2. Requirements for Regulai Licensure

Idaho awards two teaching credentials, the Standard Certificate and the
Advanced Certificate, both of which are valid for five years. The Standard
Certificate requires an IRE recommendation, graduation from an approv.ed
teacher education program, and passing scores on the NTE exam. The Advanced
Certificate requires all of these and a master's degree. Both credentials
may be renewed with six semester hours of credit, three of which may be
approved district inservice credit.

In September 1991, there will be a colloquium examining three reports issued
in 1991 and their impact cn education (see STANDARDS BOARDS and MINORITY
TEACHER RECRUITMENT). Another report, commissioned by the SBE and expected
in summer 1991, will examine teacher education programs and may also be a
subject for discussion by this group. All may have an effect on licensure
and standards.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

When a district cannot find a qualified, credentialed teacher for a
position, it may ask the state to issue a Letter of Authorization to an
individual with a bachelor's degree. If that individual has already started
work in a teacher education program, the district can request a multi-year
Letter of Authorization as long as the individual submits a plan to complete
the program within three years. If individuals teaching under the Letter of
Authorization have not already begun courses in a teacher education program,
they must.complete nine.semester hours of.such courses'to be eligible for
the authorization for a second year.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

The Secondary Field-Centered Teacher Training Program, adopted in February
1990, has been implemented. To participate in this program, individuals
must hold a bachelor's degree with a 2.5 undergraduate GPA and have an
academic major in the subject for endorsement at the secondary level. Five
years must have passed since the individuals graduated from college.
Individuals must pass the NTE tests of communication skills and general
knowledge and will then be issued Teacher Trainee Certificates, vhich will
allow them to secure a teaching position. They must take nine semester
hours of pedagogy and methods before they begin teaching. Internship hours
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are required in all four semesters (two years) of the program. A consortium
is formed for each candidate consisting of the mentor teacher and one
representative each from the schonl district, the SDE, and the participating
IHE. The consortium guides individuals and determines what kind of courses
they must take in the next summer. The district provides a mentr- :7eacher
for the first year; the mentor teacher may also be required fot second
year. Prior to completing the second year of the internship, candidates
must pass the professional knowledge test of the NTE. By the end of the
second year, they will complete between 26 and 30 semester hours. They are
then eligible for the Standard Secondary Teaching Certificate. Idaho pays
$1,000 toward the cost of the consortium's work vith teacher candidates, but
candidates must pay the remaining costs.

The Consultant Specialist Certificate is available to individuals with a
specialized background who have not had formal teacher training. These
individuals may teach for only specified periods on a part-time basis.

STANDARDS BOARDS

The Professional Standards Commission (PSC) advises the SBE on such matters
related to teacher education and certification as the revocation and
reinstatement of teaching licenses and the administration of program
approval. Appointed by the SBE, the 18-member group represents various
constituencies within the state's education community. The law stipulates
the following composition for the PSC: seven school teachers (one must be
from special education and one must be from counseling or another pupil
personnel position), one administrator of special education for kindergarten
through grade 12, one elementary school principal, one secondary school
principal, one district superintendent, one representative of the State
Department of Vocational Eeucation, one local school board trustee, two
public SCDE representatives, one private SCDE representative, one
representative from the SDE, and one IHE arts and sciences representative.
The group continues to e,lmine teacher testing issues. It also must report
to the SBE on critical mortage areas for teachers for the 1991-1992 school
year.

A Blue Ribbon Panel, jointly appointed by the governor and state
superintendent, issued its report, "Educational Success for All Idaho
Students" in February 1991. This.report considered preschool and early -
childhood education, student performance and completion rate, parental and
community involvement in children's education, school organization and
facilities, and the education profession itself. With regard to the
education profession, the group recommends that the state should provide
incentives, such as financial aid, to encourage students to study teaching
or school administration. The state was advised to revise professional
preparation programs so that by 1994, all IHEs would establish performance
goals and outcome assessment strategies that would be aligned with those to
be developed by the SDE. The group also recommended that graduates of
approved teacher education programs be granted a Temporary Certificate, with
which they would teach in a year-long induction program.
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In addition, the Idaho Education Project, a group of researchers funded by
private businesses, reported their f:Indings in early 1991. This report
makes recommendations on a variety of issues, including children's readiness
for school, a shift to a performance-based school system, a redesign of
curriculum and instruction, and the education profession. With regard to
teacher education, the report recommends school/IHE partnerships.

MINORITY TEACHER RECRUITMENT

Although no state programs were reported in this area, the Task Force on
Hispanic Education submitted its report to the SBE in January 1991.
Recommendations pertaining to teacher education include those that would
require SCDEs to mandate three credit hours of Hispanic cultural awareness
training, require multicultural training for recertification, and require
all districts to offer such training to all educational personnel on a
regular basis.

CLINICAL/FIELD EXPERIENCE

The state requires teacher candidates to have six semester or nine quarter
hours of student teaching, and these hours must be documented.

AACTE
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ILLINOIS

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

IHEs follow a set of written procedures for admitting students to teacher
preparation programs. Candidates must be evaluated when they enter the IHE,
when they enter the SCDE, when they enter into student teaching, and before
they are recommended for initial licensure. (Criteria at each checkpoint
must be more rigorous than at the preceditg one.) The Illinois
Certification Testing System tests candidAtes' basic skills and knowledge of
their content area. To receive a teaching credential, students must
simultaneously pass all four components of the basic skills test (reading,
mathematics, grammar, and writing).

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

The state issues several types of teaching credentials, including the
Standard Elementary (for kindergarten through grade nine), Early Childhood
(for birth through grade three), Standard High School (for grades six
through 12), Standard Special (for kindergarten through grade 12 in music,
physical education, etc.), and several special education licenses. Ho
distinction is made between initial and subsequent credentials granted to
teachers in any of these areas. All .tandard credentials (except for
administrative credentials) are valid for four years and are renewed through
annual registration with a regional superintendent. At the time of the
first renewal, individuals must pass an examination on the United States
Constitution and the Illinois Constitution or demonstrate completion of an
equivalent course or examination at the preparing IHE. Credentials not
registered within four years of the date of last registration will lapse.
Individuals must then take additional courses to reinstate the credential.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

Illinois offers a Substitute Certificate when no credentialed teacher is
available. A district may apply for a Substitute Certificate through the
regional superintendent. Individuals working under this.credential must
meet one of the following criteria: 1) hold a bachelor's degree from a
recognized IHEI 2) hold a bachelor's degree from a regionally accredited
IHE; or 3) have two years of teaching experience and have earned at least 60
semester hours of college credit, including six semester hours in
professional education. This credential is valid for four fiscal years.
Individuals working under this credential may only teach in place of a
teacher under contract in any one school district for up to 90 days, except
in the city of Chicago, where a substitute teacher may teach on a full-time,
permanent basis.
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4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

Legislation has been proposed to create the Resident Teaching Certificate.
This temporary credential would permit individuals who are enrolled in a
teacher education program and have passed the Illlnois Certification Testing
System to serve a teaching residency under the suo.,rvision of a cooperating
teacher. Although individuals would serve as salaried teachers and would
accumulate years toward retirement, the cooperating teacher would continue
to hold full responsibility for the classroom. With the successful
completion of both the teacher education program and the teaching
experience, individuals would be eligible for regular licensure.

ATANDAULlohna

Appointed by the state superintendent, the 17-member Illinois Teacher
Certification Board (ITCB) advises the SBE on standards and SCDE program
approval. The members include eight teachers, five IHE representatives, one
regional superintendent of schools (repTesenting one or more counties), and
three public school administrators. Members are generally nominated by
their respective professional organizations. The ITCB continues to discuss
alternate routes, including the Resident Teaching Certificate (see NON-
SHORTAGE-DRIVEN ALTERNATIVE PREPARATION FOR LICENSURE) and minority teacher
recruitment. In addition, the group has been developing rules far the
implementation of administrator inservice requirements (see the December
1990 edition of Teacher Edurstion Policy in the States).

MINORITY TEACHER RECRUITMENT

The SBE and the ITCB have established a requirement that by 1991, each
district must develop and carry out a plan to increase the number of
minority teachers and staff members. The SDE has produced materials to help
districts recruit minority candidates. Each IHE is required to submit a
written recruitment plan for increasing the ethnic diversity of the student
body in its teacher preparation program. A scholarship is available for
women and minorities entering graduate programs in administration.

In September 1990, legislation was passed that created the Minority Male
Teacher Incentive Program; however, the program has not been funded.
Legislation for a scholarship program to replace that program is now under
consideration. The Minority Scholarship Program would be open to all
minorities. although 30 percent of the scholarships would be earmarked for
men. The scholarships would pay an annual maximurd'of $5,000 for tuition,
fees, room, and board.

Scholarship recipients must agree to teach for at least two years at a
public or private elementary or secondary school in Illinois at which at
least 60 percent of the enrolled students are minorities. If a scholarship
recipient fails to fulfill his or her teaching obligation, the program
provides for prorated repayment of scholarship assistance over a 10-year
period, with interest.
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CLINICALJ1IE4pLmkgmEgg

The state requires candidates to have 100 clock hours of sequential clinical
experience early in their program and before they student teach. The
experience must take place in an accredited school and include a
multicultural experience. All candidates must have a minimum of five
semester hours of student teaching, and this experience must be assessed.
Cooperating teachers must be fully credentialed, must be employed by the
district, and must teach in the student teacher's area. The IHE and the
district must have a binding agreement that expresses the expectations of
both sides for the student teaching experience.

AACTE
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INDIANA

EANDARDA

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

Indiana follows NCATE standards for SCDE approval. To enter a teacher
education program, individuals must have a 2.5 GPA on prior underaraduate
courses. To be licensed, students must graduate from an approved program,
pass the NTE core battery (i.e., receive scores of at least 653 on
communication skills, 647 on general knowledge, and 646 on professional
knowledge), and pass the relevant subject examinations. Indiana has used
the content examinations of both the NTE and the Indiana Tailored Testing
Program: however, the Indiana Tailored Testing Program will no longer be
administered, as of July 1991. Instead, NTE subject exams, which were
developed after the institution of the state testing program, will be used.

Legislation passed in 1991 mandates the State Board of Education to create a
waiver provision to allow candidates who do not pass the NTE the first time
to teach for a limited period. Rules are still to be adopted.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

After completing an approved program, passing the required NTE core battery
and specialty exams, and receiving the recommendation of an IRE, an
individual is eligible for a Standard License. This licensc is valid for
five years. To renew it, individuals must earn six hours of credit either
in their subject area or in professional education r.ourses.

Teachers in their first year of employvant in a regular teaching position
must participate in the Beginning Teacher Internship Program. A teacher
must successfully complete an internship with'n the first two years of

411 employment to continue holding a regular teaching job in Indiana. The state
provides an individually approved fellowship of up to $1,000 for remediation
for those who are not able to show minimal competence the first year.

A Professional License, valid for 10 years, is an optional credential
available to experienced teachers. To earn it,4 one must.have five years of
teaching experience and an appropriate master's degree. The master's
program must include study in the professional and specialty areas. After
the first 10 years, the Professional License must be renewed every five
years. Each renewal requires six semester hours of credit or 90
certification renewal units (CRUs). (Bifteen CRUs equal 1 credit hour.)

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

When an employing school district has verified an emergency need for
teachers in a specialty area, the district may request that the SDE issue a
Limited License. To be eligible for this credential, individuals must hold
a bachelor's degree wit)-. a minimum of 15 semester hours in an appropriate
subject. The credential can be renewed each year if the holder earns six
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semester hours in an approved teacher education program toward a Standard
License.

To increase the number of secondary school teachers in three urban districts
in northwestern Indiana, three school corporations (districts), three
unions, and one IHE have cooperatively planned the experimental Urban
Teacher Education Program. To participate, individuals must possess a
bachelor's degree (with a 2.5 GPA) and a district contract, indicate their
experience in urban areas, and pass the specialty area exams for the field
to be taught. Participants take six semester hours of professional
education before entering the classroom, ix each semester during the first
year of teaching, and six the next summer. All training occurs at the
school site. Participants are issued a Limited License at first and are
eligible for a Standard License at Vas completion of the training.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

No state programs were reported in this area.

TANDARDS BOARDS

The state superintendent appoints the Teacher Training and Licensing
Advisory Committee (TTLAC) to advise the SBE on teacher preparation,
licensing standards, and program approval. Committee members currently
include two teachers, one superintendent, one school board member, one
school principal, one SCDE representative, and the state superintendent or
his designee. The committee's composition must incluue four representatives
of public schools or teacher preparation programs. The Superintendent of
Public Instruction always serves as an ex-officio member.

As a result of a 1990 report by the Governor's Task Force on Teacher
Education, Cercification, and Licensing, legislation was introduced tn 1991
that would have created a professional standards board. It did not pass.

MINORITY TEACHER RECRUITMENT

The state-funded Minority Teachers Scholarship Fund provides renewable
$1,000 scholarship/loans for Black and Hispanic teacher education students.
To be eligible, individuals must have a 2;0 GPA.and be residents of-Indiana..
Recipients who teach for three of the five years following their graduation
are not required to repay the loans.

Project SET (Student Exploratory Teaching) is run by the Division oi
Educational Equity. This program is working to revive teacher clubs in the
high schools. Although the program is not specifically for minorities, the
programs are situated in school corporations (districts) with high minority
populations.
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CLINICAL/FIELD EXPERIENCA

The state requires that all clinical experience b., "early and continuing."
Ten weeks of full-time student teaching are requixed. Cooperating teachers
must have a Professional License and five yeara vi teaching experience.

AACTE
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IOWA

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

The state allows IHEs to determine entrance and exit requirements.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

Iowa offers three teacher licenses. Once candidates have completed an
approved program (including a course on human relations) and a bachelor's
degree from a regionally accredited IME, they are eligible for the
Provisional License. This license is valid for two years. After completing
two years of teaching deemed successful in a local evaluation, an individual
is eligible for the Educational License. This license is valid for five
years and is renewable with eight renewal units. A person holding the
Mducational License v.lo has five years of teaching experience and a master's
degree in a subject or teaching area is eligible for the Professional
License. This credential may be renewed with six renewal units every five
years.

On July 1, 1990, Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska, and Kansas entered into the MINK
agreement, which allows the issuance of a two-year, regional exchange
license for classroom teachers. south Dakota joined the agreement in July
1991. To receive this license, applicants must complete a state-approved
teacher education program and must hold a valid, regular license in the
state in which they completed a teacher education program. This
nonrenewable license is limited to the areas and levels for which it was
earned. In Iowa, this MINK agrement applies to the Provisional,
Educational, and Prefersional Licenses. Graduates from other states may
have deficiencies to Eamediate before they may receive the next level of
credential (i.e., the Educational or Professional License in Iowa). The
MINK agreement is not a reciprocity Egreement, nor does it establish a
permanent, reciprocal license.

House bill 486, passed in spring 1991, permits the Board of Educational
-Examiners (see.STANDARDS BOARDS) "to deem national-board [National Board for
Professional Teaching Standards] certificate holders as meeting the
requirements for Iowa teachers' licenses or endorsement." When the Board of
Educae.onal Examiners finds that these national standards meet or exceed
Iowa requirements, those holding national certification will be able to gain
licensure in Iowa.

Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

The state doee not offer emergency licenses. A two-year Conditional License
may be requested by a district if licensed teachers are needed to teach in
fields in which they are not endorsed. With this license, individuals may
teach out of field while completing course requirements for the endorsement.
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4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation For Licensure

The Board of Educational Examiners (see STANDARDS BOARDS) has written a
proposal to implement an alternative program that would be jointly
administered by participating IHEs and districcs. This proposal is
currently circulating among interested parties in the state.

1Th mamma=
The autonomous Board of Educational Examiners, created in 1989, handles
matters of licensure and professional practice. The board consists of 11
membe,s, ;.atIluding five teachers, four administrators, and two public
members. One of the public members is the director of the SDE (or that
person's designee) and chairs the group. The group is appointed Ly the
governor and confirmed by the state Senate. In addition to considering
professional practice cases, the board has developed a proposal for
alternative preparation for licensure (see NON-SHORTAGE-DRIVEN ALTERNATIVE
PREPARATION FOR LICENSURE) as well as a proposal for a support system for
beginning teachers.

111 KNORITY TEACHER RECRUITMENT

0

0

No state-level programs intended specifically to recruit minorities into
teaching were reported.

CLINICAL !FIELD_EXPERIENCE

Early in their program, candidates are required to spend 50 hours observing
and participating in teaching activities in a variety of school settings.
Forty of the 50 hours must take place after candidates are admitted to a
teacher preparation program and before they student teach. Candidates must
spend 12 weeks student teaching. Both clinical and field experiences must
be evaluated by an SCDE. Professional education faculty must participate in
40 hours of team teaching in elementary or secondary schools every five
years. Cooperating teachers must be experienced and licensed in the area
they teach. The Board of Regents requires Regents IHEs to pay cooperating
teachers $120 per student supervised.

AACTE
July 1991
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ICANSAS

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

The state does not stipulate entrance or exit requirements for teacher
education programs. However, all Regents IHEs require candidates for
junior-year admission to a teacher education program to have at least a 2.5
GPA and P-PST scores of at least 172 for mathematics and 172 for writing.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

Kansas offers the Standard Certificate for an initial three years and then
for five years. To receive the initial Standard Certificate, a candidate
must have 2.5 overall GPA on undergraduate work, cimplete a state-approved
program in the subject or field of endorsement, attain a score of 642 on the
NTE professional knowledge test, and earn the following scores on the P-PST:
168 in reading, 168 in mathematics, and 170 in writing. Individuals must
have completed the study requirements within the six years before they apply
for a license. After teaching for two years under this license, they are
eligible for the five-year Standard Certificate. (The three-year credential
is renewable for those who have not met this requirement.) The five-year
credential is renewable with 160 inservice points or eight upper division
credits, one-half of which must consist of semester hours if one holds a
bachelor's degree. Individuals with an advanced degree may renew the
five-year credential with 120 inservice points, six upper division credits,
or any equivalent combination of the two. Individuals holding a master's
degree may have the five-year Standard Certificate renewed twice on the
basis of their teaching alone; to do so, they must have taught three years
under their most recent Standard Certificate.

In 1990, Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska, and Kansas entered into the MINK
agreement, which will allow the issuance of a two-year exchange credential
for classroom teachers. Applicants must complete a state-approved teacher
education p ogram and must hold a valid regular credential in the state in
which they completed a teacher education program. This credential is
renewable only if the teacher meets'requirements.for.the Standard Kansas
Certificate. South Dakota will sign onto this agreement in July 1991. At
that point the agreement.will be known as the MINKS agreement.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

A Provisional Endorsement is available to candidates in specified areas.

4
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These endorsements are valid for a specified numb,L of years and renewable
only with continued professional study in an approved teacher preparation
program.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

A bill to create an alternative preparation program based at IHEs did not
pass during the spring of 1991. This bill was not related to the TSAPSAB
(see STANDARDS BOARDS) subcommittee cLerently studying alternative programs.

STANDARDS BOARDS

The SEE appoints the Teaching and School Administration Professional
Standards Advisory Board (TSAPSAB) to conduct reviews of teacher education

41 and credentialing. The TSAPSAB has 21 members who advise the SBE. These
members must include the iollowing: 10 teachers (including one each from
vocational education, special education, and a non-public school); three
principals (one each from elementary, middle, and secondary school); four
administrators (one superintendent and one administrator from vocational
education, special education, and a non-public school); one public IHE

41 representative; one private IHE representative; one PTA member; and one
local school board member. Public and private IHE representatives have
voting rights on the TSAPSAB, but the PTA member and the local school board
representative do not.

MINORITY TEACHER RECRUITMENT

The SDE is assisting LEAs in establishing chapters of the Future Educators
of America club. Some of these chapters will focus on recruiting minority
students into the profession. Legislation to amend the Kansas Teacher
Scholarship Program, which offers $5,000 per year to teacher candidates in
Regents IHEs, passed in 1991. This proposal requires that minority teacher
candidates receive "all due consideration" when they apply for scholarships.
However, this legislation does not set aside any amount or percentage of the
scholarship monies for minority teacher candidates, nor does it require that
such candidates receive any special consideration. Such scholarships are
distributed on the basis of ACT scores, high school GPA, and class rank to
individuals who will teach in disciplineo the SEE determinns to be "hard-to-
fill." For 1990-1991, these,disciplines include math, science, industrial
arts, library media, foreign languages, and special education. Individuals
receiving such awards must teach in Kansas schools one year for each year of
award they received.

CLINICAL/FIMD_EXPERIENCE

Kansas requires that teacher education students have "early and continuous"
clinical experiences. Clinical faculty must have teaching experience in the
field they supervise. As of September 1990, the state requires 10 weeks of
student teaching.

AACTE
July 1991
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KENTUCKY

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Emit Requirements

Kentucky specifies both entrance and exit requirements for teacher
candidates. To enter a teacher education program, candidates must attain a
score of at least 19 on the ACT or 21 on the enhanced ACT or must attain the
equivalent of grade 12.5 on each of the subtests of the Comprehensive Test
of Basic Skills. (The state does not accept SAT scores.) Candidates must
have a 2.5 GPA on undergraduate work and an interview. The admissions
committee judges candidates on the following criteria: total academic
record; skills in written and oral communication, reading, writing, and
computation; record of preprofessional courses; commitment to profession;
human relation skills; letters of recommendation; ability to work with
children of diverse backgrounds and abilities; and other criteria indicating
potential for becoming successful professional educators. To exit a
program, candidateu must attain the following minimum scores on the core
battery of the NTE: communication skills, 646; general knowledge, 643;
professional knowledge, 644. They must also take an exam in their specialty
area.

2. Requlrements for Regular Licensure

After applicants complete an approved program and meet the atove
requirements, they receive a statement of eliebility that is valid for four
years. On confirmation of employment, they receive a one-year Provisional
Certificate. During their first year teaching, they enroll in a one-year
Kentucky Teacher Internship Program. If they successfully complete the
internship, the credential is extended for four years. After that, the
credential may be renewed every five years. For the first five-year
renewal, individuals must complete 15 semester hours of graduate credit.
For the second five-year renewal, they must complete a master's degree or a
nondegree, planned fifth-year program. Each subsequent five-year renewal
requires three years of teaching or six additional semester hours of
graduate credit.

To earn the more advanced Standard Teaching Certificate, teachers must
complete a master's degree or fifth-year program that includes 12 semester
hours of professional education designed for a particular grade level and 12
semester hours to strengthen their knowledge of the subject in the grade
they teach. .

The Education Profesaional Standards Board (see STANDARDS BOARDS) has a
mandate to streamline the teacher licensure system. Thus, this
credentialing system will probably be under study by the board in the coming
months.
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3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

When no licensed teacher is available, a district may request that an
Emergency Certificate be issued to an individual with a bachelor's degree
and a GPA of at least 2.5. In order to teach under this credential for a
second year, individuals must complete six credit hours toward a credential
(or more if they are working in special education).

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

In July 1991, the Education Profession Standards Board (EPSB; see STANDARDS
BOARDS) adopted regulations for the district-level alternative preparation
programs for middle and high school teachers created in HB 940, which passed

IP
in 1990 (see December 1990 edition of Teacher Education Policy in the
Statea). HB 940 describes how one or more districts may seek, with an IRE,
to offer an alternative program. (When a district wishes to create a
program, it must contact an IHE; however, if the IHE refuses to participate,
then the district can implement the program alone.) After the proposal is
approved by the EPSB, the district must appoint a four-member professional
support team chaired by the school principal. The team includes an
experienced teacher, an IHE faculty member, and an instructional supervisor.
Each team member must complete training prescribed by the EPSB and pass a
final examination. To enter the program, teacher candidates must pass a
district screening process. They must also hold a bachelor's degree with a
2.5 overall GPA and either a 30-hour major in, or five years' experience
related to, the subject they will teach to enter the program. These
individuals hold a one-year Provisional Certificate.

All alternative programs must have three phases. 1) Candidates must first
complete a full-time seminar and practicum of approximately eight weeks
before they may teach. The seminar and practicum must include (but are not
limited to) an introduction to basic teaching skills through a supervised
teaching experience and An orientation to the policies, organization, and
curriculum of the district. 2) In the second phase, candidates spend one
half of their time teaching under supervision. They are visited and
critiqued by the professional support team at the end of the fifth, tenth,
and eighteenth weeks. Candidates spend the other half of their time during
this phase receiving formal instruction. 3) In the third and final phase, a
candidate'must spend 18 weeks.in full-time supervised teaching. Instruction
continues during this time, and the candidate is critiqued at least once
each month. Individuals in the alternative programs must pass the required
NTE exams to renew the Provisional Certificate; they then enter the Kentucky
Teacher Internship Program and complete the induction year.

0

0

STANDARDS BOARDS

The Education Professional Standards Board (EPSB) sets requirements for
teacher certification/licensure and for the evaluation of teacher education
programs. The EPSB also maintains data on employment trends and submits
reports on these to the governor and the Legislative Research Commission.
Thirteen of the 15 members are appointed by the governor: eight teachers
(reprcsenting elementary, junior high, senior high, special education, and
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secondary vocational classrooms); two school administrators, one of whom
must be a principal; one representative of a local board of education; and
two deans of SCDEs (or their designated representatives). The chief state
school officer and the executive director of the Council on Higher Education
serve as ex officio voting members. Thus far, the group has developed
procedures to govern itself. It has also been reviewing administrative
regulations for the alternative route to licensure for middle and high
school (see NON-SHORTAGE-DRIVEN ALTERNATIVE PREPARATION FOR LICZNSURE). The
group will shortly cor.3ider the initial content of an alternative program at
the primary level.

KNORITY TRACHER_RECRUITMENT

HB 940 states that "The (EPSB] board shall study the problem of the
declining pool of minority teachers in the Commonwealth and submit
recommendations for increasing the number of minority teachers to the 1992
regular session of the General Assembly." In the SDE, a staff person
examines the recruitment of minority teachers and ways to address concerns
in specific districts.

CLINICAL/FIELD EXPERIENCE

Candidates must have 150 contact hours of clinical experiences before they
student teach; at least half of these hours must be in the field. The
regulations for teacher licensure require 12 weeks of full-day student
teaching. At least four times, the college coordinator must observe the
student teachers in the classroom and prepare a written report on these
observations to share with the student teacher. The IHE selects and
provides an orientation for the cooperating teacher and implements a program
designed to enhance that person's effectiveness. The cooperating teacher
must: 1) hold a valid teaching credential; 2) hold a master's degree or
have completed a fifth-year program; and 3) have taught in the present
school system at least one year.

AACTE
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STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

LOUISIANA

Entrance requirements include; 1) scores on the NTE of at least 644 on
general knowledge and 645 on communication skills and 2) a 2.2 undergraduate
GPA. Each year, 10 percent of an SCDE's entering teacher education students
may be admitted without meeting the testing requirements; however, they will
need to meet these requirements for licensure.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

As a result of the Children First Act of 1988, a new credentialing system
was implemented in 1990. All teachers seeking licensure for the first time,
as well as all teachers holding the old Type C Certificate (see June 1990
edition of Teacher Education Policv in_the_States), are issued the
Provisional Certificate. Under this two-year, nonrenewable credential,
teachers are evaluated under the Louisiana Teaching Intern Program. If the
candidate fails some aspect of the evaluation, the credential may be
extended for a limited amount of time through the Provisional/In Remediation
Certificate, but if that credential has been reissued the maximum number of
times and the holder has not successfully passed the evaluation, the person
cannot be issued a provisional credential for two years.

When individuals receive a satisfactory evaluation, they are eligible for
the five-year Professional Renewable Certificate. Teachers holding this
credential must participate in the Louisiana Teacher Evaluation Program.
With a satisfactory evaluation, they may renew the credential.

The licensure system is being challenged both in the legislature and in
court. Legislation has been introduced in 1991 to suspend or refine the
evaluation program. Law suits have been filed to stop the implementation of
the evaluation program as well as to reinstate teachers' lifetime teaching
credentials.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

An individual holding a bachelor's degree with an overall GPA of 2.5 may be
admitted to the Post-Baccalaureate Alternative Certification Program, an
alternative program for licensure in riementary grades, secondary grades,
and special education. All IHEs are required to offer the program in some
form. The individual's transcript is evaluated by the participating IHE,
and the IHE prescribes courses to remediate the person's educational
deficiencies. Districts may employ these individuals only if there is no
licensed teacher available. When employed, the individuals participate in
two years of a paid teaching internship while serving under a Temporary
Certificate (see below). since they have completed the program and passed
the required NTE examinations, they are eligible for licensure. There are
state funds dedicated to Post-Baccalaureate Scholarships of up to $4,000 for
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individuals undertaking this alternate route. These scholarships may be
paid back through teaching.

Temporary Certificates may be issued at the request of a district for
licensed individuals teaching out of field and individuals participating in
the Post-Baccalaureate Alternative Certification Program. The credential is
issued on a yearly basis and may be renewed with six semester hours of
college credit. Public school systems may make temporary teaching
assignments on a yearly basis rather than ask the SDE to issue Temporary
Certificates. Local systems must adhere to the same regulations and
criteria used by the SDE in issuing such credentials, with one exception:
people hired to teach who do not hold a regular Louisiana teaching
credential must attain the appropriate scores on the NTE and be eligible for
admission to an approved Louisiana teacher education program.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

No state programs were reported in this area.

STANDARDS BOARDS

The Advisory Commission on Teacher Education and Certification advises the
Board of Elementary and Secondary Education on teacher education and
credentialing. The members include representatives from teacher
organizations, universities, and school districts, and the director of the
Louisiana Certification Bureau (who is an ex officio member.)

MINORITY TEACHER RECRUITMENT

A bill passed in 1990 required the formation of a commission to study all
aspects of the state shortage "in black and other minority teachers in
general and black male teachers in particular and to recommend actions that
specifically address the selection, preparation, and certification and
employment of minority teachers." Individual members represented SCDEs, the
governor's office, the Board of Regents, the Southern University Board of
Supervisors, the Louisiana State University Board of Supervisors, the Board
of Trustees for State Colleges and Universities, the SDE, the State Board of
Elementary and Secondary Education, the Louisiana Association of Educators,
the Louisiana Federation of Teachers,- the.National Association for-the
Advancement of Colored People, the Louisiana Association of School
Principals, the Louisiana Association of Business and Industry, designees
from the House and Senate Committees on Education, and -&-epresentatives from
key predominantly Black organizations.

A report of.the group's findings was submitted to the legislature and was in
turn referred to the deans of SCDEs, who must provide input on the report to
the SBE. The report contains recommendations in the areas of student
recruitment, teachers' salaries, nontraditional students in the teacher
education work force, multicultural education, the role of predominantly
Black institutions of higher education, minority teacher employment, and
curriculum support.
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The Education Majors Scholarship Program provides $1,000 per semester for up
to eight semesters for individuals in teacher education programs.
Recipients must pay back the scholarship by teaching in Louisiana for four
years. Legislation passed in 1990 requires that special oinority
recruitment efforts be made for this program as well as for the Post-
Baccalaureate Scholarship (see EMERGENCY OR SHORTAGE-DRIVEN CREDENTIALS),

CLINICAL/FIELD EXPERIENCg

Individuals must have a clinical experience during their sophomore year, the
nature of which is determined by the SCDE. In addition, 270 clock hours of
student teaching are required, 180 hours of which must be spent teaching.
Cooperating teachers must hold the endorsement for supervisors of student
teaching. To attain this endorsement, the prospective cooperating teacher
must have three years of teaching experience, a master's degree, and a
graduate course in the supervision of student teachers. Provided the person
continues to serve as a cooperating teacher, this endorsement is valid for
as long as the credential on which it appears.

AACTE
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MAINE

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

Maine does not stipulate standards for entrance into teacher education
programs; these are left to the discretion of the IHEs. The state requires
all candidates for a teaching credential to pass the NTE core battery with
the following scores: communication skills, 656; professional knowledge,
643; and general knowledge, 649. Individuals also must have completed an
approved program or undergo transcript analysis. In addition, individuals
must complete at least one course on mainstreaming exceptional children.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

With the completion of the requirements mentioned above, individuals are
eligible for the first level of a three-tiered credentialing framework. The

state grants two-year Provisional Certificates to graduates of approved SCDE
programs and to individuals whose transcripts receiva a favorable review.
Individuals holding Provisional Certificates teach for two years with the
guidance of a support team. At the end of the second year of teaching, the
district support system may recommend to the SDE that individuals should
receive the Professional Certificate, the next level of licensure. This
credential may be renewed every five years if the holder earns six hours of
locally approved credit. The state awards Master Teacher Certificates to
Professional Certificate holders who have at least two years of classroom
experience and demonstrate involvement in curricular and professional
development activities. Teachers seeking the Master Teacher credential have
a support team that develops an action plan with them and assesses their
performance.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

When no licensed teacher is available, LEAs ask the state to issue a
Conditional Certificate. Candidates must hold a bachelor's degree in one of
the liberal arts and sciences from an accredited IHE and must have completed
a major.or.36 hours in their.field to be issued.the credential. A support
team, which may include a master teacher, assists the new instructor over a
period of two years. Individuals holding this credential must take at least
six hours of relevant course work and receive the recommendation of the
district before this credential can be reissued to them for an additiona:.
year. Throughout the teacher's second year of teaching, a support team
observes and assesses the teacher. The candidate's transcript is analyzed
to verify he person has taken the necessary professioral education courses
(including the mainstreaming course). Individuals who have taught for at
'east two years under the Conditional Certificate need not meet the student
teaching requirement (six credit hours). The district support system makes
a recommendation to the SDE concerning whether the candidate will be
recommended for a Professional Certificate (see REQUIREMENTS FOR REGULAR
LICENSURE).
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4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation fur Lieensure
111

No state programs were reported in this area.

STANDARDS PARDS

The SSE convenes ad hoc task forces to advise it ot various issuep relating
to teacher education policy a. they arise.

EligRULLELQUELIggRUITIFINI

RecruitL;nt of minority teachers is conducted at regional recruitment
conferences.

Q.LIKIGALIIIILILIZEZEIREE

The state requires six semester hours or 15 weeks of student
teaching.

AACTE
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MARYLAND

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Emit Requirements

The state has no requirements for entrance into regular teacher education
programs; these are determined by the institutions. For requirements for
entnince into the state's Resident Teacher Certificate Program, see NON-
SHORTAGE-DRIVEN ALTERNATIVE PREPARATION FOR LICENSURE.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

To be eligible for an initial license in Maryland, candidates must complete
an approved program and earn the following scores on the-NTE core battery:
645 in general knowledge, 648 in professional knowledge, and 648 in
communication skills. The subject exam of the NTE is also required; cut
scores vary by area. The initial credential, the Standard Professional
Certificate, is valid for five years. It is renewable once with six
semestex hours of courses. The teacher must teach at least three years and
earn a master's degree c-7 the equivalent to be given the Advanced
Professional Certificate. This license is valid for 10 years; no new
requirements must be met to renew it.

The SDE has proposed a plan to the SEE for new requirements for the Advanced
Professional Certificate. Under the plan, teachers would proceed throug%
three phases of work and continued study to attain the credential. They
would take 30 credits of course work in all over a maximum of 12 years.
Twenty-one of the 30 credits would be in teaching subject areas (rather than
education courses) related to the person's present or future assignment.
The first phase (the induction phase) would last for a minimum t one, and
not more than three, years. During this time the teacher would: 1) take
nine credits of course work determined by the principai's assessment of the
teacher's performance; 2) perform satisfactorily on the Maryland Classroom
Observation Instrument or a local inptrument 'judged to be its equivalent';
3) develop a professional education plan in consultation with the principal,
department head, and the teacher's supervisor; and 4) dc.relop a professional
portfolio. .Duriug the second phase (career path/preparation and
concentration), the teacher would: 1) maintain the professional portfolio,
2) earn a minimum of six credits every three years in courses related to his
or her current field, and 3) implement the professional development plan or
a modification of it by mutual agreement between the teacher and the
principal. These requirements would be met with 30 credits of course work
completed over a maximum of 12 years. Twenty-one of the 30 hours would be
in areas related to the person's present or future teaching assignment.
During the third phase (career enhancement), from year 13 on, the teacher
would document evidence of his or her overall performance and have advanced
professional experiences (e.g., be a mentor, do clinical supervision, take
graduate studies). Once a person had completed these three phases and
earned the Advanced Professional Certificate, it would be valid for five
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years. A task force appointed by the SDE is currently considering the plan
and possible alternatives.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

If a district cannot find a qualified, credentialed individual for a
position, the district may request the issuance of a Provisional Certificate
in order to hire an individual for the position. As long as the individual
completes six credit hours toward a regular credential each year, the
credential may be renewed until the individual meets credentialing
requirements. In addition, a superintendent has the ability to waive any
requirements for licensure for a teacher candidate.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

The Resident Teacher Certificate Pz.ogram, which was instituted in December
1990, is open to individuals with a bachelor's degree in a field taught on
the elementary or secondary level; a B average in the major; passing scores
on the NTE general knowledge, communications skills, and specialty area
subject examinations; and a contract with an employing district for an
elementary, middle, or high school teaching position. Candidates must take
90 clock hours of designated professional education. After completing these
90 hours, the candidates teach under a one-year Resident Teacher
Certificate. (This credential may be renewed for an additional year.)
Candidates are co teach with support from a supervising teacher/mentor.
They may take additional course work if this is required by the local
superintendent of schools, but additional courses are not mandated by the
state. By the end of the program, they must pass the professional knowledge
examination of the NTE; they are then eligible for the Maryland Standard
Professional Certificate.

The state allows SCDEs to propose alternative teacher preparation programs.
Individuals enrolled in such a program must complete it before teaching.

STANDARDS BOARDS

The SBE appoints the Professional Standards and Teacher Education Board
(PSTEB). A bill signed by the governor in spring made the PSTEB a
semiautonomous board. The PSTEB now has the authority to enact requirements
regarding teacher licensure, but the SBE has 60 days to override decisions
made by the PSTEB. (Seventy-five percent of the SUE members must vote for
the override.) The board will now have 25 members: the state
superintendent of schools, eight public school teachers, one non-public-
school teacher, six teacher educators, four public school administrators or
supervisory staff members, two nonpublic administrators or supervisory staff

4111
members, and three lay members (one from a local board of education). The
governor will continue to appoint members from lists provided by
professional groups.



$INORITY TEACHER RECRUITMENT

A full-time Minority Teacher Recruitment Specialist at the SDE worked on
implementing the action plan developed by thL state superintendent's Task
Force on Recruitment of Minorities to Professional Staff Positions up until
July 1, 1991. At that time funding for the position was withdrawn. The
recommendations of the plan include: 1) strengthening Future Teachers of
America clubs and 2) encouraging community colleges, IHEs, and districts to
collaborate in helping minority students at community colleges enter and
complete collegiate-based teacher education programs and find employment.
The Task Force completed a survey on the supply and demand for teachers in
the state Lad is drafting a final report.

Gial_MALLEMALRAPIRINIMI

All approved programs in Maryland require early prepracticum experiences as
well as student teaching. The state does not stipulate the length or
content of these experiences but does have voluntary guidelines. Those
applying for licensure through the credit count system must have six
semester credits in student teaching at the secondary level and eight
semester credits of student teaching at the elementary level.

As a result of the success of a pilot test of a training model for clinical
supervising teachers conducted in fall 1990, 200 clinical supervising
teachers have been trained throughout the state using the model.

AACTE
July 1990
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41 MASSACHUSETTS
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EWA=
1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

Entrance requirements for teacher education are set by individual IHEs. Te
exit requirement is graduation from a state approved program. (The one
exception is that candidates for a credential to teach a foreign language
must also pass a state test in the language.)

Regulations established by the SEE to go into effect in October 1994 will
require candidates to have an undergraduate major in an arts and sciences
discipline or an interdiscipl?reey major.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

The new regulations will also establish two teaching credentials, the
11 provisional and the permanent. With the completion of on approved program,

iudividuals will be eligible for a Provisional Certificate. Teachers will
be required to earn a Permanent Certificate within four years after
obtaining the Provisional Certificate. The Permanent Certificate requires a
master's degree that includes courses in an arts and sciences discipline,
courses in education, and clinical experience. It is a lifetime credential.

House bill 1500 (which would place in law these licensure regulations
established by the SBE) is pending in the legislature.

3. Emergency ur Shortage-Driven Credentials

When a district cannot find a licensed teacher for a position, it may apply
for a waiver. This waiver will permit the district to hire an individual
who holds a bachelor's degree for ond year. The waiver may be renewed as
long as the individual demonstrates progress toward completing the courses
required for licensure.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

There are two ways on can attain a license other than those described
above: by receiving an Apprentice Teacher Card or by appearing before a
Certification Review Panel. Bachelor's degree holders may obtain an
Apprentice Teacher Card from the SDE. This card enables them to teach in a
public school for up to two years while meeting course requirements for
licensure. In order to validate this card, indivii.ual applicants, the
employing school district, and the teacher preparation institution must
agree on a plan that will permit applicants to complete the requiremens for
a teaching credential during the two-year period. Individuals with at least
five years of professional experience may become licensed by submitting a
portfolio to the Certification Review Panel.
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STANDARDS BOARDS

Credentialing requirements are established by the SBE with the
recommendation of the commissioner of education. Any recommendation for
change in the credentialing requirements is reviewed by the Massachusetts
Advisory Commission on Educational Personnel, which must present its
recommendation to the SBE. The 21 members of the commission are appointed
by the SBE, and at least one-third of the members must be teachers from
public or private schools. The commission is currently discussing
requirements for bilingual credentials. House bill 4326, which would set up
an autonomous board, is pending in the legislature.

MINORITY TEACHER RECRUITMENT

The SDE continues to draft a plan that would incorporate ideas from the
March 1990 report of the Statewide Committee on the Recruitment of Minority
Teachers for the Board of Regents.

QINIGAWFIELD EXPERIENCE

Current regulations require candidates to have at least three significant
field assignments (with no set hour requirements) before student teaching.
Student teaching (the practicum) is required to be 300 hours on site and to
include at least 150 hours in which the candidate takes full responsibility
for a class. Approximately 150 additional hours are required to add
endorsements to an initial credential. Practica must be supervised jointly
by the cooperating teacher at the field site and a representative of the
IRE. The cooperating teacher must hold (or be exempt from holding) the
credential sought by the student teacher (and must be, or once have been,
tenured). Candidates must submit a report about the practicum prepared by
the cooperating teacher and field representative.

The October 1994 regulations will stipulate that candidates have 75 hours of
monitored prepracticum field work for the provisional crec:ential. The
practicum will be reduced to 150 hours. Both assignments will have to
include work with diver,e learners. The 1994 regulations require that
individuals have 400 cl,,A hours of clinical experience (either through an
IHE or through a districr; as part of their master's degree program in order
to receive the Permanent Certificate.

The regulations to take effect in October 1994 also provide for mentor
teachers to work with master's degree students during their clinical
experience; however, at this time, funding has not been authorized.

AACTE
July 1991
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MICHIGAN

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

Act 267, passed in 1986, requires candidates to take tests in basic skills
and in their teaching area before they begin student teaching. As of June
1991, tests had not been selected. The testing process continues to be
studied by two committees: the Teacher Examination Advisory Committee, which
will recommend criteria to be used in selecting tests, and the Standing
Technical Advisory Council, which will determine reliability and validity of
the tests. Requests for proposals have been circulated to invite groups to
prepare tests.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

Michigan offers the Provisional Certificate to all new or out-of-state
teachers applying for their first credential. To receive this credential,
individuals must complete a teacher education program with a C average or
better; in addition, elementary and secondary teacher candidates must have
completed six and three semester hours, respectively, on teaching reading.
The Provisional Certificate is valid for six years. The elementary
credential is valid for all subjects in kindergarten through grade five, but
only in a teacher's subject areas in grades six through eight (except when
the teacher is assigned to a self-contained classroom). The secondary
credential is valid for subject areas of specializati in grades seven
through 12. Effective 1992, when individuals with the Provisional
Certificate have three years of successful teaching experience and 18
semester hours of courses beyond the provisional level, they may obtain a
Professional Education Certificate. Thi, credential will require renewal
every five years with six semester hours, 18 CEUs, or any equivalent

40 combination of semester hours and CEUs.

The state's certification code requires teachers to have at least 30
semester hours in their major, 20 semester hours in their minor, and 18
semester hours in professional education, of which six semester hours must
be in student teaching. The SBE continues to discuss whether there should
be a limit on semester hours required for majors or minors in teaching
areas.

0

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

Act 25, passed in 1990, allows a district to hire unlicensed individuals to
teach certain subjects (usually technical) if it can show that no licensed
teachers are available. Individuals must hold a bachelor's degree in the
subject to be taught. Once the state has selected the tests of basic skills
and subject matter that it will use, individuals will be required to pass
these to continue teaching after the first year (see ENTRANCE/EXIT
REQUIREMENTS). While these individuals teach, they must work toward
licensure (although there is no time frame within which they must complete
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work toward their license). Each year, the district must justify the
employment of these unlicensed individuals. To date, the state has not
issued any permits under this law.

When a district is able to demonstrate that there is a shortage of licensed
teachers, it may request a Full-Year Special Permit to hire individuals who
have completed 120 semester hours of satisfactory college credit, including
15 semester hours of professional education courses. The permit is valid
for teaching in the grade(s) or subject(s) specified until the end of the
school year for which the permit is issued. The permit may be renewed if
the holder completes six semester hours of credit toward a regular teacher's
license. When individuals with these qualifications are not available, the
SBE, with the recommendation of a superintendent, may issue a permit for a
person with 'reasonable qualifications when failure to authorize the permit
will deprive children of an education." Such a credential may be issued for
a specific period; the credential cannot be used to supply schools with
teachers during a labor dispute.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

No state programs were reported in this area.

STANDARDS BOARDS

Two groups are involved in developing standards for teacher education and
licensure. The SBE appoints members to the Periodic Review Council (PRC),
which monitors the implementation of standards in teacher education
programs. The members of the PRC represent several education groups,
including IHEs, teacher and principal associations, and school boards.
Recently, the PRC studied standards for teams that visit and examine teacher
education programs.

The Professional Standards Commission for Teachers (PSCT), established in
1988, advises the SBE on teacher education policy in the state. The group
has 15 members: 10 teachers, two IHE representatives, one school
admin itrator, one LEA board member, and one public representative. The
PSCT .ecently examined specific credentials, such as those for teachers of a
second language.

MINORITY TEACHER RECRUITMENT

The Michigan Urban Teacher Program fosters partnerships between two-year and
four-year institutions to develop programs to increase the number of
minority students in teacher education programs. From that effort, an urban
teacher institute has been established by Eastern Michigan University, Wayne
State University, and Wayne County Community College. This program
identifies minority students in two-year programs and encourages them to
enter teacher education programs. Eastern Michigan University has worked
out a relationship with local teachers' unions such that when these students
reach late junior or senior status, they may be paid a minimum wage and work
as substitute teachers in the Detroit area schools. A similar effort is
taking place between Eastern Michigan University and Oakland County College.
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Starting in January 1991, the SDE will begin a five-year national survey of
credentialed minorities who are working in fields outside of education. The
state wants to discover whether these individuals are not teaching by choice
or were not able to find a teaching position in Michigan, and to see if they
would be willing to relocate to Michigan if a teaching position could bci
located.

In addition, the SDE has made a budget request in 1991 that includes money
for minority teacher scholarships; this request is pending. With requested
funding at $250,000 per year for at least three years, these scholarships
would not only defer the costs of attending an IHE but would also add a
stipend and a guarantee of employment in the state.

CLINICAL/FIELD EXPERIENCE

Michigan currently requires candidates to have six semester hours of student
teaching. Standards of quality compiled by the PRC as part of the state
movement to comply with NCATE Option II have been approved by the SBE. The
standards address clinical and field education. A pre-student teaching
experience is mandated by the standards; moreover, the cooperating teacher
mu,Tt hold a major in the candidate's subject and have the opportunity to go
to an SCDE for assistance with the duties of a cooperating teacher.

AACTE
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MINNESOTA

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

Minnesota requires students to take the P-PST before entering a teacher
education program. Students must pass the test (i.e., earn scores of 173 in
reading, 172 in writing, and 169 in mathematics) to receive their license.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

Once individuals complete an approved program (which must include training
in human relations), pass the P-PST, and receive the recommendation of the
preparing IHE, they will receive the Initial License, which is valid for two
years. With one year of teaching, individuals may receive the Continuing
License, which is valid for five years. A teacher must complete 125 clock
hours of continuing education for each renewal of the license.

3. Energency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

When a district cannot find a qualified, licensed individual for a teaching
position, it may request a one-year Limited License from the state to hire a
person vith a bachelor's degree. This credential may be renewed if the
person earns eight quarter hours in a teacher education program.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

Beginning fall 1991, individuals will be able to participate in the
Alternative Preparation for Licensure program. This program will permit
individuals to enter a nontraditional teacher education program if they have
a bachelor's degree, a major in their subject area or five years' experience
in a field related to that subject, passing P-PST scores, documented
experience with children, and an employment contract from a district.

Once admitted to the program, individuals receive an Alternative Teacher
Preparation License, which permits them to teach in a particular assignment.
Individuals undergo 20 days (100 hours) of training at the district before
they begin their teaching assignment. They must receive at least 170 hours
of training during the course of the program. While teachiug, the candidate
is supported by a three-person team (consisting of a mentor teacher, a
school administrator, an,' an IHE faculty member) that will provide
instruction, coaching, and evaluation. This group will recommend the
individual for licensure. After completing this one-year program,
individuals will be eligible for the Initial License. There is no cost to
the student for this program during its first year of operation.

STANDARDS BOARDS

The 11-member Minnesota Board of Teaching (MBT) is appointed by the governor
and has autonomous authority to establish licensure, entry, and exit
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0 standards. The board also approves teacher education programs. Stipulated
by law, the MBT must include six teachers, one principal, one SCDE faculty
representative, and three lay members. The MET is developing an assessment
system for beginning teachers.

MINSILTIligitatELI (I&EJ.,12=11

Minnesota's efforts in minority teacher recruitment center on incentive
grant programs. Since 1989 grants have been provided to districts to pay
salaries of minority teachers in Minnesota who had not previously taught in
the state. In addition, the state will offer grants to interest minorities
in teaching through the Alternative Preparation For Licensure Program. The
MBT is funding a $5,000 incentive grant for each minority individual who
enters the program. These individuals will receive $2,500 a year for two
years, provided that they teach in the same district for a second year.

Legislation passed in 1991 expands a 1988 program that provides grants to
prepare Native American teachers. Grants will be awarded to foto- sites
where IHEs and districts work together for this purpose. Pro.p.,ctive
teachers must matriculate in one of the four teacher education programs to
receive the scholarship and then must teach in Minnesota in order to have
their repayable scholarships forgiven. One-fifth of the loan is forgiven
for every year the individual teaches.

CLINICAL/FTELD EXPERIENCE

The state mandates pre-student teaching, which is defined as participation
in a "series of planned, supervised, and evaluated experiences." Ten weeks
or one quarter of full-time student teaching is required. Those candidates
who seek licensure must student teach at the appropriate level. Cooperating
teachers must hold a Minnesota Continuing License.

AACTE
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MISSISSIPPI

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

To enter a teacher education program, candidates must have a 2.5 GPA on
prior college courses. Institutions must assess students' basic skills when
they enter a program, using the NTE communication skills and general
knowledge tests. (No cut scores are stipulated at this time.) The Board of
Trustees' External Advisory Committee filed a report that recommended a
limit on the number of professional education courses that can be required
at state institutions; however, to date, the recommendations have not been
carried out. Teachers graduating after July 1994 in grades seven through 12
will have a major other than education and will require the equivalent of a
subject area minor for elementary education teachers.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

To receive a teaching credential, candidates must have the following scores
on the NTE examinations: communication skills, 651; general knowledge, 646;
and professional knowledge, 649. Cut scores on the NTE subject exams range
from 510 to 610.

When individuals complete an approved teacher education program, they are
eligible for a Provisional Certificate. This one-year credential may be
renewed twice provided the teacher possesses minimum on-the-job skills
measured by the Mississippi Teache.: Assessment Instrument (MTA/). A teacher
must master at least nine of the 14 skills by the end of the first year of
teaching, 11 by the end of the second year, and all 14 by the completion of
the third year. If teachers do not master nine skills at the end of the
first year, they participate in a remediation program. After completing
this program, they may reenter teaching. When a teacher masters the 14
skills measured by the MTAI, he or she is eligible for a Class A Standard
Certificate. There are different levels of this credential for persons with
bachelor's, master's, education specialist, and doctoral degrees. The
credential must be renewed with at least 26 clock hours of staff development
each year.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

If a district cannot find a credentialed teacher to fill a position, it may
request that the SBE issue an Emergency Certificate. Individuals must hold
a bachelor's degree to be issued the credential. The credential is valid
through June 30 of the school year in which it is issued and may be renewed
for two additional years with the completion of six credit hours per year.
Individuals must meet all requirements for a Class A Standard Certificate by
the end of their fourth year of teaching with an Emergency Certificate.
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4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

In spring 1991, the SBE approved entrance and exit requirements for
alternate route programs. To enter a program, candidates must have 1) a
2.75 GPA in their content area; 2) a 2.5 overall GPA: 3) a bachelor's
degree; 4) the same scores on the NTE general knowledge and communications
tests as are required for entrance to regular teacher preparation programs,
and 5) passing scores on 14 areas of the Content Mastery Examination for
Educators.

Candidates must complete nine semester hours of education courses at an
approved SCDE while they teach. These courses should address the
development and interpretation of tests, the teaching of a subject in proper
scope and sequence, methods of teaching, and classroom management.
Candidates have up to three years to complete these courses. They must
demonstrate 60 percent of the minimum skills measured by the MTAI in the
first year and 75 percent of them during the second year. When they have
completed the 12 semester hours, they can obtain a Class A Standard
Certificate.

STANDARDS BOARDS

The Commission on Teacher Education and Certification reviews standards and
makes recommendations to the SBE on issues relating to the profession. The
commission's 15 members must include four teachers, three school
administrators, one IHE representative, one junior college representative,
one local school board member, and five lay members.

Legislation was introduced in 1991 to create an autonomous professional
practices board but did not pass.

MIMMULIKAGMAMAEMMIINENX

No state sponsored programs were reported in this area.

CLINICAL/FIELD ExPERIms

The state does not require clinical experiences. The state does require 12
full weeks of student teaching for would-be teachers and a practicum for
other educational personnel (such as counselors). Student teachers are
assessed with the MTAI. The state requires that both the IHE supervisor and
the cooperating teacher earr the MTAI Evaluator Certificate to show they are
trained in using the MTAI. This training uses materials developed by the
SDE and takes three days to complete. The cost of the training is divided
between the SDE, IHEs, and districts. Cooperating teachers must also have
three years of teaching experience.

AACTE
July 1991
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MISSOURI

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

Missouri stipulates specific entrance and exit requirements for individuals

in teacher preparation programs. Entrance requires an SAT composite score
of 800 or an ACT composite score of 18 (or 19 on the enhanced ACT) and a

score of 235 on the criterioa-referenced College (Basic Academic Skills

Exam) BASE. The Missouri Advisory Council for the Certification of

Educators (see STANDARDS BOARDS) is considering whether both the SAT/ACT and
the CHASE should be required or if only one of the tests is necessary.

To exit a teacher preparation program, individuals must complete an approval

program with a 2.5 overall GPA, demonstrate oral proficiency, complete a
math and general education requirement, and take the NTE subject exam. (If

there is no appronriate NTE subject exam, individuals must take the NTE

professional knowledge test). Cut scores for the NTE exams will be

determined in spring 1991.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

The state has a four-tiered credentialing system. The Professional I
Certificate is issued for an instructor's first two years, during which time

the individual is supported by a mentor teacher and a professional
development team. With two years of successful experience, an individual
may obtain a three-year Professional II Certificate. With the completion of
six semester hours toward a master's degree, an individual may receive the

five-year Professional III Certificate. The Continuing Professional
Certificate is issued oniy to those who hold a master's degree and have 10
years of teaching experience.

Effective July 1, 1990, Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska, and Kansas entered into

the MINK agreement, which allows the issuance of a two-year regional
exchange certificate for classroom teachers. South Dakota entered in on the

agreement on July 1, 1991. Applicantt; must complete a state-approved
teacher education program-and must hold a-valid regular credential in the
state in which the teacher education program was completed. This credential

may not be renewed.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

A Special Assignment Teaching Certificate may be granted to individuals in

situations of district-determined and SDE-approved critical need (such ac:
secondary school subject areas, foreign languages, K-12 art, or 1C-12 music).
Individuals and the district must jointly apply for this credential. To be
eligible, individuals must have a bachelor's degree with a major in the area
to be taugh: and five years of documented work experience in that area.
The credential is valid for 1,044 clock huurs of teaching within two years
of the date of issue, but may be renewed withozt any additional requirements
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to be met. Such credentials permit individuals with no teaching experience
but a strong background in their subject to teach for a period or two each
day.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

To enter an alternative preparation program, individuals must earn a
bachelor's degree in the area they will teach, have a 2.5 GPA for
undergraduate courses, and pass the relevant NTE subject exam. They sign a
four-way contract vith the SDE, the employing district, and an IHE. The
contract stipulates that they will complete a teacher education program at
the IHE while employed by the district in a secondary school teaching
position. Candidates are then awarded a two-year Temporary Certificate,
which is valid for two years. At this point, they must take nine semester
hours of professional education before entering a classroom as a teacher.
After completing a successful year of teaching and before entering the
second year of the teaching internship, the person must complete nine
additional semester hours. At the end of a second successfu) year of
teaching, the person is awarded a Professional II credential.

Individuals who have earned a Ph.D are eligible to receive a teaching
credential for secondary grades on the basis of their degree and a
transcript analysis.

Legislation that would create a second program for alternative preparation
for licensure is pending.

STANDARDS BOARDS

The Missouri Advisory Council for the Certification of Educators (MACCE) has
25 members. MACCE has the authority in developing aew state certification
regulations. The SHE, however, must adopt all changes. The council
includes 15 teachers and draws its remaining members from IHEs, school
boards, and administrator groups. MACCE is considering the elimination of
one of the entrance test requirements (see ENTRANCE/EXIT REQUIREMENTS).

Legislation to create an autonomous standards board was introduced but did
not pass in 1991.

MINORITY TEACHER RECRUITNEAT

The Teacher Education Scholarship Program designates 15 percent of its
funding for minority teacher scholarships. The state and the IHE each
contribute $1,000 for each year in the student's program. The student must
teach in Missouri for five years to pay back the scholarship. Legislation
passed in 1990 would, if funded, have created 100 renewable $2,000
scholarships for minority high school graduates from Missouri who enter
teacher preparation programs in the state. (Such scholarships would be
renewable for three years. Recipients would be required to teach in the
public schools for five years after graduation; otherwise, the scholarship
would revert to a loan.) The program did not receive funding as of June
1991.
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The state requires candidates to have 10 semester hours of clinical
experience. They must spend two of these hours in field experiences before
student teaching, and six in student teaching. The other two hours may be
in either experience, although most SCDEs require the two hours to be in
student teaching. SCDEs must show how they assess students in these
experiences, although a particular mode of assessment is not mandated.
Student teachers must be placed with cooperating teachers who are licensed
to teach in the grade level for which the student is seeking a license.

AACTE
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MONTANA

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

The state currently does not have requirements for entrance into teacher
education programs. Two groups discussed whether the state should mandate
entrance requirements: the ED Forum (an ad hoc group representing a variety
of education organizations throughout the state) and the Certification
Standards and Practices Advisory Council (see STANDARDS BOARDS). The ED
Forum continues to meet to exchange information but will not present any
recommendations. The Advisory Council will recommend that the SBE institute
an entrance examination; however, it will recommend that the choice of such
an exam be left to the discretion of the IHE. In addition, it has
recommended that the NTE not be mandated as an exit examination.

2. Requireoents for Regular Licensure

41 The two primary types of teaching credentials in Montana are the Standard
Certificate and the Professional Certificate. Candidates for licensure must
meet the following cut scores on the NTE: professional knowledge, 648;
general knowledge, 644; and communication skills, 648. Separate rules
govern credentialing for vocational education instructors; most other
teachers initially receive the Standard Certificate. Candidates must

ID complete three years of successful teaching and a fifth-year or master's
degree program to obtain the Professional Certificate. The Professional
Certificate may be renewed if the teacher has had one year of successful
teaching during the past five years. Beginning in 1995, teachers will also
be required to complete 60 renewal units for license renewal.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

There are no emergency credentials available in this state. Provisional
Certificates are available for out-of-state teachers, and districts need not
demonstrate there is a shortage when requesting that the credential be
issued.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

No state programs were reported in this area.

STANDARDS BOARDS

The Certification Standards and Practices Advisory Council (CSPAC) consists
of seven members: four teachers, one SCDE faculty member, one school
administrator, and one school board member. It advises the Board of Public
Education on program approval and credentialing regulations. Legislation
passed in 1991 that authorizes funding for CSPAC to study the merits of, and
institute, a program to train and use mentor teachers to assist beginning
teachers. A pilot study will take place between 1992 and 1994.
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MINORITY TEACHER RECRUITNSNT

CPSAC and the Montana Advisory Council on Indian Education have submitted

plans to the SSE to initiate a forum for a combined discussion on minority

recruitment and gender equity.

CPSAC received funding for additional research to examine difficulties the

NTE may pose for Aative American students.

CLINICAL/FIELD EXPERIENCE

The state requires candidates to have a wide range of clinical experiences

early in the teacher preparation program. Student teaching may occvr only
after the IHE has reviewed a student's professional educat.,on to assess the

student's ability to function in the classroom. IHEs determine the length

of the student teaching experience and provide wrification of the
experience to the OPI.

AACTE
July 1991
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STANDARDS

NEBRASKA

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

h 2.5 GPA and P-PST scores of 170 in reading, 171 in math, and 172 in
writing are required for entrance into teacher education programs.
Individuals must complete a prescribed course in human relations from a
teacher training college as part of their teacher education program; after
December 31, 1992, all teachers will have to complete a course in human
relations to renew their teaching credentials. A 2.5 GPA is required for
exit. After September 1, 1992, a three-hour course designed to foster
specified skills in special education will also be required. All students
must sign, both before entering a teacher education program and prior to
student teaching, an affidavit attesting that they have noc committed any
felonies.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

Nebraska offers three teaching credentJals. A person earns an Initial
Certificate on completing an appLoved teacher education program; this
credential is valid for five years. It may be renewed with six semester
hours of credit, provided the certificate has lapsed fewer than five years.
If more than five years have passed, 15 hours of prescribed credit are
required for renewal. To earn a Standard Certificate, one must have an
Initial Certificate and two years of coneccutive teaching for the same
employer. The Standard Certificate is valid for seven years. To earn a
Professional Certificate, teachers must have a master's degree or a fifth-
fear credential in the field in which they received their original license.
The Professional Certificate can be renewed after 10 years. Both the
Standard and the Professional credential may be renewed with six semester
hours of credit or with two years of consecutive teaching for the same
employer. A state statute requires teachers to obtain six hours of college
credit (or the equivalent as described in LEA policies) for eVery six years
of tenured teaching.

Effective July 1, 1990, Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska,.and Kansas entered into
41 the MINK agreement, which allows the issuance of a two-year regional

exchange certificate for classroom teachers. South Dakota recently signed
the agreement. Applicants must complete a state-approved teacher education
program and must hold a valid, regular credential in the state in which that
was completed. This nonrenewable credential is limitea to one area and
level.

0

0

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

Nebraska offers a Provisional Commitment Teaching Certificate, fer which
one must hold a bachelor's degree, have a district employment contract, be
enrolled in a teacher preparation program, and have completed at least half
of the pedagogical component of that program and three-fourths of the field
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requirement. Befoie teaching, individuals with this credential must sign an
affidavit attesting that they have committed no felonies. The credential
may be renewed twice, for one year each time, while the teacher finishes the
approved teacher preparation program.

Because substitute teachers are in short supply, the state now issues
Substitute Certificates to individuals who have not met the P-PST
requirements, taken the human relations course, or gained the special
education skills required for licensure, but have mat all othc: teacher
training requirements.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

The state offers no programs in this area.

STANDARDS BOARDS

The Nebl:aska Council on Teacher Education (NCTE) advises the SEE. The
council's 50 members must include one representative from each IHE and the
president of the state AACTE group (16 total), 16 teachers, 12 local
administrative members, four local board members, one PTA member, and one
representative from the SDE. Members are nominated from vithin their
organizations and are appointed by the SBE. The Executive Committee of the
NOTE, which rules on the propriety of the nominees, must have representation
from each constituency listed above. The group recently recommended to tbe
SBE that stndent teaching in other states and foreign countries count toward
licensure requirements.

MINORITY TEACHER RECRUITMENT

No state programs were reported in this area.

CLINICAL/FIELD EXPERIENCE

Clinical experience must include 100 hours cf pre-studen. teaching or
laboratory observation of children. All clinical faculty must have a
master's degree and two years of K-12 school teaching experience.

Student must have betveen 200 ands520 hours of student teaching, depending
on whether the student teaching is for an endorsement in a field, a subject,
or a combination of fields or subjects.

The cooperating tea_ner must teach in a state-approved school (as opposed to
home-schools operated by an association of parents) in the area in vnich the
student teacher wishes to become endorsed. The cooperating teacher must
have taught three of the preceding five.: years and may only work with one
student teacher at a time.

AACTE
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NEVADA

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

ID To enter a teacher education program, candidates must obtain the following
minimum scores on the P-PST: reading, 172; math, 170; writing, 172.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

The state requires individuals to take the NTE professional knowledge and
specialty area exams to be licensed. Minimal scores for these exams have
been established. All applicants for licensure are fingerprinted.

Nevada issues two licenses, the Provisional and the Professional. The
Provisional License requires a bachelor's degree, is valid for one year, and
may be renewed with six to nine semester credits of inservice, depending
upon the person'e deficiencies. The Professional is valid for six years and
may be renewed with six semester credits.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

If a teacher shortage exists in a district, the district may request that
the superintendent of public instruction grant a one-year license to
candidates who do not meet regular licensure requirements. This credential
may be renewed if the person has performed satisfactorily.

A three-year Conditional License may be granted to an applicant who has a
credential from another state. Over the three years of the license, the
person must earn 30 credit hours for an endorsement in elementary education
or 22 hours for an endorsement in secondary education. The person then
receives a Standard License.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

No programs were reported in this area.

40 ITAWAVI_EIEME

The Commission on Professional Standards has nine members: four teachers,
two administrators (one of whom must be a private school representative),
one SBE representative, une counselor or school psychologist, and one IRE
member (who must be dean of one of the state's two SCDEs). Requirements for
teacher preparation and licsnsure c.,41. be amended only with the commission's
approval. The SBE has limited veto powers over the commission's actions.

Illi(MaTIAMILRECENITIZET

No state programs were reported in this area.
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The state requires a minimum of eight semester hours of credit in student

teaching. Cooperating teachers must hold a Professional License.

AACTE
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NEW HAMPSHIRE

fil_wpapi

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

New Hampshire requires that IHEs create entrance and exit requirements for
teacher and administrative preparation programs. Individuals must conplete
general education requirements and demonstrate basic reading, writing and
mathematics skills before they enter a teacher preparation program. IHEs
decide how applicants' competence in these areas is to be assessed. IHEs
must also evaluate candidates to determine whether they should be
recommended for an initial credential. A subcommittee of the SBE continues
to stud) teacher preparation, including entrance requirements.

2. Requirements of Regilar Licensure

Individuals are issued a Beginning Educator Certificate once they complete
an approved teacher preparation program. This credential is valid for three
years, (wring which time the indiv4.dual must complete 50 clock hours of
professional inservice training (of which 20 clock hours must be in each
endorsement area and lel WIWt he in an area applicable to all teachers).
Once candidates have three y's of teaching experience, they are issued the
Experienced Educator Certixicate, which is valid for three years and has the
same inservice requitement for r.enewal.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

Individuals with teaching experience who have not completed an approved SCDE
program may take written and oral examinations to be licensed. Another
program allows an individual with a degree in a critical shortage area or
vocational education to enter an internship program with a mentor teacher

ID and receive a credential in three years. To be licensed ia either case, the
individual must obtain an IHE's recommendation and meet the same requirement
for basic skills in reading, writing, and mathematics as those entering the
IHE's teacher :..lucation program. Curreat designated critical shortage areas
are special edueetion and En, tsh as a second language.

In the case of the death or extreme illness of a teacher, a district may
request a Letter of Permission in order to fill that person's position with
a person who does not have a teaching credential. This is a one-year
waiver; during the year the individual meet .arn a Beginning Educator
Certificate.

4. Non-Shortage-Driveu Alternative Preparation for Licensure

Under the Provisional Certification Plan, individuals who want to teach at
the secondary level must hold a bachelor's degree with a 30-credit major in
the subject to be taught and a GPA of 2.5. Individuals who want to teach at
the elementary level must have a baehelor's degree, a major, 30 credits in
the arts and sciences, and an overall GPA of 2.5. (The above GPA
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requirements may be waived for people who graduated more than five years
before applying to teach, have five years of occupational experience related
to their subject, and meet all other requirements.) Individuals who meet
the requirements may be issued letters of eligibility, with which they may
be hired by districts. The dist-tct must appoint a mentor teacher or
mentoring team to work with the 1...leeisional teacher for a year. The mentor
must receive a minimum of 12 hours of training in the mentoring process from
the SDE or from other persons or institutions contracted by the SDE to dc
this training. An education plan (developed by the mentor, building
principal, teacher candidate, and any others designated) includes preservice
and inservice as si.ecified by the SDE. On completing the plan, individuals
are recommended for the Beginning Educator Certificate.

STANDARDS BOARDS

New Hampshire has two advisory boards that provide recommendations to the
SBE. The Professional Standards Board, which is appointed by the 50: to
advise it on teacher credentialing, consists of the following 21 meeberss
the director of the Division of Standards and Certification (or olat
person's designee), who is the executive secretary of the board; nine
members representing classroom teachers, education specialists, or both;
nine members representing higher education and higher education
administration; and two laypersons. The Council fnr Teacher Education,
which makes recommendations to the SBE on standards for approval of SCDE
programs and administers the program approval process, has four statutory
members and 11 appointed members. The statutory members include the
commissioner of education, the dean of the University of New Hampshire
School of Education, and two presidents of state IHEs. Statutory members
appoint additional members from the education community.

/11YR MIMETTRAC

No state programs eere reported in this area.

CLINICAL nigjajlingnEE

N, :'zampshire permits IHEs to determine the length of pre-student teaching
all.: student teaching and to make most decisions concerning the content of
these experiences. The'state requires candidates.to observe classrooms and
take corresponding theoretical work. Student teaching ie required as part
of teacher preparation programs. Student teachers must have increasing
responsibility in the classroom and must eventually have full responsibility
for the classroom. Pedagngical and content faculty must have experience in
school and supervise student teachers. Cooperating teachers must be fully
credentialed and must have three years of teaching experience. No
particular training or compensation is required by the state for cooperating
teachers.

AACTE
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NEW JERSEY

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

Entrance to and exit from New Jersey teacher preparation programs is
regulated by the state. To enter a teacher education program, a person must
have a 2.5 GPA. In addition, students must complete a field experience

their sophomore year and before they enter the teacher education
rogram. They must demonstrate an acceptable level of math and oral and

w7itten English, as well as an aptitude for teaching. Each approved
undergraduate program includes 96 credit hours of liberal arts study
dittibuted among general education, the academic major, and the behavioral
and social sciences. Professional education courses may not exceed 30
credit hours, approximately one-half of which should be in clinical/field
experience.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

Requirements for receiving a standard teaching credential will change in
1992. Starting in 1992, students will be eligible to receive a letter of
eligibility with advanced standing, given certain nriteria. To receive the
letter, they must complete a teacher education program, have a 2.5 GPA,
demonstrate an aptitude for teaching (as determined by the SCDE), and earn
sufficient scores on the NTE tests for their subject areas. (For the NTE
requirement, elementary teachers must earn a scote of at least 649 on the
NTE general knowledge exam; all others take the NTE in the relevant subject
areas. This letter of eligibility differs from the letter of eligibility
received by individuals partiOTating in the Provisional Teacher Program.
Letters of eligibility distributed in that program signify the participants'
lack of professional education preparation.) When individuals who have
earned advanced standing receive an employment offer, the employer requests
a Provisional Certificate, under which individuals teach during their first
year. After one year of teaching during which they are evaluated three
times oy the principal and receive a positive evaluation for a school
supervisory team, individuals will be eligiLle for a Standard Certificate.
This credential is valid for life. The state vill thus require all
traditionally and alternatively prepared first-year tearlArs to un-ergo r.
year of supervised teaching under a provisional credential (see NON-
SHORTAGE-DRIVEN ALTEMIATIVE PREPARATION FOR LICENSURE). Individuals holding
the Provisional Certificate will pay a varying fee to those offering
mentoring services.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

The only remaining emergency credentials that exist are for individuals
working in areas not currently permitted in the Provisional Teacher Program,
including special education, English as a second language, bilingual
education, and vocational education. County superintendents may grant
emergency credentials in these areas di,en a district demonstrates need;
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however, in the next two years, credentials in these areas will be available
through the Provisional Teacher Program. When that occurs, emergency
credentials will be eliminated from all teaching fields except special
education. It is anticipated that emerge...cy credentialing will likewise be
eliminated in special education within the next few years.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

The SBE established the Provisional Teacher Program for "alternative
certification" in 1985. To receive this credential, candidates must: 1)

hold a valid bachelor's degree; 2) have a major in the subject they will
teach (for secondary schools) or a major in the liberal arts and sciences
(for elementary schools); 3) pass the NTE general knowledge examination for
elementary licensure or the designated NTE specialty examination for a
license in a subject; and 4) have an offer of employment from a school
district. Individuals must participate in an initial 20-day practicum under
the supervision of a licensed teacher. During the first year, participants
must receive 200 clock hours of professional instruction. This instruction
does not have to be in a for--redit college course; it may be completed at a
district- or state-operated training center. Individuals teach under a
Provisional Certificate (see REQUIREMENTS FOR REGULAR LICENSURE). A
professional support team observes the provisional teacher at prescribed
intervals, and the principal evaluates the provisional teacher three times
that year. The last evaluation will contain the principal's assessment as
to whether the teacher should receive a Standard Certificate.

Changes are taking ,'.ace in the delivery of the Provisional Teacher Program.
In the first five years of the program, the SDE played a major role in
providing instruction for this program through reFional centers. Now,
seve-11 consortia of districts and IHEs provide instruction for this program
as wel_: in all, 13 regional centers and three consortia provided this
instruction in academic year 1990-1991.

STANDARDS BOARDS

The SBE established the 13-member State Board of Examiners to advise it on
preparation and certification standards. The law stipulates that the board
members include four teachers (one of whom must be an education media
specialist), two principals, two superintendents, one school business
administrato., two IHE representatives, and one state agency representative.

MINDRITY TECHERRECRUITHENT

New Jersey oifered a one-time Minority Teacher Education Program in which 18
high school.juniors who showed potential for teaching were identifiPd and
provided with two summer college preparation programs and four-yeah loans of
$7,500 per year for college costs. These 18 students are now completing
their senior year in college. The state will forgive one-fourth of these
loans for each year the recipients teach in an urban district and one-sixth
of these loans for each year they teach in a nonurban district. The program
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has provided support and assistance throughout the students college
careers. Students have participated in work-study projects to receive the
awards.

There is no longer any diffetentiatio made between scholarships awarded
from the Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation and the state's Minority Fellowship
.ogram. In the past, the Dodge Foundation offered scholarships to

-Astanding individuals entering teaching through the Provisional
Certification Program, and the state-funded Minority Teaching Fellows
Program specifically provided scholarships for minorities entering the
Provisional Certification Program. Now the foundation offers funds for 30
fellowships. A significant number of the recipients of this fellowship are
minorities.

CLINICALMULA_KEEMMUC

There are particular requirements for clinical and field experiences of
traditionally prepared individuals. The state requires students to have
experiences in clinical education at the elementary and secondary levels
during their sophomore and junior years. The state mandates a one-semester,
full-time student teaching experience in the senior year. Clinical faculty
involved in the supervision of student teachers must have experience in
elementary or secondary schools; must have had contact with teachers in the
past two years; must be full-time or part-time faculty with expertise in the
field they supervise; must be assigned teaching loads that take their
supervisory responsibilities into account; and must spend every other week
supervising. The state does not mandate training for cooperating teachers
but does require that IHEs offer training for them.

It is recommended that mentors for the alternate route program have three
years of teaching experience and credentials in the field they supervise.
The Academy for the Advancement of Teaching and Learning offers a three-day
program to train these support teams.

A statewide study group is forming to establish criteria for the selection
and training of mentor teachers. This advisory group is expected to convene
in summer 1991.

AACTE
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NEW MEXICO

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

IHEs must assess the basic skills of students before they enter teacher
education programs, but the screening method varies. Candidates for a
teaching credential must complete an approved program and earn the following
scores on the NTE: general knowledge, 645; professional knowledge, 630; and
communication skills, 644.

ln April, the SBE adopted the recommendation., of a report on testing from a
task force of the Professional Standards Commission. As recommended in the
report, SCDEs must now conduct a comprehensive diagnostic assessment of the
personal characteristics and academic skills of all incoming teacher
candidates. SCDEs file a plan with the SBE describing the assessment
process and use the assessment to assist students and faculty in designing
plans of study for individual students. SCDEs are to assess candidates on
an ongoing basis. The PSC and the SDE will analyze the results and
incorporate them in the institutional accreditation process. As recommended
by the task force, a review board will be developed to consider individual
applications for licensure as an alternative to the NTE, on the
recommendation of the state superintendent of public instruction. (See also
CLINICAL/FIELD EXPERIENCE.)

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

The state has a three-tiered credentialing system. The Level 1 License is
for new teachers (or for those whose licenses have expired) and is valid for
three years. Teachers must demonstrate six teaching skills deemed essential
by the s'..ate to earn a Level 2 License. This is valid for nine years and
renewed with continued demonstration of the six skills. The Level 3-A
License, also valid for nine years, is for exemplary instructors who not
only have the six skills but also hold a master's degree, coordinate
curriculum, and demonstrate appropriate administrative skills.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

At the request of a district, waivers may be granted to allow individuals
who do not have sufficient credit hours for a Level 1 License to teach for
one year. The waiver may be renewed if the person completes nine credit
hours toward an endorsement or license and if the district makes an
additional request.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

The state offers Alternative Licensure and Distinguished Scholar Licensure.
Under Alternative Licensure, an individual with a bachelor's degree in an
appropriate subject may teach in a district at its request. An individual,
the district, and an IHE work together to create a plan for the individual's
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preparation for licensure. The individual receives a one-year Alternative
License, teaches under supervision, and takes courses over a year toward a
Level 1 license. The individual must pass the core battery of the NTE
during that year. The license may be renewed annually if 1) the district
gives the candidate a positive evaluation and 2) the candidate shows
progress toward completing the planned course of study.

Through the Distinguished Scholar Program, individuals with special
expertise in a field may be requested by a district to teach a specific
course. Distinguished scholars must pass the NTE core battery by the end of
the school year (although they are not required to complete any courses),
undergo an evaluation by the district, and be renominated each year.

Bills to amend the Alternative Licensure system did not pass in 1991.

STANDARDS BOARDS

The Professional Standards Commission is an 18-member body that makes
recommendations to the SBE regarding standards for teacher education
programs and credentialing. Its members also facilitate the program
approval process. Stipulated by law, PSC membership includes five teachers,
two administrators, one SCDE dean, one IRE instructor, one representative of
a postsecondary institution, two special service personnel, four lay
members, the state superintendent (or designated representative), and the
state director of teacher education and certification. In 1991, the PSC
Ethics Subcommittee studied the recruitment and retention of minority
educators (see MINORITY TEACHER RECRUITMENT).

MINTY TEACHER REC U TMENT

In June 1991, the PSC's Ethics Subcommittee submitted a report to the PSC on
how to recruit minorities into teaching and retain them as teachers. The
report recommends steps to improve the education of minorities throughout
the educational system. The PSC is now determining how to follow up on this
report.

CLINICAL/FIELD EXPERIENCE

SCDEs determine the length and content of'both clinical and field
experiences with the intent of helping students develop the skills needed to
meet the state requirements. Student teaching is rer,uired; SCDEs determine
its length. In April 1991, the SBE adopted a recommendation of the PSC task
force on testing to require SCDEs to conduct a summative evaluation of
teacher candidates before and during their student teaching. The evaluation
is to use 1) the NTE professional knowledge and communications tests, 2) a
performance assessment based on skills required for entry irto teacher
preparation programs, and 3) evidence that the candidate is knowledgeable in
his or her field.

AACTE
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NEW YORK

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

New York does not stipulate requirements for entrance into teacher education

programs. To be licensed as either a teacher or an administrator, a person
must complete an approved program and attain the following scores on the NTE

core battery tests: communication skills, 650; general knowledge, 649;
professional knowledge, 646. The use of the NTE will be replaced in 1993 by
the use of a state-developed test of liberal arts and sciences. Starting
September 1, 1993, individuals applying for either elementary or secondary
school licensure will be required to hold a bachelor's degree with a
cuncentration in one of the liberal arts and sciences. As of January 1,
1991, all prospective teachers must have studied the problem of child abuse.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

Currently, New York offers two forms of credentials. The Provisional
Certificate requires a bachelor's degree and passage of the NTE, is valid
for five years, and may not be renewed, except under extenuating conditions.
The Permanent Certificate requires a master's degree and at least two years
of teaching experience and is valid for the life of the holder. (The state
issues a Certificate of Qualification for persons who meet requirements for
the Provisional Certificate but cannot find employment. This is valid for
five years and can be converted into the Provisional Certificate when the
individual finds employment.) As of September 2, 1993, individuals will be
required to complete an internship instead of the two years of teaching
experience in order to convert a Provisimal Certificate to a Permanent
Certificate. In addition, applicants will be required to complete a test in
their teaching area and an assessment of teaching skills.

Some preliminary legislative proposals from the state Board of Regents would
provide funds to districts for the statewide implementation of the mentor
teacher-internship program for one full academic year for all provisionally
credentialed teachers, including those who serve as full-time interns
through a graduate program. Funds are also proposed.for districts.to
provide the mentor teacher-internship program for all individuals teaching
with a temporary license (see EMERGENCY OR SHORTAGE-DRIVEN CREDENTIALS).

All candidates for licensure must complete a criminal background
questionnaire. A bill that would require fingerprinting of all candidates
did not pass in 1990 but nas been reintroduced in the 1991 legislative
session.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

A Temporary License may be issued when a district declares that there is no
credentialed person to fill a position. After the district's request is
granted, it may employ bachelor's degree holders in the position. The
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license may be renewed up to three times depending on the extent of the
individuals' deficiencies; districts must demonstrate need in order to renew
this credential. Individuals may carry no more than an 80 percent teaching
load. The district, in turn, must release an experienced teacher to mentor
the new teueher. By the beginning of the first semester of employment, the
individual must be enrolled in an SCDE. All course requirements for a
provisional credential must be completed within three years.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

No state programs exist in this area.

STANDARDS BOARDS

Appointed by the Board of Regents, members of the New York Tracher
Education, Certification, and Practice Board (TECAP) advise the regents on
licensure, program approval, and teacher practice. TECAP has 13 members:
five elementary or secondary school teachers, one school superintendent, one
school personnel administrator, five teacher education representatives, and
one layperson or public representative. TECAP operates in an advisory
capacity only; it does not have any final regulatory authority over teacher
education policies. TECAP recently made recomendations regarding 1)
specialty area tests and a teaching skills assessment, both of which are
scheduled to begin September 2, 1993 (See REQUIREMENTS FOR REGULAR
LICENSURE); 2) revision of teacher licensure standards; and 3) cases
involving teachers' moral character.

The teacher licensing board in the city of Buffalo may be abolished in 1991.

MINORITY TEACHER RECRUITMENT

The New York Teacher Opportunity Corps Program, administered through the SDE
Division of Postsecondary Equity and Access Programs, facilitates the
recruitment, selection, and preparation of minority and economically
disadvantaged students for the teaching profession. Through this program,
IHEs offering approved programs may receive grants to increase the number of
prospective teachers from economically lisadvantaged backgrounds or from
groups historically underrepresented in teaching. IHEs receive grants
averaging $100,000; approximately 900 students are.served at 16 IHEs in the
state.

During academic year 1990-1991, the SDE offices of Academic Review and
Teaching have been working together to facilitate articulation between
programs of two-year and four-year colleges and universities. These
cooperative efforts help identify and encourage minority students in the
pursuit of a teaching career. The groups provide counseling for these
students in their first and second years of postsecondary education. In
addition, the offices of Academic Review and Teaching have been working with
the New York City public schools in implementing a career development
program for paraprofessionals. These efforts are funded by the state and by
the New York City school district as part of the state aid formula.
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The Teacher Career Recruitment Clearinghouse (TCRC), a job bank for teachers
for the elementary and secondary schools, is funded through an SDE revenue
account. TCRC works to recruit underrepresented groups, including
minorities, into teaching in New York.

The Board of Regents may request legislation to establish loan forgiveness
awards for persons underrepresented in selected subject areas. Individuals
would be requested to teach in districts with teacher shortages. The
proposal also requests tunds to pilot part-time teacher preparation programs
at the undergraduate aad graduate levels for teaching assistants and
temporary licensed teachers. The goal of this proposal is to increase the
number of licensed teachers from populations historically underrepresented
in teaching.

graliNALLEirjamgpang

The state requires IHEs to submit programs that include student teaching.
However, it does not specify the amount of time required for this
experience.

AACTE
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NORTH CAROLINA

fiTARDAppl

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

To enter a teacher education program, candidates must have a 2.5 GPA in
their undergraduate courses and alust; pass the general knowledge and
communication skills tests of the NTE with scores of 641 and 643,
respectively. The cut scores on these two NTE tests will be raised in July
1992 to 645 and 646, respectively. To exit a teacher education program,
individuals must pass the NTE professional knowledge exam with a score of
646. Individuals must also pass the pertinent NTE subject exams. The SDE11
uses these data to develvp a profile of the scores of the state's new
teachers.

2. Requirements for Rgular Licensure

The state offers two levols of teaching credentials. Graduates of approved
11 programs first receive en Initial Certificate. This credential is valid for

two years, during which time the recipient participates in an induction
program. A mentoe or a team supports the teacher throughout the program and
evaluates him or her at leest three times. After two years of successful
teaching and with a eecommendation from the supporting mentor or team,
teachers receive a five-year, renewable Continuing Certificate. Individuals

11 are required to renew Wa credential by earning 15 credit units (10
semester hours), five of which they can earn by teaching.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

No emergency credential exisea in the state. If a district cannot find a
teacher licensed in a particular teaching area, it can request that a

11 teacher not licensed in the area 'ae assigned through provisional procedures.
The teacher must work toward t appropriate endorsement. If no licensed
teacher is available, such shortages may be filled through the Lateral Entry
Program (see NON-SHORTAGE-DRIVEN ALTERNATIVr PREPARATION aiR LICENSURE).

0

0

0

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation fox Licensure

North Carolina offers the Lateral Entry Program, whereby individuals who
hold bachelor's degrees in an endorsement area and have a district
employment contract may receive a Provisional Certificate. Individuals
must participate in an induction project, be affiliated with an SCDE, and
complete an approved teacher education program at the raee of six credit
hours per year. The state requires candidates to pass the NTE subject exem
before they are accepted into this route, and canaldates must pass the
professional knowledge test after they complete their SCDE prograw and
before they are granted a regular credential.

In January 1991, tiie SSE approved a droposal establisheng the
Modified/Alternative Procedure for Lateral Entry. Under this procedure,
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LEAs can recommend candidates to receive teaching credentials. (This was
previously the responsibility of IHEs.) The DPI has approved several
requests to "rnlax" certain credentialing requirements for individual school
systems, with the stipulation that individuals be credentialed through the
Modified/Alternative Procedure for Lateral Entry. (Each school system has
presented the DPI with a plan for improving student achievement. Local
systems may set up their own ways to improve student achievement and may
request that state policies and procedures be waived if they "inhibit the
local unit's ability to reach its local accountability goals.")

STANDARDS BOARDS

The Professional Practices Commission acts as an advisory body to the SBE on
teacher preparation and credentialing. The Executive Committee of the SBE
nominates, and the SBE appoints, the 14 members, which include seven
teachers, three administrators, and four SCDE representatives (from two
public and two private IHEs). The group studied the Modified/Alternative
Procedure for Lateral Entry (see NON-SHORTAGE-DRIVEN ALTERNATIVE PREPARATION
FOR LICENSURE) and opposed the measure, although it was approved by the SBE
in January 1991. In addition, the group is considering teacher supply and
demand.

MINORITY TEACHER RECRUITMENT

In the past, North Carolina has sponsored Project Teach, a minority teacher
recruitment program that encourages students to consider a career in
teaching through organized programs ilivolving parents as well as students
from the seventh grade through high school. However, because of budgetary
constraints, the state is not expected to con,..inue funding the program.

Funding is expected to continue for two scholarship loan programs
administered by the DPI. Although these programs are not specifically
targeted toward minority teacher candidates, the DPI is required to place a
special emphasis on minorities in granting the awards. The Prospective
Teacher Program awards scholarships of $2,000 per year for up to four years
for individuals in approved teacher education programs. The Teacher
Assistants Scholarship allows teacher assistants to work in the public
schools part-time and matriculate in teacher education programs part-time
These scholarships are forgiven on a year.for-year basis if the student
teaches in North Carolina.

CLINICAL/FIELD WERIENCE

The state operates on a program approval basis and requires candidates to
have early and continuous f ,ld experiences prior to student teaching.
Clinical faculty must be li lsed teachers and must instruct in an area in
which they are licensed. T state requires 10 weeks of full-time student
teaching experience in the tAppropriate grade lnd school setting.
Cooperating teachers must complete forms indicating that the student
teachers they supervise have successfully completed student teaching. The
state does not require particular training or experience of the cooperating
teacher; however, an optional mentor credential is available. To earn the
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credential, teachers complete training offered by the state on how to work
as part of a mentoring support team and complete one year of successful
mentor experience. Teachers must pay for this credential and do not receive
any formal benefits for holding it.
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UORTH DAKOTA

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

To enter a teacher education program in North Dakota, a person must have a
2.5 GPA on prior undergraduate work. IHEs also must screen applicants for
competence in basic skills witl a standardized basic skills test of the
IHE's choice. To exit a teacher education program ard be eligible for a
license, students must have a 2.5 GPA, student teaching experience at the
appropriate level and in their area, and three recommendations (two from the
faculty and one from the cooperating teacher). A person must also complete
two seme,.ter hours in North Dakota Native American studies.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

Individuals are initially iss-ad the Two-Year Certificate. Teachers new to
the state are issued a Two-Year Certificate but must complete course work in
Native American studies during the two years. The credential is renewable
if a person teaches at least 18 months in North Dakota. With the 18 months
of teaching experience, an individual may also apply for the Five-Year
Certificate. This credential may be renewed if the person holding it
teaches for at least 30 days under contract and completes four semester
hours of college credit. (Thirty days was chosen because some kindergarten
programs in remote areas are six-week (30-day] programs.)

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

School districts may apply for an emergency credential if no qualified
teachers are available to fill a slot. This credential may be issued for up
to one school year. The individual must take eight semester hours of
professional education courses after teaching under the emergency credential
to be considered again for an emergency position. The district must reapply
for an emergency credential every year after August 15 and must verify that
no licensed applicant was found for the slot.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

A bill to create a program in this area failed in 1991.

STANDARDS BOARDS

The nine-member Teachers Professional Practices Commission (TPPC) is
appointed by the governor and is composed of four teachers, two
administrators, two school board members, and one nominee from the SBE. The
four responsibilities of the TPPC are to establish a code of ethics, to
investigate unethical conduct, to recommend standards for licensure, and to
make recommendations on staff development to the state superintendent.
Final authority on these matters rests with the state superintendent.
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NligialmThaggra3,1&Bumign

No state programs were reported in this area.

CLINICALMELD EXPERIENCX

The 1976 regulations for licensure and the 1987 standards for teacher
education program approval require "classroom professional experience prior
to student teaching" and 10 weeks of full-time student teaching. SCDEs
determine the length and content of the former. Clinical faculty must have
teaching experience in the level that they supervise. Cooperating teachers
must have three years of teaching experience and must take a tvo-semester
course on supervising student teachers. This course is offered at the SCDEs
but is not free of charge. The Board of Higher Education has authorized
public IHEs to pay cooperating teachers $128; however, the state does not
require any compensation.
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OHIO

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

Current standards require IHEs to assess individuals entering teacher
educaticn programs in oral and written communication, mathematical
knowledge, academic aptitude, arl achievement. IHEs are also required to
assess the entering candidate's motivation and interpersonal skills using a
method that is ..ree of cultural bias and that diagnoses and selects needs to
be addressed. To receive the initial teaching license, candidates must
score at least 642 in both the general knowledge section and the
professional knowledge section of the NTE and pass the pertinent NTE subject
exam.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

Ohio awards three levels of teaching licenses: the Provisional Certificate,
the Professional Certificate, and the Permanent Certificate. The
Provisional Certificate, valid for four years, is the first credential
granted. To earn the eight-year Professional Certificate, individuals must
complete their first year of teaching in an induction program, gain three
years of satisfactory teaching experience under the Provisional Certificate,
and earn 30 semester hours of courses beyond those required for the initial
credential. These courses may be taken in the pertinent subject area or in
pedagogy. To earn the Permanent Certificate, an individual must hold a
master's degree and must have earned at least 12 semester hours since being
granted the Professional Certificate. The individual must also have five
years of experience teaching under the Professional Certificate. Both the
Provisional and the Professional credentials can be renewed with the
completion of a specified number of hours of college courses or CEUs.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Oredentials

When a district has posted a position with the SDE for two weeks and has not
been able to find a suitable candidate, it may request that the SDE issue a
Temporary Teaching Certificate to an individual who'holds a valid teaching
credential but not a credential in the pertinent area. To be eligible, a
person must have taken a certain number of courses in the pertinent area;
for example, 20 semester hours are required to teach a secondary level
subject. These one-year credentials are available for secondary and adult
education teachers and for teachers of the handicapped. They may be renewed
with six semester hours of courses leading to a credential in one of these
areas.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative rzeparation for Licensure

Ohio permits individuals without regular teaching credentials to teach at
the secondary level if they complete an Internship Certification Program.
Districts may be approved to offer these programs in concert with SCDEs that
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0 offer approved teacher education programs. To participate, individuals must
hold a bachelor's degree with a major in a subject area taught in grades
seven through 12, pass the NTE exams in general knowledge and in their
subject area, and have three years of work experience related to the
subject. The program must be submitted by the district to the SBE for
approval, and the district is required to work cooperatively with an IHE in
developing parts of the plan. Individuals must complete at least six
semester hours of courses in the principles and practices of teaching before
they may obtain an Internship Certificate. They then teach for two years
under the direct supervision of a mentor, take another 12 hours of
professional education courses, are evaluated by the school district, and
take the professional knowledge test of the NTE to qualify for a Provisional
Certificate identical to that issued to graduates of traditional teacher
preparation programs (see REQUIREMENTS FOR REGULAR LICENSURE). At the end
of 1991, the SDE will provide the legislature with an evaluation of this
program. Thus far, three districts have been approved to provide this
program.

STANDARDS 30ARDS

The Teacher Education and Certification Advisory Commission is appointed by
the SBE to advise it on teacher preparation and certification. The
commission has 21 members and must include eight teachers (one must teach
special education, one must teach vocational education, one must be from a
private K-12 school), two principals, one superintendent, one supervisor,
one LEA board member, six /HE representatives (two college presidents, two
deans, and two faculty members--one of each representing a public
institution and one of each representing a private institution), one teacher
education student, and one lay member. The commission has been discussing
the state system of program evaluation as well as thet state's relationship
with NCATE. Legislation introduced in late 1990 to establish an autonomous
board is pending.

MINORITY TEACHER RECRUITMENT

State standards require teacher education programs to have plans for
multicultural recruitment. In addition, 10 percent of the funds from the
Ohio Teacher Education Loan Program are set aside for minority candidates.
Through this program, minority candidates may receive up to $15,000 -(up to
$5,000 per year) for tuition and instructional costs. The state forgives 20
percent of a loan for each year the recipient teaches in a designated
,nbject area, and 25 percent of a loan for each year of teaching in a
designated geographic area. A suit has been filed challenging the legality
of the minority set-asides in the loan program.

The Board of Regents is working with the Ford Foundation at five IHEs to
implement minority teacher recruitment programs that will start in the 1991-
1992 school year.
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CLINICAL/FIELD EXPERIENCE

Students in teacher education must complete 300 hours of clinical and field
experiences before they begin student teaching. Individuals must spend half
of these hours working in the subject they would like to teach. Field
experiences, as part of these 300 hours, are to take place in culturally,
racially, and socioeconomically diverse settings. Clinical and field
experiences must be planned with specific learning objectives to ensure that
candidates develop increasing proficiency in performing various teaching
responsibilities. Experiences must be supervised and evaluated by IHE
personnel. In addition to the 300 hours, 10 weeks of student teaching are
required. Cooperating teachers must have at least three years of classroom
experience. The SCDE is required to provide a professional development
program for faculty and cooperating teachers involved in clinical and field
experiences.

Since 1977, Ohio has provided funds to public and private IHEs to assist
them in maintaining specific practices in their teacher education programs
(for example, maintaining a ratio of no more than 14 students supervised by
one clinical faculty member).

AACTE
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STANDARDS

OKLAHOMA

1. Entrance/Exit Requixements

To be admitted to a teLcher education program, a person must have at least a
2.5 GPA in prior undergraduate work and demonstrate proficiency ta reading,
writing, and verbal communications on the P-PST. (Cut scores are not
stipulated.) Individuals must maintain a 2.5 GPA throughout the program.
After passing the Oklahoma Teacher Certification Testing Program (which
consists of subject examinations) and completing an approved teacher

41
education program, the candidate is eligible for a Teaching License.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

After they receive a Teaching License, individuals participate in an
induction-year program where they are monitored and supported by a mentoring
committee. Candidates are then eligible for a Provisional Level I
Certificate, a Provisional Level II Certificate, or a Standard Certificate.
Candidates must have earned the following number of credit hours in their
specialty and in professional education, respectively: 24 and 18, for the
Level I credential; 30 and 24 for the Level II; and 40 and 30 for the
Standard. The Provisional Level I is valid for one year, and the
Provisional Level II is valid for two years. The Standard Certificate is
valid for five years and renewable with at least three years of teaching or
completion of nine semester hours during the time the credential is valid.
The mentoring committee makes a recommendation to the SDE regarding whether
the candidate should receive a credential. The IHE recommends the level of
credential the person should receive.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

A distrlct may request the issuance of an Emergency Certificate if a
qualified, licensed individual is not available to fill a teaching position.
Individuals teaching under this credential must hold a bachelor's degree.
This credential is valid until June 30 of the school year. The credentialis not renewable, although it may be reissued if individuals take nine-. .
credit hours toward regular licensure in the field and pass the Oklahoma
Teacher Certification Testing Program.

The Alternative Certification Plan (1987) allows individuals with: 1) a
bachelor's degree (the courses for which must have included 24 hours of
courses in a.state-defined critical shortage area); 2) passing scores on the
Oklahoma Teacher Certification Test in the field for which licensure is
sought; and 3) an LEA employment contract to be given a one-year, renewable
Emergency Certificate. Individuals must be admitted to an IHE and must
develop a plan for meeting the standard requirements for a credential withinfive years. This plan should include nine semester hours of professional
education and four semester hours of supervised teaching during the first
year iL addition to participation in the Entry-Year Assistance Ptogram.
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4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

Besides the Alternative Certification Plan (see EMERGENCY OR SHORTA(E-DRIVEN
CREDENTIALS), there is now the Alternative Placement Program, which passed

as part of SB 158 in 1991. The Alternative Certification Program that
passed in 1990 as part of an omnibus bill is no longer in effe'A.

The Alternative Placement Program will permit bachelor's degree holders who
have completed a major in a field that corresponds with a specialization

area for an Elementary-Secondary Certificate (e.g., art or music), a

Secondary Certificate, or a vocational-technical credential to become fully

licensed in three years or less. Individuals must pass the Oklahom,. Teacher
Certification Testing Program examination in the content area fnr which

licensure is sought and must obtain an offer for employment from a dicitrict.

When these individuals meet these requirements and enroll ir an Alternative

Placement Program, they will be issued "valid alternative certificate[s]."
With these credentials, they will participate in the state's Entry-Year
Program and will have up to three years to complete their teacher educaton
program. Such programs may consist of no less than six but no more then 18

credits in professional education. The amount of required preparation is
reduced depending upon the level of the degrees the individuals hold, their

prior teaching experience, or their prior work experience. By law, pre-
student teaching and student teaching may not be required of program
participants. SCDEs must begin implementation of Alternative Placement
Programs in at least four areas of specialization (including math, science,

and a foreign language) by June 30, 1992 or lose state program approval or

accreditation.

STANDARDS BOARDS

Legislation passed in early 1991 creates a new standards board fcr teachers.
SB 158 abolishes the old Professional Standards Board and replaces it with
the Educational Professional Standards Board (EPSB). This group will retain
the powers of the old board. Membership on this board is specified as

follows: the state superintendent of public instruction or the chairperson
of the EPSB; the chancellor of higher education or the vice-chairperson of

the EPSB; the director of vocational and technical education or the
executive secretary of the EPSB; six classroom teachers; one secondary
school administrator, one elementary school administrator; three IHE
representatives; three parents of children enrolled in Oklahoma pub.P.c
schools; one district superintendent; and two other members from outsWe of
education. All will serve four-year terms.

SB 158 also creates the Task 7or,..e on Teacher Preparation. This groLip is

charged with studying teacher preparation, including examining the Oklahoma
core curriculum, the emergency licensure system, and the mechodology used by

the SDE in monitoring IHEs intelviewing early career teachers, education
faculties at public and private LHEs, and parents for input on teacher
education policy; and studying recommendations from national and state
organizations. The group must also look at a new licensure category for
elementary credentials. That Is, it must create a specialized license in
elementary education fcr subject areas, recommend to the SBE what credits
may be applied in each area, and recommend requirements for specialization
for either Alternative Placement Certification (see NON-SHORTAGE-DRIVEN
ALTERNATIVE PREPARATION FOR LICENSURE) or Standard Certification (see
REQUIREMENTS FOR REGULAR LICENSURE). By law, the group will consist of
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three members of the Oklahoma House of Representatives; three memberr of the
Oklahoma State Senate; six Oklahoma public schoel teacaers; two members from
public IHEs (one feculty member from teacher education and one from arta and
scionces); two mt eers from private IHEs in the "tate (one free; teacher
education and one from arts and sciences); two lay members who are parents
of children in the public srhoole; and the secretary of education. The
group must submit a report on its findings to the legislature and the 5BE by
November 30, 1591.

The Oklahoma State Regents for Higher ;education offers the Oklahoma Future
Teachers Pengram, an incentive scholarship program that awards up to $1,500
per year (for up to three years) for tuition, fees, books, and materials for
individuals in teacher preparation programs. To be eligible, individuals
must: 1: be residents of Oklahoma who rank in the top 15 percent of their
high school class ,as calcylated for the elass as a whole or for one of the
followeng sub'ivisions of the student populueions Black, NatIme American,
Hispanic, and Asian); :) score at or above the 85th percentile on the ACT or
othe. battery of tests (as ealculated fur the class as a whole or for one of
tae above subdivisions of the student population); and 3) be eligible for
admission to, or have made satisfactory -)rogress Le, an associate degree in
arts or sciences (at an accredited IHE offering the acsociate degree program
for a transfer to an upper dielsiou or haccalaureate program in teacher
education). Stuieuts in fifth-yeae programs are eligible for this
eehole-ship only if they are werking toward licensure in a critical shortage
aecta or toward counceling. Priority will be given to full-time students.

The Oklahema Minority Teacher Recruitment Center was establishee. in 1990
weth three mis-ions: 1) to enhance 'he teaching profession by establishing
a teacher cadet p.ogram for juneor and senior high school students; 2) to
implement statewide ntandseds for effectiee muleicultural teacher training;
awl. 3) to recruit, retain, and place minority teachers across Oklahoma,
especially in subjects without euoug'' teachers, The -.tenter is workieg with
the Soeth Carolina Teacher Recruitment Center (see SOUTH CAROLINA) to
develop and implement programs to increase tha number of minority teschers
in the state.

ciallICALIZIELLISZEENIMO

Individuals must complete a minemum of 45 sequential clock hours .ef clin.eal
experience in the elemeatary, middle, and secondary levels. (Those w' a wish
to be 14censed in early childhood education must also have experience in el.
levels., Student teaching must last a minimum of 12 weeks. Clinic-1
faculty must have had some public ochool-teaching experience. The
individual districts determine selection and treining requirements for
cooperating teachers.
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OREGON

=WM'
1. Entranne/Exit Requirements

Two typee of teacher preparation programs exist in Oregon. The Division 15
program is a four-year program that leads to a basic license. The Division
16 program is a f'fth-year program in a teaching specialty area that the
candidate takes after a four-year program that did not include pedagoity.
Fifth-year programs are recommended to be 12 moLths in duration. IHEs must
establish performance requir ments for admission to Division 15 programs,
including minimum skills in oral eel writter communication anu computation
To enter a Division 16 program, an applicant must receive a composite score
of 123 on the CBEST; no individual score may be helm. a 37. (Scores of 659
on the NTE communi:ations test and 654 on the NTE general knowleuge test are
acceptable in place of the uBEST.) Applicants for Division 16 programs must
also 1) hold a bachelar's degree with a cumulative GPA that qualifies for
admissien to graduate prc3rams at ehe preparing institution, 2) present
recommendations, and 3) provide evidence of good moral character.

Beginning in 1993, caniadateu in Divesio.a 15 programs must pass the NTg
subject exam in their area and score at least .361 a the NTE professianal
knowledge test.

Division 1j exit requirements include 1) a cumulative GPA that qualPFles one
for d graduate degr-e at V-e IHE; 2) a score nf at least 661 on the NTE
peafessional knowledge test; 3) two (charged from three in 1990) sample- of
work from student teaching that illustrate the candidate's ability to foster
students' lean 'ng; 4) satisfactory performance in fielu-based activities
and student teacuing; ;) compliance vitt TSPC-identified ethical standards;
and 6) passiag scores on the relevant NTE subject exams.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

The state grants Basic and Standard Teaching Certificates. The Basle
Teaching Certificate requires a oachelor's degree from an approved program.
It is valid for three years and.may be raneved if'a teacLer has completed et
least half of a fifth-year program. To receive a Standard Teaching
Certificate, a person must complete a fifth-year program and three years of
mccesaful teaching iv Oregon public schoois. he ceedeatial must be
renewed revery years, and the parson muzt teach one year out of those
five years. The state also grants a ayecial .redential if a person has
conpleeed all but 12 quarter hout renuired for the Initial credential, In
order for the indi-eidual to obtain this special credential, the indiviCaal
and Jae oistrice must submit a joint applleation.

In June 1991, the governor slgned legitlat= that changed the cv.dentials
in the state from 'eertificates to "licenses."
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0 3. Emergency or Shoetage-Driven Credentials

Oregon offers several shortage-driven credent4als, including the Interim
Teaching Certificate, the Emergency Teaching CeLtificate, and the Restricted
Teaching Certificate. The Interim Teaching Certificate may be issued to
3ndividuals with liberal arts bachelor'e degrees if they pass the NTE
subject exam in a TSPC-designated shortage area. For 1990-1991, the TSPC
has determined that it has a shortage of teachers for the handicapped
learner, the severely handicapped learner, the hearing impaired, the speech
impaired, and the visually impaired. To be eligible, candidates must not
have previausly been enrolle.) in a teacher preparation progr...e or held a
teaching credential. This credential iP valid for one year and may be
renewed twice. On the thire renewal, the individual can obtain the Basic
Teaching Certificate ie he or she passes the NTE professional knowledge exam
and has an offer of tenure from the employing district. The employing
district must cosponsor individuals' applications for the Basic Teacning
Certi)iicate and is responsible for designing professional development plans
for them.

The Emergency Teething Certificate is issued only where there are
insufficient applicants in an endorsement or a geographic area. To obtain
this credent::al, individuals must either have completed an approved teacher
education program or hold a valid out-of-state teaching credential. Either
of these must be in the field in which the Oregon credential is requested.
A district need not request this credential's issuance. The credential may
be renewed on a yearly basis if the holder completes n:Ine quarter hours of
additional preparation. The credential may be renewed twice; by the end of
the three years, individuals teaching under the Emergency Teaching
Certificate must be eligible to hold the Basic Teaching Certificate.

Restricted Certificates are issued under specific circumstances. First,
Restricted Certificates with a subject matter or special education
endorsement may be issued upon joint application from the prospective
teacher and the employing district. This one-year, nonrenewable credential
is available only to those who are within 12 quarter hours of qualifying for
either a Basic or Standard Teaching Certificate (see REQUIREMENTS FOR
RECULAR LICENSURE). The applicant must explain the circumstances behind the
request for this credential to the TSPC (see STANDARDS BOARDS). Restricted
Certificates with an elementary endorsement may be-issued to individuals vho
completed a teacher preparation program under the auspices of the U.S. Armed
Forces, the Peace Lorps, or the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964. These
individuals also must have two years of teaching experience in any grade
from prekindergarten through grade 12 in subjects taught in the public
schools. A joint application from the teacher and the district is required
for this one-year, nonrenewable credential. Finally, Restricted
Certificates are available to exchange teachers from other states or
countries. These teachers must hold a valid teaching credential in their
state or country in the area they will teach in Oregon. This credeatial,
obtaiaed through joint teacher and district application and valid for 12
months, may be renewed through joint application.
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4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure 41

The one-year Certificate of Accomplishment may be issued to indlviduals who
have expertise in an area or field where no endorsement is offered.
Individuals must apply jointly with the employing district for this
credential and must describe the position to be filled and their
qualifications for it. Certificates of Accomplishment may be issuod in
drama, Italian journalism, and Latin (areas for which endorsements are no
longer issued). In addition, Certificates of Accomplishment will be issued
for teachers of Japanese, although there is now an endorsement for this
subject.

STANDARDS BOARDS

The Teacher Standards and Practices Commission (TSPC) is an autonomous body
appointed by the governor to set administrative rules on credentialing,
teacher education, approval of preparation programs, and discipline of
educational personnel. The TSPC also oversees employment practices (i.e.,
it ensures that districts hire credentialed teachers and that those teachers
are assigned to the appropriate grade levels or subject areas). The TSPC
has final regulatory authority over all matters under its jurisdiction. The
TSPC's 17 members include eight teachers, two principals, two
superintendents, one local board member, two laypersons, and two SCDE
representatives (one from a public institution and one from a private
institution).

During spring 1991, legislation was under consideration that would have
given the state superintendent of schools the authority to take over the
TSPC's functions.

MINORITY TEACHER RECRUITMENT

Funding for Oregon's Teacher Corps Program was in jeopardy during spring
1991 because of budgetary constraints. This program offers special
forgivable loans of $3,000 per year to teacher education students in the
upper 20 percent of their respective classes. The state forgives one year
of loan received for every year the recipient teaches in Oregon. Minority
status is a priority in the selection of applicants, as is willingness to
teach in a shortage area.

In 1991, legislation failed that would have directed the SDE to fund
minority teacher programs that identify promising students while they are in
secondary school and provide these students with advice, tutoring, or
information on scholarships and loans.

SB 122, which passed in June, addresses the goal of the state to employ a
number of minority teachers proportionate to the number of minority children
in the state by the year 2001. SB 122 mandates that the State Board of
Higher Education require each public teacher education program to prepare a
plan with specific goals, strategies, and deadlines for the recruitment,
admission, retention, and graduation of minority teachers.
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The Task Force on Minority Teacher Work Force, a governor-appointed group,
ceased to exist in 1991, in keeping with a sunset provision.

CLINICAL/FIELD EXPERIENCE

Students in Division 15 and 16 programs must have an observation experience
before student teaching. The state mandates a 15-week practicum that

41 includes nine weeks of full-time student teaching for Division 15 students
and six weeks of full-time student teaching for Division 16 students.
Beginning in 1993, Division 16 students will also be required to complete
nine weeks of full-time student teaching. Students are assessed on two vork
samples from this experience.

Clinical faculty are assessed by the IHEs on their background and their
experience in public schools. They must be experienced in the field in
which they will serve as clinical faculty. Cooperating teachers must
possess an Oregon Basic Teaching Certificate or Standard Teaching
Certificate and have three years of successful experience. Cooperating
teachers must be trained by the IHE and the district. There is no state
requirement to compensate cooperating teachers, although all SCDEs provide
an honorarium of about $100.
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PENNSYLVANIA

S ANDARDS

I. Entrance/Emit Requirements

Pennsylvania permits IHEs to determine entrance and exit requirements for
teacher preparation programs.

Every 10 years, Chapter 49, which consists of regulations on both teacher
preparation and licensure, is reviewed by the SBE. The next 10-year review
will occur in 1991-1992.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

Individuals seeking the Instructional I Certificate must complete an
approved teacher preparation program, be recommended by the preparing IHE,
hold a baccalaureate degree, and attain the following scores on the NTE core
battery: professional knowledge, 643; general knowledge, 644; communication
skills, 646. Individuals must also pass a subject exam in their area. The
Instructional I Certificate is a nonrenewable credential and is valid for
six years.

To be eligible for the lifetime Instructional II Certificate, individuals
must complete an induction program, 24 postbaccalaureate credits, and three
years of successful teaching. Individuals holding the Instructional II who
received their Instructional I credential after June 1, 1987 must complete
course work required by a district-developed professional development plan
every five years until they receive a master's degree. (Teachers who do not
complete this course work are reported by their superintendent, and their
credential becomes invalid until they show satisfactory progress on
completing the work.) Once these individuals receive a master's degree,
their Instructional II credential becomes a lifetime credential. Before
they are mployed, teachers undergo an FBI/Pennsylvania state police
criminal background check. In 1991, the SBE will appoint a committee to
review licensure regulations.

Several bills have been introduced in the Pennsylvania Senate that would
affect teacher preparation and licensure. One bill would create a new
licensure system requiring individuals to complete a provisional period
before receiving a permanent license. Individuals seeking to receive a
license after this period would be evaluated by a regional state board
consisting of three education professionals appointed by Pennsylvania's
secretary of education.

Another bill would create a five-year degree program for teachers. Such
programs would allow individuals to receive two degrees, one in education
and one in a subject other than education. The programs would lead to a
permanent teaching credential.
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3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

The state issues Emergency Certificates when a district verifies that it has
not been able to find a credentialed teacher. These one-year credentials
are not renewable unless individuals complete education requirements during
the first year they hold the credential and are working towatd full
licensure.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

Approximately 40 SCDEs are approved to conduct a teacher intern program
through which a person vith a bachelor's degree who passes the NTE
communication skills, general knowledge, and specialty area tests may be
hired as a full-time teacher, provided that individual is already enrolled
in a teacher preparation program. The individual receives a Letter of
Intern Candidacy and is then permitted to find a teaching position. When
individuals secure a position, they receive an Intern Certificate. This is
valid for three calendar years and may not be renewed. During the time the
individuals are teaching, they must complete a program developed for them by
an SCDE. The SCDE must provide supervision and support as necessary. After
they complete the teacher preparation program and pass the core battery and
subject exams, the individuals are eligible for an Instructional I
Certificate.

STANDARDS BOARDS

The Professional Standards and Practices Commission consists of 13 members:
seven teachers, three basic education administrators, one IHE representative
from a teacher preparation program, and two laypersons (one of whom must be
an elected local board member). The commission advises the SBE on matters
relating to teacher education, certification, and licensure. In addition,
it develops and enfor''P standards for the professional conduct of teachers.
The governor selects tr...4 members and the Senate approves them.

MINORITY TEACHER RECRUITMENT

No state programs were reported in this area.

CLINICAL/MLD EXPERIENCE

Pennsylvania requires candidates to have a clinical experience during their
first year in a teacher preparation program. The state also requires
candidates to have 12 weeks of student teaching. SCDEs are responsible for
assessing both experiences. The cooperating teacher must have three years
of successful teaching, and the clinical faculty must have experience in a
public school in the grade candidates are preparing to teach. Cooperating

11 teachers must be trained by the SCDE. While the state does not require
compensation for cooperating teachers, the state IHE system does.

A Senate bill would require districts that accept student teachers to
provide qualified supervisors to monitor the student teachers. The
supervisors would be required to participate in a one-week orientation and
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receive one day of instruction pertaining to their supervisory role every
three years after this initial instruction period. Such instruction would
be provided during the teachers' noninstructional time, at the expense of
the IHE pl.scing the student teachers. The state would match up to $250 of
the compettuAtion given to the teachers who participate in the program.

AACTE
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RHODE ISLAND

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Ezit Requirenents

Entrance criteria include an interview lefore the candidate is admitted; a
GPA at the time of admission that is above the GPA required to remain in
good standing at the IHE by 25 percent; and IHE measurement of individuals'
reading, writing, speaking, listening, and mathematics skills. To exit the
teacher education program, individuals must complete student teaching with a
satisfactory grade, receive a positive recommendation from the supervisor of
that experience, and have a GPA 25 percent higher than the IHE's GPA
requirement for graduation.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

The state issues three levels of credentials. To receive a three-year,
nonrenewable Provisional Certificate, individuals must: 1) have completPd
an approved teacher preparation program within the past five years or have
been approved through transcript analysis; 2) pass the NTE core battery by
earning scores of at least 657 in communication skills, 649 in general
knowledge, and 648 in professional knowledge or by earning a total score
equal to the sum of the cut scores (1,954; no one score may be four points
lower than the individua3 cut score); and 3) for secondary and special
subject credentialing, have at least 30 hours in a major other than
education.

Individuals with a Provisional Certificate who complete six credits (three
of which must be college credit) and have three years of documented teaching
experience are eligible for the Professional Certificate. This five-year
credential is renewable with nine credits (six of which must be graduate
credits in the person's subject) and with verification of continued
teaching.

Earning the Life Professional Certificate is optional and may be
accomplished through three different options. Individuals with six years of
teaching experience (three of which must be in Rhode Island) and a master's
degree in their area from an approved program are eligible for the
credential. Individuals with six years of teaching experience may obtain
this credential by earning a master's degree in another education area and
15 additional graduate credits in their area. Alternatively, they may earn
a master's degree in an area other than education and 21 graduate-level
credits in their area.

A bill prohibiting individuals from being barred from teacher licensure
solely because of their standardized teacher test scores passed the
legislature in 1991. Such individuals would be permitted to btld a
Provisional Certificate and to keep it, given a successful jo') performance
review annually for three years.
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3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

When no credentialed person is available to fill a teaching job, the state

may issue an Emergency Certificate. For this credential to be renewed,
candidates must have a bachelor's degree and complete at least six credits

per year toward a Provisional Certificate. The district must again verify
that it could not find a fully licensed teacher to fill the position. After

a person has taught two years with this credential, this experience can
count as student teaching if the person is working toward a Provisional
Certificate through a teacher preparation program.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

In Novembeg' 1990, public hearings began on a conceptual framework for an

alternate route to teacher licensure. This framework had been developed at
the request of the Board of Regents. A series of meetings with interest
groups is planned. A proposal will be presented to the SBE this summer.

ITANI2M21_11QAM

The Certifitlation Advisory Committee, which advises the commissioner of
education, hes 16 members. These members include two public IHE
representatives, two private IHE representatives, two superintendents, two
principals, one school committee representative, six teachers, eL,d one non-
public school representative. Middle school and vocational education
credentials are currently on the committee's agenda.

A bill to create a "pre K-12 public school professional educators' standards
and practices board" did not pass the state legislature in 1991.

MINORITY TEACHER RECRUITMENT

A commissioner-appointed Minority Teacher Recruitment Task Force has just
completed its second year of existence. This year, the group studied
barriers to minorities seeking employment as teachers for the first time. A

report of the task force's study will be produced and presented to the Board
of Regents in 1991. This is the group's second study; the first discussed
the barriers to minorities' entrance into teacher preparation programs and
proposed strategies to remove these barriers. The task force is composed of
representatives from various ethnic and cultural communities, local
districts, SCDEs, and the legislature.

CIAItULIBLILESEMIERO

Programs must have "planned, supervised experiences in school settings."
The state requires a minimum of 300 clock hours of supervised, sequential,
incremental student teaching. Student teaching must take place in an
individual's area of study and in a variety of settings; candidates must
work with minority children in some of these settings. The clinical faculty
must be competent in the candidate's subject and must demonstrate that they
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are currently conducting research in their area. The cooperating teacher
must have three years of teaching experience, an appropriate credential in
the student teacher's area, and administrative approval by the district.
The IHE must provide a training program in which the teacher must
participate prior to working with the student teacher.
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SOUTH CAROLINA

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

To be admitted to an undergraduate teacher education program, Ptudents must
complete at least 60 semester hours of courses that meet the degree
requirements of the IHE (to be taken no later than one full semester before
student teaching). Students must also have: 1) a cumulative undergraduate
GPR (grade point ratio) of 2.5 on a 4.0 scale or 2) a 2.0 GPR on
undergraduate work ansi a score on the SAT or tCT above the 50th percentile
of examinees in South Carolina vho took the Emilie test in the same year. In
addition, they must earn a passing score on the South Carolina Education
Entrance Eramination (a test of basic skills in reading, writing, and
mathematics) and have professional recommendations from general education
and teacher education faculty. Finally, they must have taken the SAT or
ACT. To exit a teacher preparation program and be recommended for a
teaching license, students must pass the NTE professional knowledge exam
(i.e., earn a score of at least 642) and the NTE subject exams in their
fields and complete a full semester of student teaching.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

Graduates from an approved teacher preparation program who pscs the NTE
exams are eligible for the Professional Certificate. This credential is
renewable every five years with six semester hours of either college credit
or inservice vork, three credits of T/hich must deal with either the content
or the methodology of one's field ar.d three of which may be outside of one's
field. All candidates for this credential must be fingerprinted for an FBI
Criminal Background Review.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

Candidates who 1) have a bachelor's degree in a critical shortage area
(i.e., math, science, school media, home economics, or a foreign language);
2) pass the NTE subject exam for that field; and 3) receive an LEA
employment contract may participate in the tvo-year Critical Needs
Certification Program. ate!: successful participation in a two-week
preservice training institute at Winthrop College, participants are issued
Provisional Certificates and then teach for two years. Participants are
required to attend workshops, complete a two-week inservice institute, and
complete three gri.duate courses in education during the program (which lasts
at least two, but no more than three, years). After completing the
educational requirements and teaching surr:essfully for two years, candidates
are eligible for the Professional Certif .ate. The state pays all fees for
training and supervision except for the three courses.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven alternative Preparation for Licensure

No state programs were reported in this area.
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STANDARDS BOARDS

The 12-member Professional Review Ccmmittee (PRC) advises the SBE on program
standards and teacher education program approval. The PRC consists of two
members of the SDE (one of wham must be the director of teacher education
and certification), one district-level school administrator, one building-
level school administrator, tva teachers, three representatives of public
IHEs, and three representative of private IHEs. The members are appointed
ty the SBE on the recommendation of the state superintendent. The group
recently made recommendations to the SBE on standards for M.A.T. programs.

MINORITY TEACHER RECRUITMENT

The state has funded the South Carolina Teacher Recruitment Center with
41 $886,000 for 1991-1992. The center sponsors the Teacher Cadet Program and

ProTeam Program. The Teacher Cadet Program encourages high school students
to enter teaching and to participate in a variety of activities, including
attending college courses. A priority of the program is the recruitment of
minority students. In 1989-1990, the Teacher Cadet Program piloted a
successful counseling program, College Help Line, which helped participants
with the college application process and provided some trips to college
campuses. This program has continued in 1990-1991.

e

The recruitment center also sponsors the ProTeam program to increase middle
school children's and their parents' interest in, and awareness of, college
opportunities. This program includes an exploratory course and club
activities for minority students interested in a teaching career. Community
service is also part of the program. After a year of pilot projects in 22
schools, the program received $69,000 from the legislature to fund programs
in 58 schools in 1991-1992. A club is planned for those who complete the
ProTeam program; the purpose of the club will be to sustain their interest
in college.

Teacher education programs at two historically Black institutions, Benedict
College and South Carolina State College, receive state funding
(approximately $200,000 tatal for both) to recruit high school seniors and
facilitate their progress through the programs. These IHEs have formed a
partnership with the South Carolina Center for Teacher Recruitment. Funding
for the partnership is separate from the Teacher Cadet Program.

CLINICALJFIELD EXPERIENCE

South Carolina stipulates both clinical and field experiences for teacher
candidates. Students must have two semesters of formal, structured clinical
experiences in a school setting before they student teach. State law
requires candidates to have 60 full days of student teaching in public
schools within one semester. (In areas where there are few credentialed
teachers, student teaching may take place in any school accredited by the
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools.) At least 50 percent of the
professional education faculty in a teacher education program must hold a
terminal degree; those hired after 1986 must have at least two years of
experience working with elementary or secondary students. Institutional
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supervisors must be trained in the use of the Assessment in the Performance
of Teaching (APT), must have completed advanced study as preparation for

supervision, and must have experience in the public schools that is germane
to the area in which they are supervising students.

Cooperating teachers must: 1) hold a valid credential in the area they
supervise; 2) have tvo years of teaching experience in the area and grade
level they supervise; 3) have completed the IHE's program for cooperating
teachers and the state's training program in the use of the APT for student
teachers; and 4) be recommended annually by the superintendent or the
superintendent's representative. Student teachers will be evaluated at
least three times by trained observers using the APT and are given plans for
remediation if they do not meet the standard for first-year teachers. They
must complete the prescribed activities successfully in order to receive a

positive evaluation. In addition to state assessments of the student
teacher's classroom teaching, the sugoervisor from the IHE must observe the
student teacher at least six times aad hold follow up conferences with the
student and the cooperating teacher. The SDE pays $65 to each cooperating
teacher working with students from private IHEs; that amount is included in
public IHEs' budgets from the state.

AACTE
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SOUTH DAKOTA

Imam=
1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

Students must have a 2.5 undergraduate GPA to enter a teacher preparation
program. They must also display competence, as determined by the SCDE, in
literacy, mathematics, and general knowledge. To exit a program, candidates
must have three semester hours in Indian studies, must have taken a reading
course in their subject area, and must have three semester hours in human
relations. This latter requirement, passed by the SBE in April 1991, will
go into effect with those who graduate from teacher education programs in
1993. (In addition, all teachers who do not have human relations course
work on their transcripts will be required to complete one semester hour in
this area for their next licensure renewal).

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

Once individuals complete an approved teacher education program, they are
eligible for a five-year Standard Certificate. This can be renewed with six
semester hours of credit.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

An Authority-to-Act, valid for one year or less, may be issued at the
request of a school administrator to provide temporary endorsement for a
person who has a certificate but is not fully qualified for the assignment.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

The SBE has passed SDE-proposed guidelines for programs of alternative
preparation for licensure. To be eligible, individuals must: 1) have a
bachelor's degree with a major in a subject for which a person can earn a
credential; 2) need at least 12 semester hours to complete required
secondary education courses; 3) never have had a student teaching
experience; and 4) have the agreement of an employing district that it will
cooperate in an alternative program. Interested individuals will be
directed to an SCDE, where their transcripts will be evaluated and a plan
will be drawn up of courses they must take to earn a credential. The course
of study must be completed within three years. Applicants then must submit
to the SDE two recommendations from former professors, official transcripts
of all undergraduate and graduate work, a course outline signed by both the
SCDE contact person and the district superintendent, and an application for
a limited credential. Candidates will then be issued a one-year, limited
credential. If the candidate remains employed in a cooperating school
district and completes additional hours as planned in the SCDE, the
credential may be renewed twice. The contact person from the SCDE will be
responsible for supervising candidates, although the district will provide
supervision, direction, and an orientation to individuals before they enter
the classroom. This internship/teaching experience would substitute for the
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student teaching requirement. At the end of the process, individuals could
be recommended for a five-year Standard Certificate.

MAR:ARDS BOARDS

A new advisory group has beea formed in South Dakota. The South Dakota
Advisory Council on Certification of Teachers and Educational Issues has
been established through HB 1384, passed in 1991. The 11 member., to be
appointed by the governor, include six teachers, as well as school
administrators and representatives from state colleges and universities
offering teacher education. (The number of indiv4.duals from these groups
has not been stipulated.) Among the group's responsibilities are suggesting
criteria and procedures for evaluating teacher education programs and
recommending teacher licensure requirements and renewal standards.
(Regarding renewal standards, the group is to recommend academic courses as
well as other types of professional growth.) On January 1, 1993, the
provisions of HB 1384 will be repealed, and the secretary of education and
cultural affairs will make a recommendation on the future of the advisory
council.

$INORITY TEACHER RECRUITMENT

No state prcgrams were reported in this area.

CLINICALJFIELD_EXPERIENCE

The state requires clinical faculty to be familiar with current practices of
elementary and secondary schools. Candidates are now required to complete
10 full weeks of student teaching.

A new teacher educator endorsement has been adopted by the SBE. This
endorsement is available to recognize and compensate those who supervise
student teachers and those vho serve as mentors for first-year teachers. To
earn the endorsement, an individual would be required to have three years of
successful teaching experience, three semester hours in supecvision and
collaboration, and a recommendation for the endorsement by a principal and
the college where the teacher completed the course. The program has been
funded for 1991-1992 at a level of $70,000, which will provide $1,000 per
participant. (Each teacher will receive $750 out of that $1,000; $250 will
go to the district to buy substitute teacher time.)
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STANDARDS

TENNESSEE

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

To enter a teacher education program, an individual must attain the
following minimum scores on the P-PST examination: mathematics, 169;
reading, 169; and writing, 172. Individuals must also have a 2.5 GPA on all
undergraduate work.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

O To obtain the five-year Probationary Certificate, individuals must complete
an approved program vith a bachelor's degree and pass the NTE core battery
and appropriate area tests. Currently, passing scores on the core battery
are 647 in communication skills, 644 in general knowledge, and 639 in
professional knowledge. Scores of 651 in communication skills, 647 in
general knowledge, and 643 in professional knovledge will be required

ID beginning September 1991.

Individuals participate in an induction program during the first year of
teaching. With a positive evaluation for this first year, teachers move to
the apprentice level, under which they teach for three years. With the
bachelor's degree and four years of successful teaching, individuals are
eligible for the 10-year Professional Certificate. Individuals with a
master's degree need five years of teaching in an approved school during a
10-year period to renew this credential. Individuals without a master's
degree must take six semester hours or eight quarter hours of credit every
10 years and document five years of teaching experience during this 10-year
period. If individuals do not have the five years ut teaching experience,
they must complete the course work no later than one year before the
credential is renewed.

Once individuals receive a Professional License, they may choose to
participate in the state's career ladder program. This system affects the
level of participating teachers' salaries.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

When a superintendent cannot find a credentialed person to fill a teaching
position, a district may request a Probationary Permit. There is no limit
to the number of times the permit may be issued to an individual, nor are
there any educational requirements for the individual.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

In November 1990, the SBE passed a proposal to permit alterndtive
preparation for licensure in secondary education, elementary education
programs that hdve an endorsement for middle grades, fine arts, health,
physical education, and special education for people who hold a bachelor's
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degree in the teaching field or in a related field. No funding has been
allocated to begin the program; thus, it has not yet been implemented.
According to this proposal, participants would need to meet regular SCDE
entrance requirements before entering this alternate route. Candidates
would apply directly to the IHE or would apply to the SDE to be referred to
an IHE; they would be screened for entrance by both IHE faculty and district
practitioners. The district would be required to make a commitment to
participate in this enterprise and would pay candidates the regular
beginning teacher salary. Teacher candidates would then participate in a
preservice preparation program collaboratively planned and developed by IHE
and district personnel. Upon completion of this program, individuals would
be issued an Interim Probationary License C and would be allowed to begin
the first year of teaching. During that time, individuals would be
supported by one or more trained mentor teachers and would continue their
training in a program planned by IHEs and districts. A principal or
designee would evaluate the candidate. With a recommendation from the
evaluator, a recommendation by the IHE, and verification that all course
work had been completed, individuals would be eligible for full licensure as
an apprentice teacher (see REQUIREMENTS FOR REGULAR LICENSURE).

Because of this lack of funding, the Interim Probationary License A is used
for alternative route candidates. Individuals who have a bachelor's degree,
have taken four hours of education courses, and have an employment contract
are currently eligible for this one-year teaching license. Districts are
not required to demonstrate a shortage of licensed teachers prior to
offering a position to an individual saeking a Probationary License A.
Individuals must complete six senester hours of professional education
courses before the credential is renewed. Participants must meet the same
licensure requirements as individuals using the traditional route (see
REQUIRE)(ENTS FOR REGULAR LICENSURE). Starting in 1994, this credential may
b6 issued only three times; icr now, it may be issued five times.

STANDARDS BOARDS

The legislature has given the SBE the authority to set standards and
regulations for all licenses. The State Certification Commission makes
recommendations to the SBE for all certification standards. The
commission's 13 members include four teachers, two principals, one
superintendent, one other local administrator, one public SCDE
representative, one private SCDE representative, one state agency
representative, and two lay members. An advisory committee to SBE
recommends new licensure standards and teacher education policy. This group
has been reviewing licensure requirements for school principals.

$INORITY TEACHER RECRUITMENT

Tennessee's efforts in minority teacher recruitment center around
scholarship aid and mentor programs for minority high school students. The
Minority Teaching Fellows Program, now in its second year, awarded
renewable, forg.i.iable $5,000 loans to 19 minority freshman entering teaeler
education programs. Currently, 38 students participate in the program,
which is funded at $95,000 for 1991-1992. Students must be first-time
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freshman, minority residents of Tennessee with a 2.5 high school GPA who
ID have a score of 18 or better on the ACT and rank in the top 25 percent of

their high school class. One year's worth of the scholarship is forgiven
for each year that individuals teach in Tennessee.

The Community College Education Recruitment Scholarship awards $2,000 per
year for two years for 25 entering freshmen in community colleges who intend
to pursue a teaching career. This scholarship need not be repaid.

The Minority Matching Grant Program allows IHEs to write grant proposals to
identify prospective minority teachers. This program is funded at $250,000.
Schools may seek grants competitively; no one grant may be in excess of
$50,000.

The Partnerships to Assist School Success project identifies, early in their
high school years, minority students who are interested in teaching. The
project matches these students with a mentor who serves as a role model and
teams up with an IHE to motivate the student to enter a teacher preparation
program. Currently, the project is in 16 communities. Eight communities
are added yearly.

CLINICAL/FIELD EXPERIENCE

Tennessee requires students to have clinical experience early in their
teacher preparation program. The state also requires 15 weeks of student
teaching in the appropriate grade.

AACTE
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TEXAS

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

To enter a teacher education program in Texas, individuals must complete a
60-credit general education program, have junior standing, pass the Texas
Academi, Skills Program (TASP) with a scaled score of 220 (i.e., have scores
approximately at the 70th percentile in math, reading, and writing), and
demonst...ete proficiency in oral language and information technology
managemen (through courses or on tests). There is a ceiling of 18 semester
hours nn the professional education courses that may be required for the
bache3or'u degree (including student teaching but not special education,
EnglIsh as a second language, early childhood education, or reading
requirements). The Texas Higher Education Coordination Board (THECB) and
the Texas Education Agency (TEA) examine course titles and sometimes course
syllabi to determine whether courses will count as professional educaLion.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

Candidates for a teaching credential must pass at least two tests of the
Examination for the Certification of Educators in Texas (ExCET), one in
professional development and one in their subject or specialty, to obtain
their first credential. They take additional tests for additional
endorsements or credentials. The scores required vary by teaching field.
All candidates for credeutialing in Texas must undergo a criminal background
check. A statute requires that parents be notified if their child is being
taught by a nonlicensed teacher unless the teacher has a legitimate permit
or at /east 24 credit hours in his or her subject.

Individuals who have completed a teacher education program are eligible for
the Lifetime Provisional Certificate. Individuals with a graduate degree
and a special service certificate are eligible for the Lifetime Professional
Certificate. Both credentials require a bachelor's degree, a recommendation
from the teacher education program or an Alternative Teacher Certification
Program (see NON-SHORTAGE-DRIVEN ALTERNATIVE PREPARATION FOR LICENSURE), and
a criminal record search. Texas is in the process of adopting credentials
that must be renewed in place of lifetime credentials.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

The state no longer has a shortage-driven credential.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

Candidates with a bachelor's degree and a minimum GPA of 2.5 (overall and in
content areas) who pass a functional academic skills test (with the same
scores as are required for entrance into a teacher education program) and
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demonstrate proLciency in oral language and the use of information
technology may be credentialed through the blternative Teacher Certification
Program. Bilingual candidates must pass an oral and written exam. Twenty-
one approved programs are offered through districts, service centers, and
university campuses. Individuals meeting the above requirements are given
Probationary Certification Status, which peruits them to teach while
participating in the program. Individuals must complete three to six hours

40 of work in reading and any other preparation deemed necessary by/the
particular program before they begLn teaching under the supervision of a
mentor. Interns must be employed by a school district. In addition, they
must be appraised twice in the year by two different evaluators using the
Texas State Appraisal System. Program sponsors must tell the Texas
Education Agency (TEA) how the intern will be evaluated. The program may

41
last between one and two years. Prior to completing the program,
individuals must pass the ExCET. All programs have additional screening
processes.

STANDARDS BOARDS

The Commission on Standards for the Teaching Profession, an advisory panel
to the SBE, is responsible for reviewing and approving teacher education
programs. Matters relating to credentials for teachers are reviewed by the
commission before the TEA considers them for final action. The commission's
19 members include six teachers, four principals, two other administrators,
two public SCDE representatives, four IHE representatives, and one state
agency representative. Each group nominates members and the SBE approves
these nominations, taking into account the commissinner's recommendations.
The commission recently considered adopting separas-1 ,:,,andards for junior
high/middle school teacher education programs.

EitairLIEMELETSMITPM

No state-sponsored efforts to recruit minority teachers were reported.

CLINICAL/FIELD EXPERIENCE

Texas requires candidates to have a minimum of 45 clock hours of direct
contact with students in a classroom setting; at least one-half of these
experiences must take place with children at the grade level in which
candidates will student teach. Texas also requires candidates to complete a
minimum of 10 weeks of full-day student teaching. Individuals with more
than one field must simultaneously work in all areas in which they will be
licensed. A longer amount of time in student teaching (about 12 weeks
instead of 10) is required for those who will add endorsements. Unlike the
Alternative Certification Program, the traditional programs are not required
to specify how student teaching will be evaluated.

Clinical faculty who supervise qtudents or teach a methods course must have
at least thrite years of teachiug experience. Each faculty member who
teaches a pr)fessional education course must have a minimum of 90 clock
hours o: iield involvement with accredited schools every seven years. Texas
has designed a "career ladder" for its teachers; under this system it is a
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master teacher's duty to supervise student teachers. However, no teachers

have been designated as master teachers because the state has not provided
the funds necessary to implement the career ladder system. IHEs must

establish local centers to train cooperating teachlrs and formulate a plan

fur selecting them.
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UTAH

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

Each IHE sets its ovn admission standards and exit requirements.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

There are two levels of credentials for teachers in Utah. Graduates of
teacher preparation programs may obtain a Basic Certificate, which is valid
for four years. A person with the Basic Certificate who teaches for at
least two of those years is eligible for a Standard Certifica' This
credential is valid for five years. If a person teaches for least three
out of the five years, he or she need not be relicensed. In September 1991,
the state will initiate fingerprinting and background checks of new
teachers.

3. Emergeucy or Shortage-Driven Credentials

Utah issues Letters of Authorization to districts to employ individuals who
have not completed a teacher education program. (Districts must show that a
credentialed, qualified person was not located for the advertised position.)
These individuals must meet requirements for the Basic Certificate by the
end of the year in which the letter is issued (although in special
education, Letters of Authorization may be issued for two or three years, by
which time the individual must complete requirements).

Utah offers Eminence/Special Qualifications Certification to allow
individuals without formal teacher preparation to teach up to two periods
per dn.. These individuals must have expertise in the subject they teach.
Such individuals are assigned mentors who must supervise and evaluate them.
Individuals holding this credential are not required to take additional
education courses.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

In tielh 1991, the state implemented the Alternative Preparation for
Teac,..ng (APT) Program. This program is to be jointly administered by a
mentur teacher, a school district representative, and an SCDE
representative. They will design an APT Program in elementary, special
education, or secondary education for an individual candidate or a cohort of
candidates; such a program must be approved by the SDE prior to
implementation. Eligible individuals must: 1) hold a bachelor's degree (or
demonstrate equivalent experience); 2) comply with fingerprinting and
background checks; 3) demonstrate talents and abilities related to an area
of teaching; 4) find a teaching position in the district; and 5) have five
years of experience related to the proposed teaching area. With state
approval of the plan, the SDE will issue an APT Certificate that will allow
the individual to teach for two yeard in the subjects listed on the
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credential. Individuals will be supervised by a licensed teacher over the
two years and will meet all requirements for state licensure. They are then

eligible for a Standard Certificate (see STANDARDS). Course or registration

fees are the responsibility of the candidates. The district establishes the
salary and benefits of the candidate and guarantees time for the mentor
teachers to observe the APT participants.

STANDARDS BOARDS

The State Advisory Committee on Teacher Education advises the SBE on
credentialing standards. The membership includes four superintendents, four
principals, six teachers, six SCDE representatives, one other IHE
representative, and one representative each from a state professional
association, the Board of Regents, the school boards association, and the
local teacher education association.

The state does not offer any programs in this area. An advisory committee
on minority education was appointed by the governor in early 1991 to collect
information on, and make recommendations concerning, the educational needs
of minority students from kindergarten through college. The committee will
make its final report to the SBE in September 1991.

CLINICAL/FIELD EXPERIENCE

IHEs plan cl:Inical experiences for their students in accol-dance with NASDTEC
standards. Students are required to have a minimum of 10 weeks of student
teaching. Both clinical and field experiences must be supervised and
assessed. The state recommends that IHEs have a systematic process for the
selection and training of cooperating teachers.
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VERMONT

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

Vermont permits IHEs to determine the mode in which entrance and exit
requirements are met. Studtnts must have a B average in their major before
entering a teacher education program. They must also demonstrate competence
in writing, speaking, and math through means chosen by the IHE. Student;
must maintain a B average, meet criteria for skills required for their
endorsement, and receive the recommendation of the IHE to be admitted to
student teaching. Statewide exit requirements may be developed as part of
the state's attempt to redesign the program approval process; proposEds :five
due by August 1992. Effective June 1995, graduates must have a libatai arts
or science major.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

Vermont issues two licenses to teachers, the Beginning Educator Licerme and
the Professional Educator License. The Beginning Educator License is valid
for two years and is renewable indefinitely with or without teaching
experience. The Professional Educator License is valid for seven years and
requires nine relicensing credits for renewal.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

The Standards Board for Professionrl Education (SBPE; see STANDARD BOARDS)
may waive one or more requirements for initial licensure when all of the
following criteria are met: 1) there is a severe shortage of licensed
teachers in the field for which the candidate is seeking a license; 2) a
district cannot find a licensed teacher for a position; 3) a candidate
possesses extraordinary compensating qualifications (as determined by the
SBPE); and 4) a joint request is presented from the superintendent and the
candidate documenting that these criteria are met and spe-ifying both the
supervision the candidate will receive and the steps to be taken to find a
licensed teacher. This one-year waiver is nonrenewable; at the end of the
year, individuals must meet full licensure requirements.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

Under certain circumstances, individuals may earn a Vermont teaching license
by being evaluated by a group of peers. To be eligible for the evaluation
process, individuals must demonstrate to a committee of qualified
practitioners that they have documented experience, competence, and
qualifications in the field in which they wish to teach. School
administrators are eligible to earn an administrative license through this
process.
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The Standards Board for Professional Educators (OPE) serves in an advisory
capacity to the SBE on standards and has been involved in the ate's
attempt to come up vith a substitute for the program approval riocess.
Teachers constitute the majority of the 23-member board. The neerd is
composed of 12 teachers, one superintendent, one prtncipal, one special
education coordinator, one area vocational director, one supervisor, three
public representatives (one from the public at large and two school board
members), and three representatives of teacher preparation institutions (two
public, one pr?vate). The commissioner of education is an ex officio,
nonvotLng member of the SBPE. The threa permanent standing committees of
the group are those overseeing teache- relicensing, administrators'
relicensing, and higher education (thu latter committee oversees training of
visiting approval teams, prep4res the aPE tor the review of the teams'
fft ings, and coordinates Qfforts if IHEs to provide inservice course work).

By September 1991, each school district will establish a local standards
board with a teacher majority to review and recommend teachers for renewal.
Each local board will include at least five educators. Administrators will
be recommended for relicensure by five regional administrator standards
boards. Administrators will constitute a majority on each board.

NINORITEAcm.azgammi

No state-level programs were reported in ttis area.

CLINICAL/FIELD EXPERIENCE

Vermont requires teacher candidates to have 60 clock hours of clinical, pre-
student teaching e:operience that must be supervised and relevant to related
college courses. The state also requires one semester (a minimum of 12
weeks) if full-time student te4ching in which students are assessed on their
demonstration of specific skills. The state requires that IHEs provide
coopereting teachers with an orientation to the student teaching program.
In a:Adition, cooperating teachers must have at leact three years of teaching
experience and must work at the grade level in which the student teacher
wishes to become licensed.
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STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Ezit Requirements

VIRGINIA

11 Virginia does not mandate entrance requiremerts for teacher education
programs. In undergraduate programs, there is an 18-hour "cap" on
professional studies that does not include student teaching. Some
institutions have chosen to implement five-year preparation programs
resulting in graduate degrees. These programs are not subject to the 18-
hour limit on professional studies.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

To receive the initial license, individuals must earn a bacheor's degree,
complete a teacher education program, and earn the following NTE scores on
the core battery: communication skills, 649; general knowledge, 639;
professional knowledge, 639. Candidates must also pass tests in their

111 subiect areas. (A statewirme steering committee has proposed standards to be
implemented ia 1992, so malty endorsement areas may bd changing.)

The state awards three types of licenses for teachers. The requirements for
thb nonrenewable Provistonal Certificate are listed above. This credential
is valid for two years and is issued to graduates of traditional teacher

41
educat'on programs, individuals t2king part in the alternative route to
licensure (see NON-SHORTAGE-DRIVEN ALTERNATIVE PREPARATION FOR LICENSURE),
or individuals prepared outgide the stdte. While teaching under this
credential, individuals from the latter woo groups must remedi4te any
deficiencies they may havo. Funding vas rescinded in 1991 for the statewide
Beginning Teacher Assistance Program. Therefore, participation in this
program is no longer required. The Collegiate Professional Certificate is a
five-year, renewable credential issued to bachelor's degree holders who have
completed all renewal requirements under a Provisionnl Certificate or a
state approval teacher preparation program. The Post-Graduate Professional
Certificate is a renevable credential that requires a graduate degree and
three years of succeusful teaching. Loth the Collegiate Professional and
the Post-Graduate Professional CertifL.ates are valid for five years if the

411
teacher completeri 180 points of the recertificition system.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

Districts ma- fill positions where there is a shortage of licensed teachers
with Provisional Certificate holders--that is, individuals who participate
in the state's program for alternative preparation fra. licensure (see NON-
SHORTAGE-DRIVEN ALTERNATIVE PREPARATION FOR LICENSULE).

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

The SDE has developed guidelines for an alternate route that allows
individuals who have taken no undergraduate teacher education courses to
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enter teaching. After passing the NTE (see REQUIREMENTS FOR REGULAR
LICENSURE for cut scores), individuals who have not completed an
undergraduate teacher preparation program but who have a bachelor's degree
in an academic area and an LEA employment contract may be issued a tvo-year
Provisional Certificate to teach at the secondary level. They must complete
nine semester hours of professional studies either before or during their
teaching experience. These courses may be taken at an accredited college or
university or at a state-approved LEA alternative program. When individuals
holding the Provisional Certificate meet all requirements for the regular
Collegiate Professional Certificate, the state grants them that credential.

STANDARDS BOARDS

The Advisory Board on Teacher 3ducation and Certification serves in an
advisory capacity to the SBE. The 19 members must consist of one
representative of personnel administrators, one from the business community,
nine teachers, one superintendent, one local board member, two SCDE
representatives, one public IHE representative, one private IHE
representative, and two lay members.

The SZE created the Task Force on Improving the Professicn of Teaching in
October 1989. This group submitted a report to the SBE In October 1990 that
recommended steps to restructure Virginia's schools, compens4te teachers
adequately, and recruit a diverse teaching force.

TEACHER

The Virginia Teaching Fellowships Loan Program provides forgivable loans for
prospective teachers entering identified shortage areas. Undergraduate
juniors, seniors, or fifth-year students seeking an initial teaching
credential are eligible. Minority status and willingness to teach in
geographic areas with teache: shortages are two factors the state gives
special consideration in awarding loans. The maximum loan to a recipient is
$2,000 per year. The state forgives one year's worth of the award for each
year the recipient teaches in Virginia public schools. The program has
provided loans to candidates in foreign languages, mathematics, sciences,
and special education. The state funding for this program in 1990-1991 is
$450,000. Funding was reduced from its 1989-1990 level because of budgetary
constraints.

In early 1991, the State Task Force on the Teaching Profession issued a
report on the issue of minority teacher recruitment.

CLINICAL/FIE1D EXPERIENCE

Although there are no specific requirements for the amount of clinical/field
experiences in approved programs, Virginia's tranecript analysis requires
that teacher candidates halm 200 clock hours of clinical experience, 60
percent of which must be in directed instruction. Some of this experience
must take place before the student's senior year. Student teaching must be
done at the level in which the person will teach. Cooperating teachers are
required to be full-time teachers. Because of the restructured program
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system, most SCDEs have gone well beyond these levels. Specific semester or
clock hour requirements for clinical experience were not included under the
"cap" placed on professtonal education courses (see ENTRANCEMEIT
REQUIREMENTS).

0
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WASHINGTON

0.162ABRA

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

Washington specifies entrance requirements for its teacher education

programs and will begin implementation of an exit examination within the

next three years. For entrance into teacher education programs, individuals

must have a 2.5 GPA in their most recent 45 quarter hours of study;

competence in reading, writing, and communication; and a score of no: less
than the statewide median for the Washington Pre-College Test (or a
comparable score on the SAT or ACT). In 1993, the state will institute an
exit examination for all cane:Ukstes vtm wish to obtain a Level 1 (Initial)

Certificate. Legislation, pas6ed in summer 1991, requires this examination
to be an essay test. In July 1991, the Professional Educational Advisory
Commission (PEAC; see STANDARDS BOARDS) discussed the reliability of a
prototype essay exam given to teacher education students in various SCDEs.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

The state has two levels of credentials; the Initial Certificate and the
Continuing Certificate. To earn an Initial Certificate, individuals must
complete an approved teacher education vogram. and, beginning in 1992, take
a course about issues related to child abuse. The Initial Certificate is a
four-year credential that a person can renew for three years by taking 15
quarter hours of approved credit. In 1992, this credential will be replaced
with what is being referred to as the "Two-Three-Two Certificate." When
people are initially licensed, they will receive this credential for two
years. To get the credential renewed for three more years, they must enroll
in an approved master's degree program. When applying for renewal after
those three years, individuals must show that they have completed at least
50 percent of their master's degree courses and that there is reason to
expect that the program will be completed within two years for the final
renewal of the credential. This last renewal is valid for two years.

The implementatian of the "Two-Three-Two" Certificate is currently under
debate in the legislature. Legislation passed by the legislature but not
yet signed by the governor proposes to push back the implementation of this
credential until 1995. This bill is likely to be signed, as it is a
compromise between groups favoring repeal of the legislation establishing
the Two-Three-Two Certificate and groups that are working to maintain the
master's degree requirements.

Under the pre-1992 system, a person obtains the next credential, the
Continuing Certificate, by 1) teaching one year, 2) taking 45 quarter hours
of postbaccalaureate courses or earning a master's degree, and 3) obtaining
at least two subject area endorsements. Starting in 1992, however, teactlers
must obtain a master's degree for a Continuing Certificate. Every five
years, teachers must complete 150 clock hours of continuing education to
maintain this credential. The Continuing credential must have a minimum of
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two endorsements in any of the 41 areas listed for WasUngton, and teachers
ID can only be assigned to teach in their endorsed areas. All applicants for

Initial and Continuing credentials must undergo a criminal background check.

In spring 1991, a bill passed by the state legislature eliminated :le
requirement that teachers be U.S. ci:izens.

41 3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

When a district demonstrates that it cannot locate a licensed professional
for a teaching positann, it may request the issuance of a Conditional
Certificate. The Conaitional Certificate, formerly known as the Consultant
Special Certificate, may be granted to persons who have special ctpertise

O but no pedagogical preparation. Until August 31, 1991, individuals holding
a bachelor's deglue and a Washington license in nursing, occupational
therapy, or physical therapy are also able to setve in schools under this
provision. Districts may request the credential for individuals teaching in
one of their schools. In early 1991, the rules governing this credential
were changed to require that districts provide such individuals with mentors
and develop, in cooperation with the mentor, a plan for Assisting the
individual with teaching duties. Furthermore, &ring the first 60 days of
employment, individuals holding the Conditional Certificate must complete
sixty clock hours (four semester hours or six quarter hours) of course work
approved by the school district superintendent. The credential is valid for
up to two years for the specific assignment and may be renewed for two-year
intervals thereafter. For eat:4, of these subsequent renewals, the individual
must cmplete 60 clock hours of course work.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

In early 1991, the SBE approved the creation of the Internship Certificate
Pilot Project. This program, which will be irplemented in 1991 and will
continue until August 31, 1995, will allow cohorts of individuals to teach
while taking teacher preparation course work. The Internship Certificate, a
one-year credential renewed only under special circumstances, may be issued
to individuals possessing 'a bachelor's degree or master's degree with 30
semester hours in an endorsement area. In addition, bachelor's degree
holders must have five years of work experience determined to be relevant by
an IHE. Prior to receiving the credential, these individuals must be

411
admitted to an internship prepacation program approved by the SEE and must
have a district employment contract. The internship programs must consist
of at least 30 semester hours of upper division or graduate study and must
meet SBE standards for state approved programs. Participants must take 10
semester hours of those courses before the beginning of the school year.
The courses must include (but are not limited to) child or adolescent
psychology, classroom management, methods of instruction, the legal

4111 responsibilities of the professional educator, reading in the content area,
and the safety and supervision of children (including 40 hours of
observation of students in learning situations). Participants must then
take three semester hours each semester of the school year and 10 additional
semester hours the summer after their first year of teaching. The
individuals vill participate in an IHE-sponsored three-hour seminar every
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week while they teach under the Internship Certificate. IHEs will assign
college supervisors, and districts will assign mentors, to support the

interns while they teach. The year of internship teaching is deemed
comparable to the SBE student teaching requirement. Moreover, when the
individuals complete the above described 30 semester hours and the year of

teaching, they are eligible for the Initial Certificate.

Another credential that has been revised in 1991 is the Instructional
Specialist "Einstein" Certificate. This credential is for individuals of
"unusual distinction or exceptional talent as demonstrated through public
records of accomplishments and/or awards." Only districts may request these
credentials for a specific activity. The credentials may be valid for up to

two years. Districts and the participants muss', collaboratively develop a
written plan of assistance for the participants. Within their first 60
working days, the individuals must complete 60 clock hours of course work in
pedagogy and child or adolescent development. The credentials may be
reissued after two years if the holder completes 60 clock hours of course
work approved by the employing school district.

STANDARDS BOARDS

The Professional Educational Advisory Committee (PEAC) is appointed by the
SBE to review standards for certification, licensure, and program approval.
The 26 members represent the education community, the legislature, the
general public, and deans from both public and private SCDEs. The PEAC's
recommendations are considered by the SBE in its decision-making process.
The PEAC deliberated over the recently passed Conditional Certificate (see
EMERGENCY OR SHORTAGE-DRIVEN CREDENTIALS), the Internship Certificate
Program, and the Instructional Specialist Certificate (see NON-SHORTAGE-
DRIVEN ALTERNATIVE PREPARATION FOR LICENSURE).

Each IHE's teacher preparation program is advised by a Professional
Educational Advisory Board (PEAB); these boards also work with local
practitioners. One-half of a PEAB's voting membership must be composed of
professional practitioners who are from districts near the IHEs and who work
with the IHE on such areas as professional program development and
placement.

MINORITY TEACHER RECRUITMENT

The SPI has the responsibility of establishing minority recruitment
programs. The state legislature recently appropriated $50,000 to fund a
Teachers Recruiting Teachers Program, wherein high school teachers encourage
high school minority students to become teachers.

ENCE

Washington requires candidates to have a minimum of 40 hours of structured,
supervised experiences before they student teach. SCDEs must ensure that
candidates have experience with diverse populations. Clinical faculty must
hold at least a master's degree, and for each specialty area there must be
one full-time faculty member who holds a doctoral degree. Student teaching
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must consist of eight weeks or 240 hours of observation and direct classroom
teaching. Of this, the student teacher must spend 120 hours in direct
classroom teaching. SCDEs provide training for cooperating teachers,
although training is not required by the state. A student teacher pilot
project that is operating in five sites continues to place student teachers
in rural and remote areas and helps fund cooperating teachers. The
Excellence in Teacher Preparation bill, had it been funded, would have

II provided $1,000 per quarter to each cooperating teacher for training,
professional development, and compensation.

0

0

a

*

0

0

0

0

Several bills passed the state legislature in spring 1991. One bill
establishes student teaching centers to expand the placement of student
teachers in all geographic areas of the state. Another requires SCDFa to
develop a plan for greater interaction between the SCDE faculty and K-12
schools, including K-12 teaching experience for the SCDE faculty members.
Another bill creates the Washington Fund for Excellence in Higher Education.
Through this program, the Higher Education Coordinating Board will award
grants to IHEs for: 1) collaboration ',etween SCDEs and K-12 schools
(particulatly projects that encourage SCDE faculty to teach in the K-12
schools) and 2) initiatives that facilitate the transfer of students from
the K-12 system to higher education.
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WEST VIRGINIA

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

There are no state mandated requirements for entering teacher education
programs in Vest Virginia. However, teacher preparation institutions must
have programs approved by state board for graduates to receive licensure.
Such programs must include admission requirements (which must include
pass...mg the PPST).

To exit a teacher education program, one must have PPST scores of at least
172 in reading, 172 in mathematics, and 171 in writing. Institutions must
develop and administer their own assessments of speaking, listening, and
computer literacy. They also typically require students to pass one of 45
West Virginia content specialization tests. (There are 55 areas in which a
candidate can receive a license.) The state requires programs to assess
candidates' performance in student teaching. This assessment must be
verified by both public school and higher education supervisors.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

The state issues the Professional Certificate to individuals who either 1)
have completed an accredited college's SBE-approved teacher preparation
program, hold a bachelor's degree, and have passed state subject matter
tests or 2) hold a bachelor's degree in a discipline taught in the public
schools, have passed state subject matter tests, and have successfully
completed the new alternate program for the education of teachers (see NON-
SHORTAGE-DRIVEN ALTERNATIVE PREPARATION FOR LICENSURE.) Initially, the
Professional Certificate is valid for three years. When the holder
completes a beginning teacher internship, six semester hours of appropriate
college credit, and three years of appropriate experience, the credential
may be converted to a Professional Certificate that is valid for five years.
Once hey have this five-year credential, individuals may obtain a Permanent
Certificate by either 1) earning a master's degree and completing five years
of educational experience or 2) renewing the five-..iar credential two times.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

West Virginia issues one-year permits to noncredentialed individuals willing
to teach in shortage areas. The state has content-specific prerequisites
for this route. The permit may be renewed as long as the person completes
six credit hours per year in an approved SBE program. 1. be fully
credentialed, candidates must graduate from such a prog.t. and meet all
appropriate requirements within five years.

If a district cannot find a fully credentialed teacher to teach a particular
subject, a eredentialed teacher may be assigned to teach out-of-field
without additional preparation.
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4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

SB 1 (passed in 1990) authorized the creation of alternative programs for
the education of teachers. Individual schools, individual school districts,
consortia of schools, or regional education service agencies may submit
alternative plans to the SBE for approval. In their plans, the groups must
show evidence of having sought joint sponsorship of their training program
with IHEs.

To be eligible to participate in such a program, individuals must: 1) hold
a bachelor's degree in a discipline taught by the public schools
(individuals in certain vocational and technical subjects may be exempt from
this requirement but must instead dmonstrate at least 10 years of work
experience in their subject); 2) pass SBE-approved basic skills and subject

41 matter tests or demonstrate three years of successful experience in the area
of licensure; 3) be a U.S. citizen aged 18 of good moral character and
"physically, mentally, and emotionally qualified to become a teacher"; and
4) aot have previously completed a state approved teacher preparation
program. Once the individuals pass the SBE-approved tests, they will be
issued a document permitting them to seek employment as a teacher. Vith an

40 offer of employment, the individuals are issued an Alternative Program
Teacher Certificate, which is a one-year, temporary credential. With this
credential, individuals may participate in SBE-approved alternative
preparation programs.

All of these programs must consist of three specified phases. First,
individuals must participate in a seminar or practicum of at least 20, but

41 not more than 30, days before they may have full responsibility for a
classroom. The seminar will introduce the individuals to basic teaching
skills through supervised teaching experiences and will provide instruction
in student assessment, child development and learning, curriculum, classroom
management, and the use of instructional technology.

During the program's second phase, individuals are supervised for 10 weeks
during which they assume full responsibility for a classroom. They are to
be critiqued at least once each week by members of a professional support
team, which consists of a school principal, a teacher, an IHE faculty
member, and a curriculum supervisor. (Before participating in this program,
the professional support team participates in an orientation and training
program coordinated by the state's center for professional development.)
The alternative program participants are evaluated at the end of the fifth
and tenth week by a member of the team trained in performing such
evaluations. A formal written progress report is submitted to the program
participants after the evaluation in the tenth week.

The third phase of the program consists of continued supervision and
evaluation over a period of at least 20 weeks. Individuals are critiqued at
least twice per month and observed and formally evaluated at least twice
during the 20 weeks. They continue to receive formal instruction during
this time. At the conclusion of the program, the principal on the support
team prepares a compreLensive evaluation report on the progress of prograw
participants and submits it to the state superintendent of schools. This
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report contains a recommendation as to whether individuals should be issued
a Professional Certificate. (No students have yet enrolled in this program;
the first may enroll for fall.)

In addition to the new alternate program for teacher preparation, SCDEs m-7
design alternate route programs that remediate individuals' deficiencit
professional education or subject areas.

STANDARDS BOARDS

The 27-member Council on Professional Education (COPE) evises the SBE and
the state superintendent on teacher education, staff development, and
certification. The council has 14 elected members: 13 teachers
(representing general, vocational, and special education) and one person
representing the student support services area. Appointed members include
two lay citizens, six public school administrators, and five IHE
representatives. COPE issues annual reports to the SBE, the Board of
Trustees, the Board of Directors, and the education committees in the
legislature.

The SBE previously ruled that all teacher preparation programs must have
NCATE approval by 1993. However, the SBE-appointed Study Committee on NCATE
and State Program Approval is currently considering alternatives to NCATE
accreditation for program approval.

MINORITY TEACHER RECRUITMENT

The state does not sponsor any programs in this area.

CLINICAL/FIELD EXPERIENCE

SBE policy requires an assessment of a candidate's performance in student
teaching. The length of student 4.eaching is determined by the institution.
NCATE-accredited institutions require candidates to student teach full-time
for 10 weeks in a placement that corresponds with the subject and school
level for which they will be licensed.

SB 1 states that the SBE may enter into an agreement with county boards of
education for the use of the public schools in order to allow prospective
teachers the opportunity to demonstrate competence in teaching as a
prerequisite to being licensed. The state board regulation further notes
that student teaching is a joint responsibility of the teacher preparation
institution and the cooperating public schools, and that this responsibility
includes setting minimum requirements for cooperating teachers, providing
compensation to the cooperating teachers in addition to their salaries, and
establishing minimum standards for the facilities and program at the public
schools.
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WISCONSIN

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

ys

A 2.5 GPA on at least 40 semester hours of credit and adequate scores on the
P-PST are required for entrance into teacher preparation programs. The
P-PST cut scores are 175 in reading, 174 in writing, and 173 in mathematics.
IHEs may waive the GPA or P-PST requirements for up to 10 percent of the
entering class of teacher education students as long as the institution has
another way of determining students' competence. A 2.75 GPA (or a 3.0 for
graduate programs) is the sole exit requirement. In 1986, the DPI ruled to
require candidates to earn a passing score on a subject area exam to exit
teacher education programs. The DPI continues to review possible exit
tests.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

The requirements for an Initial License are successful completion of an
approved piogram, a bachelor's degree, and a recommendation from the
certification officer of the IHE. Teachers must renew this credential every
five years by earning six semester credits or the equivalent in professional
education (i.e., 180 clock hours of preapproved DPI professional
activities).

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

Districts may request the issuance of an Emergency Permit when a qualified,
credentialed individual cannot be located to fill a teaching position. This
permit authorizes an individual with a bachelor's degree to serve in one
assignment for one school year. Individuals must complete six semester

41 hours of courses to be considered for the credential again.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

Other than a provision that permits innovative and experimental program
development by IHEs, no state programs were reported in this area.

STANDARDS BOARDS

The 18-member Advisory Council for Teacher Education and Certification
advises the DPI on licensing and program approval standards. The council
includes five teachers, four administrators, four IHE representatives, one
student, and four lay members. This year, the group has been considering
guidelines for innovative and experimental programs (see NON-SHORTAGE-DRIVEN
ALTERNATIVE PREPARATION FOR LICENSURE) as well as a report made by the
Commission on Schools for the 21st Century, a group jointly appointed by the
governor and the state superintendent. Some nf the recommendations in this
report include the establishment of more effective recruitment programs to
attract minority teachers, greater emphasis on outcome-oriented instruction
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in teacher training programs, and the revision of teacher licensure to be

based on demonstrated competence.

NINORITY_TEACHER RECRUITMENT

By state mandate, all IHEs must have a plan to recruit minorities into

teacher education. The DPI sponsors 'Teacher World,' a special program
presented in schools to attract juniors in high school into teaching. The

DPI hopes to develop a special session for minority students in urban areas.

Because of budgetary constraints, the state no longer offers forgivable
loans for minority teacher candidates in their junior and senior years of
college. Some items in the DPI's biennial budget did noc pass, including
scholarship funding for minority teacher candidates who are employed as
teacher aides and for economically disadvantaged minority teacher
candidates, and funding grants for districts to pay 50 percent of the salary
of a principal or superintendent who is a woman or a minority.

CLINICAL/FIELD EXPERIENCE

Students must have 100 clock hours of clinical experience, the content of
which is to be determined by the SCDE. The student's performance in the
clinical experience must be evaluated twice. The primary supervisor from
the IRE must have three years of successful teaching experience. If the
primary supervisor does not have expertise in a subject area in which the
student will teach, the IHE must provide another person with such expertise
to supervise the student teacher.

Students must have a full semester of student teaching. As of fall 1990,
that experience must follow the calendar of the district in which the
student is teaching. Student teachers must be evaluated at least four
times, and there must be at least two conferences between the student, the
primary supervisor, and the cooperating teacher. Cooperating teachers must
have three years of classroom experience (including at least one year of
experience in the district in which they currently teach); must have a
regular Wisconsin license; and must have completed a course in the
supervision of interns or be qualified as a result of supervisory experience
gained prior to 1977.
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WYOMING

STANDARDS

1. Entrance/Exit Requirements

Admission and exit requirements for teacher education programs are currently
determined by IHEs. The state will change to a program approval system on
July 1, 1992.

2. Requirements for Regular Licensure

Individuals who successfully complete a regionally accredited or NCATE-
accredited teacher education program and a transcript analysis may receive a
Standard Certificate. (Under the program approval system to be instituted
on July 1, 1992, transcript analysis will no longer be necessary.) The
Standard Certificate is renewable every five years if the holder completes
five course hours and teaches successfully. Individuals with at least five
years of professional teaching experience in the state and a master's degree
are granted a Professional Certificate, which is renewable every 10 years.

3. Emergency or Shortage-Driven Credentials

The SDE issues Temporary Employment Permits to those individuals with a
bachelor's degree and training in the subject for which the district needs a
teacher. The one-year, nonrenewable permit is for districts unable to fill
a position with a fully credentialed teacher. These individuals teach under
supervision during the year and are not required to take any additional
courses during that time.

4. Non-Shortage-Driven Alternative Preparation for Licensure

A bill to give local school boards the discretion to create and implement
their own programs for licensure did not pass in 1991.

STANDARDS BOARDS

The SEE appoints Professional Standards Board (PSB) members to advise it on
licensure and program approval. The PSB normally approves regulatory
changes before these are submitted to the SBE for adoption. Regulations
require that board members include six teachers, two principals, one
superintendent, two public SCDE representatives, and one community education
representative. Recently, the PSB deliberated over the new program approval
standards. In addition, the board considered measures to change licensure
requirements for coaches, school psychologists, and speech pathologists.

11

MINORITY TEACHER RECRUITMENT

No state programs were reported in this area.
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The SDE allows SCDEs to develop clinical and field experiences in accordance

with NCATE standards. The new program approval standards will address
requirements for these experiences.

AACTE
July 1991
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40 APPENDIX:

ALTERNATIVE ROUTES TO LICENSURE FOR NONTRADITIONAL STUDENTS

Programs described below provide alternative routes to teacher
licensure. Generally these programs are geared to the needs of the
nontraditional candidate (a person who has a bachelor's degree with a major
or concentration in a teaching field). Course vork may be offered by s:ate
agencies, school districts, or institutions of higher learning. The amount
and length of preparation varies. Most programs require an internship or
supervised teaching.

Alternative licensure programs to address teacher shortages are not included
in this list. In several states (such as California, Missouri, New Mexico,
Washington, and Idaho), licensing requirements may be waived to allow
distinguished scholars to teach in elementary or secondary schools for a
limited period of time. These programs are not included in this summary but
are described in the July 1991 50-State Survey.

Alabama Non-Traditional Fifth-Year Program. Nineteen of 30 IHEs with
teacher education programs offering a master's degree are also approved to
offer this nontraditional program. To be admitted, candidates must have a
bachelor's degree with a major in an area other than education from a
regionally accredited institution; have completed 60 semester or 90 quarcer
hours in general studies; have as many hours in their teaching fielC as46 required for a baccalaureate-level license; have a 2.5 GPA on a 4.0 scale;
and score well on a standardized assessment. To graduate, students must
complete 39 semester or 60 quarter hours of graduate courses, of which 12 or
20 hours, respectively, must be in subject area vtudies. They must also
complete 10 weeks of full-time student teaching.

AximonA_Altunative Secondary Certificate. Candidates must have a district
employment contract; hold a bachelor's degree from an accredited institution
of higher education; pass the Arizona Teacher Proficiency Examination in
general knowledge; have a major (30 credit hours) in the subject to be
taught; and pass an examination in that subject approved by the State Board
of Education. Teaching candidates receive 160 clock hours of initial
training divided between academic instruction and introductory classroom
experience. They continue to receive academic instruction for the next 30
weeks, during which they assume increasing classroom responsibility. All
training is conducted by the school district in conjunction with either the
State Department of Education or a school, college, or department of
education. During the 30-week instructional period, candidates receive
support from, and are evaluated by, a professional team including a mentor
teacher, a content area specialist, and a qualified evaluator. After the
candidate completes the program, the employing district recommends whether
he or she should receive the Arizona Standard Secondary Certificate.

Arkansas Alternative/Non-Traditirual_artificktia_n_Erggram. Candidates
preparing to become secondary school teachers must hold a bachelor's degree
from a regionally accredited IME; have an academic major in a licensure
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field; attain at least a 2.75 GPA or a 3.0 GPA in the last 60 hours of the

degree; have three references; and be interviewed before entering the

program. Candidates participate in a three-year training program that
includes on-the-job mentoring and summer and weekend workshops offered

through the State Department of Education. Candidates must pass the Pre-
Professional Skills Test during the first year of the program. Candidates

vork with a mentor and must pass the professional knowledge and specialty

area tests of the NTE by the completion of their third year.

Prospective teachers apply directly
to institutions of higher education to enroll iv this internship-based
program. Candidates must have a bachelor's degree, passing scores on the
CBEST, and verified competence in their subject. Under the supervision of
higher education personnel, candidates work toward a Professional Credential
while teaching half time. A clear credential is awarded after one or two
years of successful teaching and completion of a collegiate fifth-year
program.

Colosjigp_Allsnassatisi. The Colorado legislator has approved
an alternative certification program to be implemented in 1994. Legislated
criteria for admission to this program include a bachelor's degree from a
fully accredited institution of higher education, demonstrated basic
competence in oral and written English and mathematics, assurance from an
inr4itution of higher education that the candidate has met subject matter
requirements for regular licensure, and the candidate's agreement to
participate in the alternative teacher program. Candidates will receive 225
clock hours of planned instruction. Supervision will be provIded by mentor
teachers, and a support team will plan the candidate's program, determine
when he or she may assume control of a classroom, evaluate his or her
progress, and make a recommendation to the school district concerning the
candidate's eligibility to receive a Provisional License.

This eight-week, full-time
summer program in professional education is followed by two years of
supervised teaching in a public school. This program is geared for those
who wish to teach in grades four through eight or in secondary classes in
English, foreign language, science, math, history, and social studies.
Applicants must have a bachelor's degree with a major in the subject they
will teach or the minimum number of credits in the area to be endorsed,
write an essay demonstrating command of English, earn a passing score on a
standardip,ed assessment, have experience working with children, and have an
undergraduate or graduate GPA of at least a B. When candidates complete th.!
eight-week program, they are issued a record of completion and may look fo.,.
employment. After finding a position in a public school, they receive a 90-
day temporary credential. When the 90-day probationary period is completed,
individuals are issued an Initial Educator Certificate, under which they may
teach for one and one-half years. Following a successful induction period,
candidates are placed on the same licensure track as traditional candidates.

pelimalg_jnIgInlhipt_gemt_ltlata. Districts may hire individuals with
backgrounds in academic subjects who have completed 15 hours of teacher
education course work (exclusive of student teaching). These individuals
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teach with district and college or university support and ar,) evaluated
three times during the year. If the individuals receive positive
evaluations and meet the Pre-Professional Skills Test regslrements, they are
issued the Delaware Standard Certificate,

Florida Tempantry Certificate. Six centers involving five state-supported
and two private institutions of higher education provide alt_ernative
preparation programs. To participate, an individual must have a bachelor's
degree with a 2.5 GPA and be employed by a district. The person is then
issued the two-year, nonrenewable Temporary Certificate. Participants are
supervised by a mentor team while teaching. This supervised teaching counts
as their induction year program. After individuals complete the required
courses and a year of teaching, they must pass the Florida Teachers'
Certification Examination. They are then eligible for the Florida
Provisional Certificate.

Ideho Secondary Field-Centered Teacher Training Program. To participate in
this program, individuals must hold a bachelor's degree with a 2.5
undergraduate GPA, and five years mus* have passed since his or her college
graduation. Candidates who pass the NTE tests of communication skills and
general knowledge will be issued a Teacher Trainee Certificate, which allows
them to secure a teaching psition. However, they must take nine semester
hours of professional course work before beginning to teach. Internship
hours are required in all four semesters (two years) of the program. A
consortium is formed for each candidate consisting of the mentor teacher and
representatives from the school district, the state department of education,
and a participating institution of higher education. The consortium guides
individuals and assesFes course uork needs. The district provides a mentor
teacher for the first year, and If needed, for the second year. Candidates
must pass the professional knowledge test of the NTE prior to completing the
second year of the internship. By the end of the second year, students must
complete between 26 and 30 semester hours of courses. They are then
eligible for the Idaho Standard Secondary Teaching Certificate.

Alternative Yentucky
legislation directed the Education Professional Standards Board to adopt
regulations for district-level alternat- e preparation programs for middle
school and high school teachers. These programs, when established, may
involve institutions of higher education, but this involvement is not
required. The Kentucky programs will require candidates to hold a
bachelor's degree with a 2.5 overall GPA and either a 30-hour major in, or
five years' experience related to, the subject they will teach. Individuals
will be screened by the district offering the alternative program and will
work with a support team. Support team members must undergo special
training.. All alternative programs will have three phases: (1) an eight-
week, full-time seminar and practicum; (2) part-time instruction and part-
time teaching; and (3) 18 weeks of full-time supervised teaching.
Candidates must pass the required NTE examinations and complete the Kentucky
Teacher Internship Program.

Baryland Resident Teacher Certificate Program. Individuals are el4.gib1e for
this program if they have a bachelor's degree in a field taught en the
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elemenwtry or secondary level; a B average in the major; passing scores on
the NTE general knowledge, communications skills, and specialty area subject
examinations; and a contract with an employing district for a teaching
position. Candidates must take 90 clock hours of designated professional
education. After completing these 90 hours, candidates teach under a one-
year Resident Teacher Certificate. Support is available from a supervising
teacher/mentor, and candidates may need to take additional courses required
by the local school district. By the end of the program, candidates must
pass the professional knowledge examination of the NTE; they are then
eligible for the Maryland Standard Professional Certificate.

Massachusetts Arltirentice Teacher Card. This card, which may be awarded to a
person with a bachelor's degree, enables him or her to teach in a public
school for up to two years while taking courses required for licensure. For
this card to be valid, the applicant, the employing school district, and the
teacher preparation institution &rot agree on a plan for the applicant to
complete the requirements for a Massachusetts teaching credential.

=Imola Alternative PreparVagn_for_JLiagnaum_Erogram. Individuals are
eligible for this program if they have a bachelor's degree; a major in a
teaching subject or five years' experience in a field related to that
subject; passing Pre-Professional Skills Test scores; documented experience
with children; and an etployment contract from a district. Once admitted,
individuals receive an Alternative Teacher Preparation License, which
permits them to be given a teaching assignment. The participants must
receive twenty days of district-leve] training before entering the
classroom. Candidates must receive at least 170 hours of training during
the course of the program. While teaching, the candidate is supported by a
three-person team (consisting of a mentor teacher, school administrator, and
college or university faculty member). This team instructs, coaches, and
evaluates the candidate. After completing the program, individuals are
eligible fcr the Minnesota Initial License. School districts and higher
education institutions must wo k cooperatively to design and implement these
programs.

islissjpilp_A_Agnituition for Licensure Program. To enter this
program, candidates must have a 2.75 GPA in their content area; a 2.5
overall GPA; a bachelor's degree; the same scores on the NTE general
knowledge and communications tests as are required for admission to regular
teacher preparation programs; and passing scores on 14 areas of the Content
Mastery Examination for Educators. Candidates must complete nine semeeer
hours of education courses at an approved school, college, or department of
education whilt they teach. These courses should address the development
and interpretation of tests, the teaching of a subject in proper scope and
sequence, methods of teaching, and classroom management. Course work must
be completed within three years. Candidates are measured by the MTAI during
their first and cecond year of teaching.

ktiss. Candidates must have a bachelor's degree in an
area they will teach; have a 2.5 undergraduate GPA; and pass the relevant
NTE subject exam. To receive a Missouri Temporary Certificate, they sign a
four-way contract with the state department of education, the employing
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district, and an institution of higher education. The contract stipulates
that candidates will take nine semester hours of professional education
before entering a classroom as a teacher and will complete a teacher
education program at the college or university while employed by the
district as a secondary school teacher. After completing a successful year
of teaching and before entering the second year of the teaching internship,
the person must complete nine additional semester hours of course work. At
the end of a second successful year of teaching, the person is awarded a
Professional II credential.

New Hampshire Provisional Certification Plan. Individuals preparing to
teach at the secondary level must hold a bachelor s degree with a 30-credit
major in the subject to be taaght and have a GPA of 2.5. Individuals who
want to teach at the elementary level must have a bachelor's degree with a

10 major in the area they will teach and an overall GPA of 2.5. Under certain
circumstances, the GPA requirements may be waived. Candidates are issued
13tters of eligibility with vhich they may be hired by districts. The
district must appoint a mentor teacher or mentoring team to work with the
provisional teacher for a year. The mentor must receive a minimum of 12
hours of training in the mentoring process from the State Department of
Education or from other persons or institutions contracted by the State
Department of Education to do this training. An education plan (developed
by the mentor, building principal, teacher candidate, and designated others)
includes preservice and inservice components. After completing the plan,
individuals are recommended for the Beginning Educator Certificate.

New Jersey Provisional Teacher Program. Candidates must hold a valid
bachelor's degree; have a major in the subject they will teach (for
secondary schools) or a minor in the liberal arts and sciences (for
elementary schools); pass the NTE general knowledge examination for
elementary licensure or the designated NTE specialty examination for a
secondary license; and have an offer of employment from a school district.
Individuals must participate in an initial 20-day practicum under the
supervision of a licensed teacher. During the first year, participants
receive 200 clock hours of professional instruction. This instruction does
not have to be in a for-credit college course; it may be completed at a
district- or state-operated training center. A support team observes the
provisional teacher at prescribed intervals, and the principal evaluates the
provisional teacher at least three times that year. The last evaluation
contains the principal's assessment as to whether the teacher should receive
a New Jersey Standard Certificate.

New Mexico_AitglactAve Licensure. Candidate with a bachelor's degree in an
appropriate subject may teach in a district at its request. The individual,
the district, and an institution of hlgher education work together to create
an educational plan to prepare the individual for licensure. The candidate
receives a one-year Alternative License, teaches under supervision, and
takes courses during the year to complete the program. The individual must
pass the core battery of the NTE to receive a New Mexico Level 1 License.

Nost_lin. Through this program, an individual
who holds a bachelor's degree in a teaching endorsement area and has a
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district employment contract may receive a provisional credential. The

individual must participate in an induction project, be affiliated with a

school, college, or department of education, and complete an approved
teacher education program at the rate of six hours per year. The state
requires candidates to pass the NTE subject exam before they are accepted

into this route, and candidates must pass the professional knowledge test

after they complete their professional program but before they are granted a

regular North Carolina teaching credential. North Carolina also offers the
North Carolina Modified/Alternative Procedure for Lateral Entry. Under this
procedure, local educat.:.on agencies can recommend candidates to receive
teaching credentials. The Department of Public Instruction has approved
several requests to "relax" certain credentialing requirements for
individual school systems, with the stipulation that individuals be

credentialed through the Modified/Alternative Procedure for Lateral Entry.

Ohio Internship Certification Program. To participate, individuals must
hold a bachelor's degree with a major in a high school subject area and must
pass the NTE exams in gereral knowledge and the subject ar,..a to be taught.

The candidate's program mast be submitted by an approved district to the
state board of education for approval. Districts are required to work
cooperatively with a college or university in developing parts of the plan.
Individuals must complete at least six semester hours of courses in the
principles and practices of teaching before they may obtain an Internship
Certificate. Candidates teach for two years under the direct supervision of
a mentor, take another 12 hours of professional education courses, take the
professional knowledge test of the NTE, and are evaluated by a mentor to
qualify for a Provisional Certificate.

Oklahoma Alternative Placement Proaram. Ttrough this program, bachelor's
degree holders who have completed a major in a field that corresponds with a
specialization area for an Elementary-Secondary Certificate, a Secondary
Certificate, or a vocational-technical credential may become fully licensed
in three years or less. Candidates must pass the Oklahoma Teacher
Certificatiun Testing Program examination in the content area for which they
seek a license and must obtain an offer for employment from a district.
When an individual meets these requirements and enrolls in en Alternative
Placement Program, he or she is issued an alternative certificate. With
this credential, tm'ividuals participate in the state's Entry-Year Program.
They have up to three years to complete their teacher education programs.
These programs may consist of no less than six but no more than 18 credits
in professional education. The amount of required preparation depends upon
the level of the degrees the individuals hold, their prior teaching
experience, and their prior work experience. By law, pre-student teaching
and student teaching cannot be required of program participants. Schools,
colleges, and departments of education must begin implementing Alternative
Placement Programs in at least four areas of specialization (including
mathematics, science, and a foreign language) by June 30, 1992, or lose
state program approval.

Pennsylvania Teacher Intern Proaram. Through this program, offered at
approximately 40 colleges and universities, a person with a bfich.tlor's
degree whu passes appropriate NTE tests may be hired as a full-time teacher.
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The individual, who must be enrolled in a teacher preparat!on program,
IP receives a Letter of Intern Candidacy and is then permittel to find a

teaching position. When the individual secures a position, he or she
receives an Intern Certificate. This is valid for three calendar years and
may not be renewed. While teaching, the individual must be provided
necessary supervision and support. After completing the teacher preparation
program and passing the NTE core battery and subject exams, the individual
is eligible for a Pennsylvania Instructional I Certificate.

Rhode Island Teacher Certification Flan. Available for individuals holding
a bachelor's degree, the Teacher Certificate Plan allows teacher preparation
institutions to analyze individuals' transcripts and advise them of c course
of study that will lead to a teaching credential. Individuals participate
in a professional education program (taking any additional courses as
necessary) and vork toward a teaching credential.

§mah_kalratAdatitutilLe_Pielamiosure. Recently passed
guidelines establish a framework for alternative certification in South
Dakota. Eligible candidates must hold a bachelor's degree with a major in a
subject for which a person can earn a credential; need at least 12 semester
hours to complete required secondary education courses; never have had a
student teaching experience; and have the agreement of an employing district
that it will cooperate in their alternative program. Candidates will have
their transcripts evaluated by a school, college, or department of
education, and a plan will be drawn up of courses they must complete for a
credential. The course of study must be completed within three years.
Applicants submit letters of recommendation; official undergraduate and
graduate transcripts; a course outline signed by both the contact person at
the school, college, or department of education and the district
superintendent; and an application for a limited credential. Candidates
will then be issued a one-year, limited credential. If the candidate
remains employed in a cooperating school district and completes additional
hours as planned in the school, college, or department of education, the
credential may be renewed. Candidate's supervision is provided by school,
college or department of education personnel. At the end of the process,
individuals may be recommended for a five-year South Dakota Standard
Certificate.

lennessee Interim Probationary Licenso.A. This license is available to
individuals holding a bachelor's degree and an employment contract.
Individuals may teach for one year under this license, during which they
must complete six semester hours of professional education courses.

Texas Al_t_teCert'fico;_p_s_&Irram. Candidates with a
bachelor's degree and a minimum GPA of 2.5 (overall and in content areas)
who pass a functional academic skills test (with the same scores as are
required for entrance into a teacher education program) and demonstrate
proficiency in oral language and the use of information technology may be
credentialed through the Alternative Teacher Certification Program.
Bilingual candidates must also pass un oral and written language exam.
Twenty-one approved programs are offered by school districts, service
centers, and universities. Individuals meeting the above requirements are
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given Probationary Certification Status, which permits them to teach while

pa,micipating in the program. Interns must be employed by a school

district. Interns must complete three to six hours of work in reading and

any other preraration deemad necessary by the mentor. In addition, interns
must be appraised twice in the year by two different evaluators using the

Texas State Appraisal System. Program sponsors must notify the Texas
Education Agency about how the intern will be evaluated. The alternative
program may last between one and two years. Prior to completing the
program, individuals must pass the Examination for the Certification of
Educators in Texas. All programs have additional screening processes.

Utah Alternative Preparation for_Teaching Program (APT). Eligible

individuals must hold a bachelor's degree (or demonstrate equivalent
experience); comply with all nonacademic licensure requirements (i.e.,
background checks); demonstrate talents and abilities related to an area of
teaching; find a teaching position in the district; and have five years'
experience related to the proposed teaching area. APT programs are jointly
administered by a mentor teacher, a school district representative, and a
school, college, or department of education representative and are available
for persons planning to teach in elementary education, special education, or
secondal7 areas. After the alternative plan is approved, the State
Department of Education issues an APT Certificate that allows the individual
to teach for two years in the subjects listed on the credential.
Individuals are supervised by a licensed teacher over the two years and must
meet all requirements for the Utah Standard Certificate.

Virginia Prov s oaal Certificate. After passing the NTE, candidates with a
bachelor's degree in an academic area and an employment contract from a
school district may be issued a two-year Provisional Certificate to teach at
the secondary level. They must complete nine semester hours of professional
studies through an accredited college or university during this provisional
period. When individuals holding the Provisional Credential meet all
requirements for the regular Collegiate Professional Certificate, including
an induction program, the state grants the professional credential.

West Virginia Alternative Preparation for Licensure. Eligible participants
must hold a bachelor's degree in a dlscipline taught in the public schools;
pass SBE-approved basic skills and subject matter tests or have three years
sv.ccessful experience in the licensure area; be a United States citizen 18
years or older; be of good moral character; be physically, mentally, and
emotionally qualified to become a teacher; and not have previously completed
n state-approved teacher preparation program. Once individuals pass
appropriate examinations, they are issued a document permitting them to seek
employment as a teacher. After they secure an offer of employment,
individuals receive an Alternative Program Teacher Certificate (a one-year,
temporary credential). West Virgini3 alternative preparation programs must
have three phases. Phase One includes 20 to 30 days of instruction on
assessment, child development and learning, curriculum, classroom
managiment, and the use of instructional technology. Phase Two is 10 weeks
long; during this phase, individuals assume responsibility for a classroom
of children. Candidates must be evaluated at least weekly by members of a
professional support team. During the third phase, individuals are observed
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at least twice per month and are formally evaluated twice during 20 weeks of
IP teaching.

Washington Internship Certificate 2ilot Project. This program allows
individuals to teach while taking teacher preparation course work.
Candidates must have a bachelor's degree or master's degree with 30 semester
hours in an endorsement area; have five years of vork experience determined
to be relevant by an institution of higher education; be admitted to an
internship preparation program approved by the State Board of Education; and
have a district employment contract. Candidates then receive the Internship
Certificate, a one-year credential that may be renewed only under special
circumstances. The internship program must consist of at least 30 semester
hours of upper division or graduate study and must meet State Board of
Education standards for state-approved programs. Participants must take 10
semester hours of courses before the beginning of the school year, three
semester hours each semester of the school year, and 10 additional semester
hours the summer after their first year of teaching. Individuals
participate in a college- or university-sponsored, three-hour course every
week while teaching. Institutions of higher education assign college
supervisors, and districts assign mentors, to support the interns while theyteach. The year of internship teaching counts as the student teaching
requirement. After completing this program, candidates are eligible for theWashington Initial Teaching Certificate.

AACTE
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IP GLOSSARY

0
CERTIFICATE: See LICENSE.

CLINICAL EXPERIENCE: Activities through the college or university that fake
place prior to student teaching and pllow students to glean knowledge about
the teaching profession and adwinistration of schools through observation or
other activities culminating in an analysis of the observed experience.

CREDENTIAL: See LICENSE.

EMERGENCY OR TEMPORARY LICENSE: A credential issued to an individual who
does not meet a state's minimum requirements for a regular license but is
needed to fill an employment vacancy because a licensed individual is not
available. These credentials commonly are valid for only one or two years.

YIELD EXPERIENCE: Student teaciang or other classroom activity (such as
tutoring) where the teacher education student, under the tutelage of a
licensed teacher, gradually assumes 6he responsibility for the education of
pupils.

0

LICENSE: A license is the official recognition by a state government agency
that an individual has met state-mandated requiremerts and is therefore
approved to practice as a duly licensed educator in that state. A
certificate is a credential awarded by the profession in recognition of
advanced skills or achievement. Certain states use certificate to describe
what is more commonly referred to as a license. This survey initially
identifies state credentials by name, including when a license is officially
called a "certificate" (e.g., the Basic Certificate). The term credential
refers to either a license or certificate.

STUDENT TEACHING: Student teaching is an in-depth, direct teaching
experience conducted in a school setting. It is considered a culminating
field-based experience for the basic teacher preparation program.
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